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When the Inland Empire Tv News is there,
then so are You!
Inland Empire
Health

Inland Empire
Business
Plus

Looking Inland, Weather, and a Weekly Restaurant Review.

The Inland Empire Tv News can be seen on
Comcast Cable and KZKI-TV.
KZKI -TV* weekdays at 5:30 p.m.
Comcast Cable* weekdays at 6:30p.m.

funny thing happened on
he way to health care
eform at the national
level. It was generally beheved that
major dissatisfaction in our health
care system existed and a maJor
overhaul was needed . There was
also a belief that managed care
spearheaded by liMOs was helpmg
solve the ills of the healthcare
system in the United States. The
dramatic growth in HMOs to over
40 million members 1n 1993, the
easy access to health care of their
members, the slowing down of
premium increases 111 managed
care, the general satisfaction of
HMO members through studies
indicating that equal or better
quality of care 1s offered through
HMOs than through fee for service
medical insurance were all reasons
why The Administration believed

by Ca1hy Fagan

or tum to KZKI Channel 30 on UHFI

hen most people think of
the constructiOn industry, they think of
male laborers, contractors, CEOs.
Because of the fact that construction
is traditionally a male-dominated
field, most of us do not picture
women making deals, submitting
bids for projects, or heading major
constructiOn or contracting
companies.
The traditiOnal 1dea is not
keeping pace with reality, however.
Not only are women moving into
the construction field, they are
doing it with lightning speed-a
study by the ConstructiOn Industry
Workforce Foundation shows that,
by the year 2000, approximately 66
percent of all new entrants into the
workforce wi ll be female and
minorities. And according to
Shirley Blase, executive director of
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they could use managed care as the
cornerstone to reform and at the
same t1me respond to the public
outcry of the populace.
The reasons for the outcry were
well known: the troubling increases
in heallh premiums that far
exceeded the rise in inflation, the
growing number of uninsured and
underinsured (the number of
uninsured most often quoted was
37 million), the unfanness of the
system wh1ch made the most
vulnerable umnsurable, and the
inability of people to carry
coverage from one job to another.
What a simple task then for
The AdministratiOn to develop a
Nauonal Plan by bringing experts
together beh1nd closed doors in
order to address all of the concerns
previously mentioned.
What
resulted in the long developmental
process was that the oppos~ng
forces had ample time to gear up in

an opposition strategy which
included the famous insurance ads
and leller writing campaign to
legislators, to begm to play on the
fears of those who had coverage
that the government was going to
develop a plan that would adversely
affect then coverage, and to begin
to paint HMOs as the villam rather
than as part of the solution . The
campaign used emotiOnal anecdotes
of individuals not getting
appropriate medical care
As the debate continued 1n
Congress, legislators began to
present their own plans containing
onerous amendments such as any
w1lhng provider clauses to promote
free choice for citizens, which
began to undercut the advantages of
managed care. Politics became the
prime factor, with the original
purpose of solvmg the perceived or
real weaknesses 1n the present
system being lost in the rancorous

•
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debate.
People who, at the
beginning (including myself), were
in strong support of the need for
reforms became disenchanted and
apprehensive of provisions
contained in proposed legislation.
At the same time, the state
legislatures stood in the wings,
wanting to pass reforms, but
unwilling to act until the reform
debate played out. In the end it did
d1e for the reasons hsted above, but
Please See Page 59

Closeup: Alan Chao

WCOE Focuses on Change Rather Than Barriers
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Women ConstructiOn Owners and
Execul!ves,
"women-owned
companies are the fastest growing
segment of busmess, With womenowned constructiOn companies
be111g the fastest growing area of
that segment."

Movmg In Is
Less Complicated Than
Moving Up
However, the move into the
executive ranks has proven a b1t
more complex. The figures for
women executives and owners 111
construction are lagging a bit, with
females occupying only 6.6 percent
of executive level positions,
according to the CJWF study.
While this news may be
discouraging, women in the
industry need not throw 1n the
proverbial towel-the Department
of Labor's Women's Bureau and

Glass Ceiling Commission are
researching barriers, as well as
recruitment and developmental
problems within the industry, in an
effort to work with compames in
setting new standards and goals for
hiring and promotmg females m the
workplace.

An Organization for Women
at the Top
The organizatiOn wh1ch Blase
represents, Women Construction
Owners and Execuuves (WCOE), IS
living proof that there are a number
of women in executive posii!ons
within the industry, women who
want to garner opportunities for
each other and help each other
develop professiOnally.
Founded in 19R3 in Minnesota
by 11 women from vanous
construction-related groups, WCOE
Please See Page 14

At Deadline
Inland Valley Legislators
Want Answers from
U.S. EPA
bipartisan group of 14
Congress members from
California has demanded
that the EPA drop any notion of
imposing a controversial federal
anti-smog strategy on the state.
The EPA released a "Federal
Implementation Plan," early last
year. The Plan lists proposed
smog-reduction
rules
on
everything from airports to dairy
farms. The plan has been widely
attacked by Industry, which
charges that, if enforced, 1t
would permanently cripple the
economy in the three regions it
covers.
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overnor Pete Wilson
appointed John D.
Dunlap of Rancho
Cucamonga to the position of
chatrman of the Air Resources
Board recently, maktng Dunlap
the third chairman of that
agency in just two years.
Dunlap
is
replacing
Jacqueline Schafer, who was
denied the position by the state
Senate; former chatrperson
Jananne Sharpless was ousted
by Wilson tn 1993 when the
trucking industry protested
stricter diesel fuel regulations.
The state Senate, which must
approve the appointment before
it is deemed legal. reconvened
on Jan. 4 . However, Dunlap
was scheduled to begin working
in late December, immedtately
upon betng appotnted, with a
salary of $90,852.
Wilson cited Dunlap's
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n recent years, more and more
attention has been focused on an
often overlooked capttal-raising
technique
doing a better job of
managing your company's cash.
As obvious as the concept may
seem, tt is often neglected because
managers underestimate how
valuable it can be They tell
themselves that the company has
been getting along qUtte well with a
rather easygotng atttlude toward
management, and that it would be
dtfficult to tmpose tighter controls.
They may also suspect that while
large corporations mtght realize
substantial savings, the benefits for
small- to mid-sized companies are
probably too insigmficant to bother
with. The facts suggest just the
opposite.
Sound cash management
strategtes may be even more
important for a growth company in
its early stages than for the large,
mature organization. The young,
emerging company, bursting with
ideas and energy though it may be,
nevertheless has a limited track
record. Therefore, the sources of
outside funds available may be
limited and expensive. With
aggressive management of the
company 's cash flow you can

I

Service.
Integrity.
Leadership.

Central
Station

Monitonng

expenence as an executtve with
the South Coast Air Quality
Management District, as well as
deputy dtrector for !he stale's
toxtc substance conlrol program,
as factors thai make Dunlap an
ideal candidate for !he posttton
of chatrman
Dunlap's entrance into the
agency comes at a challengmg
time, when pressure is being
applied
by
the
Clinton
administration
IO
take
aggressive measures against
smog, as well as by the industry
to loosen regulations . The
agency is being required to
implement em1ssions cuts to
clean up Californta's air
In addition, the U.S
Environmental
Protection
Agency ts currently urging the
state of Californta to completely
revamp the smog check
program, and is proposing a

stringent 15-year emissions
control plan. Governor Wilson
has chosen to make changes to
the extsling smog check
program ralher than start over,
and the board wtll need to create
even more rigorous controls to
push hack !he emissions control
plan.
Dunlap commented that,
whtle growing up in Ontario, he
lived with smog and the
restrictions it places on people
A graduale of the Universtty of
Redlands and graduate school at
the Claremont Colleges, he said
he intends to support the air
board's
programs
for
introducing electric cars to
California in 1998 and cleaner
gasohne and dtesel fuel.
While the reactton from
environmentalists was mtxed,
Dunlap's appointment was wellreceived by many. •

Taking Control of Your Company's Cash
By Donald N Ecker
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accumulate capital, Jhus reducing
reltance on outside funds and
increasmg profitabtltty.
An extra benefit is that sound
ca~h management practices will earn
respect from banks, suppliers, and
customers that will pay off in
countless ways. While various bank
services can be useful in managing a
company's cash, the greatest
opportunities for improvement are
typtcally internal. Common-sense
procedures such as controlling the
level of raw-materials and inventory,
dispatching bills on a timely basis,
and paying bills no earlier than
necessary, can significantly improve
both liquidity and profitability.

The Cash Flow Cycle
Most bustness managers are
familiar with the revenue and cost
cycles of thetr businesses. This
information is typically presented in
the tncome statement, which
describes
the
economtc
performance/profitability of the
business during the reporting period.
While important to the long-term
health of the business, profitability is
not the primary determinant of
current liquidity. The key ingredient
in managing business liquidity is the
cash flow cycle.

Simply stated, Jhe cash flow
cycle ts. (1) !he investment of cash
tn raw materials and product, (2) the
sale of the product, and (3) Jhe
recetpt of ca~h payment for the sale.
Because of the order in whtch these
business activilies must occur, the
liquidity of the company is cltrectly
affected by the llmtng differences tn
cash lransactions for each acttvity.
Cash disbursements, inventory
overhead expenses, and cash receipts
occur at disconcertingly different
ttmes, resulting tn the need for
greater cash-flow or other sources of
funds (capital or borrowtngs) to
support liquidity.
The relationshtp between your
income statemenl and your actual
cyclical flow of ca~h is accounted for
on the balance sheet tn the various
elements of working capital.
Increa~es in working capital must be
refinanced by your business and, if
not properly controlled, may result in
serious
liquidity
problems.
Generally, business managers cannot
arrange to pay raw-material
suppliers, personnel, premises lessors
or mortgagors, and service vendors
until after they collect fund~ for !he
products they sell. If everybody did
this, nobody would get paid. Thus,
most business managers do not have
the luxury of such arrangements and,
Please See Page 58

Planned Shopping Center
Good News to Ontario,
County, State
he Mills Corp. has signed an
agreement with Ontario city
officials to build a new
mulll-millton dollar shoppmg center
to he located near the junclion of
Interstates 10 and 15.
Projected to cost approximately
$184 million, the mall, to be called
the Ontario Mills, will feature such
well-known retail stores as
Marshalls, Burlington Coat Factory
and Saks Fifth Avenue. This will
be the fifth Mtlls shopping center m
Jhe United States, the other four
hemg Potomac Mills tn Washington
D .C , Gurnee Mills in Chicago.
Franklin Mills in Philadelphia, and
Sawgrass Mills near Fort
Lauderdale.
The project has been in the
negotiation stages for nearly seven
years, and will be 3,000 square feet
larger than the Montclair Plaza (for
a total of 1.95 million square feet),
covering 200 acres The actual
structure will be 138 acres large.
More importantly. the new mall
is expected to be a financial boon
for !he city, generattng nearly $9
millton per year in sales tax
revenue. approximately $5 mtllion
of which wtll go to San Bemardmo
County. Thts leaves $3 to $4
mtllion a year for the cily of
Ontario.
With a current budget deficit of
nearly $3 million, this mall could be
the answer to Ontario's financial
woes, putting the cit) back in the
black in a single year.
Addttionally. $45 million in
sales tax receipts is expected for the
state of Califomta.
According to the contract,
funds for the project totalling $20
millton are to come from
redevelopment agency fun-ds, and
Mtlls is going to contribute $35 5
million tn equity funds. The
rematnder of money will be
supplied by a construction loan
from Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce, adjacent land sales and
rent from tenants of the center.
Spokesmen for Mills say that
there has been a favorable response
by maJOr chatn stores and smaller
novelty shops, showtng that no
problems are anticipated with
filling the vacancies once the mall
is built. Over 80 percent of the 200
specialty shop slots have been
tentatively filled, as have six slots
for anchor stores, with lease
agreements signed.
Construction of the Ontario
Mtlls ts set to begin in spring of
1995, and completion is slated for
_j mid- to late-1996. •
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Commentary

Editorial

0

range County's financial
catastrophe is a biller
lesson about placing too
mucb trust in one man's
judgment simply because his
record is good. The Orange
County Board of Supervisors
have been accused of complacency and laxity in their
supervision of county investments. Now taxpayers and
employees must pay the price.
In reviewing the investment
procedures of Riverside and San
Bernardino's Treasurers, we are
relieved to learn that both have
secure systems of internal checks
and balances. Riverside County
bas reacted to Orange County's
troubles by adding a citizen's
committee to review their
investments in addition to
internal reviewers. Citizens of
San Bernardino might welcome
one for tbeir county too.

oac:bella Valley residents
will be the lucky
beaefactors of the next
Cal State Untversity campus if
all goes as plaaned. The CSU
Board of Trustees has accepted
the clonatioa of 40 acres of cityowaed land from Palm Desert for
a penDallent CSU ceater. Palm
Desert has also desigaated 160
acres of aarrouding property as
a fUure sate for expanaaoa of the

C

CSU campus, the first in
Riverside County.
The current CSU campus is
situated in temporary buildings
on leased property at College of
the Desert. Their 525 students
are juniors and seniors who have
transferred from College of the
Desert and other two-year
community colleges. Peter
Wilson, Dean of the CSU center,
said he hopes a permanent center
can be established on the 40
acres by the end of the decade.
He is projecting enrollment of
1,800 students by 2000.
A fund-raising drive has
begun, under the volunteer
leadership of Richard Oliphant,
to raise $15 to $20 million to
build the permanent center near
the intersection of Frank Sinatra
Drive and Cook Street, south of
Interstate 10. The university
will offer junior, senior, and
graduate-level classes on the
quarter system.

on 't forget to register
for the Fifth Annual
Inland
Empire
Economic Forecast Conference
to be held Feb. 17th at the
Riverside Convention Center.
As always, the conference's
outstanding speakers will offer
preseatations you won't want to
miss. •
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Common Sense Lost Out to Greed In Orange County
by Kathleen Brown

he bankruptcy of Orange
County was an accident
waiting to happen. I sensed
it more than two years ago, when I
paid a courtesy visit to Orange
County Treasurer Robert Citron.
With his characteristic cockiness,
Citron whipped out a chart
showing that low interest rates
historically follow presidential
elections.
The market, be
pronounced with unshakable
confidence, would remain true to
form-and he would be investing
accordingly.
Therein lies one of the biggest
differences between Citron's
philosophy and the one I have
followed as manager of
California's $26 billion investment
fund, including the $8.5 billion
Local Agency Investment Fund
composed of 2,150 different local
agencies.
In overseeing
California's public dollars, my
investment policy has been to
adjust to changing market
conditions. It's a strategy that has
preserved the value of taxpayer
money while still earning an
average yield of 5.44% over the
last four years-one of the highest
returns of like-sized funds across
the country. In contrast, Orange
County's policy was to anticipate
market changes and bet local
public dollars in a bold gamble to
make a market killing.
In the end, the market killed

T

Orange County. Citron's high-risk
investment strategy backfired
when interest rates began rising
this year. Heavily leveraged and
locked into long-term investments,
Citron was unable to adjust to
interest-rate fluctuations. With an
eye only on the big kill, Citron
sacrificed two of the three basic
principles that guide my own
investments-safety and liquidity.
Instead, he sought only yield.
That's only part of the lesson of
Orange County. As we sort
through the wreckage of the
financial collapse of one of the
richest, most entrepreneurial and
risk-minded regions of our state,
there are also other lessons.
First is the need for more
oversight.
California's
investments fund is subject to a
system of checks and balances that
include a Pooled Money
Investment Board (which includes
members representing both the
governor and the state controller),
the state auditor and the state
controller. Municipalities should
create similar systems of local
checks and balances. I stress the
word local. I would not support
state oversight, which would
require the creation of a potentially
massive state bureaucracy while
striking at the heart of local
control. Better to create local
oversight systems that include
monitoring by those who
understand the intricate nature of
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While readiag your article on
"lnsuraac:e Fraud.'" I kept thinking
that your neld article must be about
the Single Provider insurance
program. The type of sc:ams which
you discuss could aot happeD. I
think that a Siagle Provider
Prognm is a must for this state and
this couatry.
I stroagly SUJiest that you
interview some of the Canadians
that CIOIIIe to the Palm SpriDp area
for tile wilder, as 9S,. are in flnror
of tile Sia&le Provider IJifem. 1bea
dlect CNlt admiaistrative costs in
Cauda u compared to tile U.S.

system, as well as how maay
doctors are leaving Canada and tlaeir
fee schedules for the U.S. bls
dollan. ADotber important factor to
check is bow much time the U.S.
doctor spenda with the average
paaieal as CDilplftiCI to the avenge
doc:tor in Canada or Great Britain.
The U.S. citizen will have to
make a doc:ision 10011, and it should
be doae without tbe pressure from
c:ompanies.
tbe laap

u.ra.ce
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I .E.B.J. Close-Up: Alan Chao
hen Allen Chao came
to the United States
from Taiwan, China,
in 1968, he never imagined that
within 25 years he would head a
pharmaceutical business in
America worth more than $500
million ... a business, moreover,
that had earned the first runnerup award for the 1994 U.S .
Entrepreneur of the Year.
The plan was for him to earn
the necessary degrees tn
pharmacy sciences and then
return to Taiwan to run hts
family's
pharmaceuticals
manufacturing
husiness.
However, in 1973, by the time
he had earned his Ph.D. in
industrial
and
physical
pharmacy,
his plans had
changed. Instead, he became a
researcher for G.D. Searle &
Co., and within five years had
become
the director of
pharmaceutical technology
development.
In 1975, his parents gave up
on his return, sold the family
business, and came to California
to retire. But as entrepreneurs
themselves, they disliked seeing
their son working for a large
corporation, and urged him to
start his own company.
That wasn 'I as easy as they
made it sound. Allen found it
almost impossible to raise the $4
million he considered necessary
to start a pharmaceutical
laboratory from the mainstream
venture capital community.
Finally, be moved his wife and
son from the midwest to Orange
County, where his family had
ties to the local financial
community.
Family members and more
thaD 30 friends, acquaiataaces
aad small busiaess iavestment
corporations came to his aid,
provided him the startup capital,
aad became Watsoa's iavestors
and shareholden. With close to
$4 millioa as aa equity base, he
was able to aet $1.S million
more from veature capital firms
and penaioa fuads.
Altoaether, Allen had to give
up 89,. of the company's equity
for these startup fuada, bat by
1983 be went iato busiaeas to

W

products to manufacture?

A closer look ...

Chao: My researchers look
through government and public
information for drugs with little
name recognition but big
potential, which for me is around
$30 million. Large generic drug
firms want to see at least a S100
million market potential before
selecting a drug to manufacture.
IEBJ: Do you have any other
secrets to your success?

Family:
Wife, Lee; son, Michael;
father, John Chao

Pharmacy from Purdue
University.
Hobbles:

Education:
Degrees:
B.S.,
Pharmacy-Taipei
Medical College; M.S.,
Pharmaceutics, West
Virginia Univ.; Ph.D.,
Industrial and Physical
manufacture generic drugs.
IEBJ: Where did the name
Watson
Pharmaceuticals
originate?
Claao: To honor my mother, I
took her name, Hwa, added
"son" to it, and Americanized it
slightly.
IEBJ: Why did you need so
much money to start the
business?
Claao: To get a new drug
through the approval process
with the Food &: Drug
Admiaistration could cost
anywhere between $200,000 aad
$2 million. Research is also
very expensive, and it could take
a long time to aet a product
through the pipeline to the poiat
of making a profit for tile
manufacturer. In additioa, tile
replatioa dictates that we llave

Music, tennis, skiing
Affiliations:
Generic Pharmaceutical
Industry Association
(GPIA)

a qualified manufacturing plant,
therefore, significant upfront
investment is necessary befOre
FDA approves the products for

sale.
IEBJ: I understand that in 1993,
Watson Pharmaceuticals grossed
$67.6 million and netted S12.2
million making generic drugs.
What would you say is the key
to yoar incredible success?
Cltae: We avoid products wlaicll
generate a hi&h dearee of
competition aad coaceatrate oa
difficult-to-copy mediciaes tllat
bave
smaller
markets.
Capturiag SK of a $22 aillioa
market wllicla is too small for
the major drq maaafachlren to
bother willa is better thaa
buckiaa 10 major competitors
for part of a $400 arillioa
muket.

RIIJ: How do Joa cltooae tlteae

Chao: We spend about $10
million a year, or 13% of our
gross revenue in 1993, on
research and development.
Currently, we are concentrating
on developing alternative drug
delivery systems, such as
transdermal (skin applications)
or transmucous (through the
mouth or other orifices). The
convenience
of
these
applications, which a patient can
admini:>ter to himself, over
injections, which are usually
given by trained personnel, can
expand the market for our drugs
by as much as 25 times, we
think.
IEBJ: What are your near-term
future goals?
Claao: We currently have eight
products in the process of gettiag
FDA approval. We also receatly
bought a patent on aa injectionmolding technology that will
enable us to make our prochacts
in distinct shapes. Ia additioa,
we are workiDJ oa a llormone
replacemeat for WOIMII tat c:u
be absorbed tbroaala tlae staa.
We are ia tlae process of
npaadiaa oar maaafactariaa
capacity, and, of c:oane, we are
always lookiaa for aore
prodacts.

lma.J: WUt are JOU loqer-tenD
JOBis?
Clae:
We would hke to
c:oatiaae to upaad oar aeaeric
pltarallceatical . . . . _ by 25•
per year. ta ~.,...,...
lib to liP• .., 8n& pcapalu•r

... bJ 1997. l9J8.
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by Paul V. Horchcr
Asscmhlyr.:~n.

60th Dtstr ;;:t

What safeguards are in place to ensure that Riverside and San Bernardino Counties
do not end up in Orange County's predicament?
Tom O'Donnell
San Bernardino County
Treasurer-Tax Collector
an Bernardino County's
safeguards are
many.
Currently, we have an
investment policy that is reviewed
by the board of supervisors and the
auditor-controller. In fact, long
before it was legally required, San
Bernardino County instituted an
investment policy that was
developed by an independent CPA
firm in coordination with the
elected county auditor-controller
and the elected treasurer-tax
collector. That policy has been in
place for years, and it is strictly
adhered to by our investment
officer under my daily direction.
We are also audited at a
minimum of six times a year by the
auditor-controller staff, and copies

S

of every trade that we make are
reviewed by the auditor-controller.
We also have given the board of
supervisors a monthly investment
portfolio summary, even though it
is not required by law. Finally,
every investment is reviewed in
my office by several staff members
and myself to ensure that it meets
the portfolio strategy and the
investment policy guideline.

Wayne Watts
Riverside County
Treasurer-Tax Collector
iverstde County and
Orange County have
totally opposite investment
philosophies. Throughout my 12
years as the elected Treasurer!fax
Collector for Riverside County I
very
maintained
a
have
conservative investment policy.

R

WE'LL BRING YOUR
INTERIORS TO UFE
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You can check my track record
from the beginning, way before
Orange County's bankruptcy
occurred. Of Rtverside County's
three investment goals, safety is
#1, liquidity is #2, and concern for
yield is #3. This office has
received a commendatiOn from a
recent Grand Jury because the
County treasury has not lost any
money on its investment principal
during my 12 years as Treasurer.
Over the years I've been
challenged a few times about
Orange County's higher yields on
investments, but in the long run
have maintained a conservation
policy and practice. Therefore, we
do not have reverse repos in our
portfolio, which was one of the
main causes of Orange County's
losses.
We also have a system of
internal checks and balances.

Anthony
Bellanca,
our
auditor/controller, audits our
portfolio quarterly. I have a
quarterly meeting the Jerry Kerr,
the Superintendent of Schools.
There is also an outside CPA audit
by one of the nation's "big 8" CPA
firms.
In additton, each
investment purchase ticket is
reviewed daily by the county
treasurer and a copy of the
document is filed with the auditorcontroller. Furthermore, montly
reports are given to the Board of
Supervisors on all portfolio
transactions that occurred for the
month. The Grand Jury also has
for the past several years made
reviews of the county's investment
portfolio.
Just recently, in
response to the Orange County
crisis, we have established a
Citizen's Committee to keep check
on our portfolio.

The San Bernardino
County Museum
Experience Inland Southern California
• anthropology and archaeology
• biological sciences
• earth sciences
• history
• fine arts
250,000 people vtsil the Museum each year.

60% of the Museum general audience ts f11I111hes with cl11ldren.
85% of Mus~:um visitors live m Riwrstde or San lkm11nhno Counties .
Your business can share m the Museum's OUSSIOO of preservatiOn, ooucation
and cultural enrichment through the CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM while providing valuable benefits for your employees and the entire
community. Conlllct the Museum Development Office 11t (909}798-8570 for
more infonnat10n.

A

_.......,......
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THE SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY MUSEUM

C11lif. St. exit from 1-10 in Roolands
Tuesdays-Sundays 9 to 5
Prmttd courttsy of lnf~tnd Emprrt BUJintss joum~tf

iation from Republican
to Independent and voted for
Mr. Brown for Speaker of the
Assembly. Since then, I have
been castigated by Republicans
for leaving them on the eve of
their power takeover and
congratulated by Democrats
who are helping keep Mr.
Brown's speakership alive.
Neither ts accurate.
I entered politics in 1990 to
help solve problems, but I have
been under the pressures of
partisan politics.
While I
associated myself with the
Republican Party, I tried to vote
without consideration of party
lines but rather tn the best
interests of the people
represent. I ran as a Republican
because that party was most
closely aligned wtth my
personal beliefs and values. I
never
pledged
to
place
Republican affiliation before
responsibility
to
my
constituents. Occasionally, this
has meant going aga1nst ultraconservative Republicans. For
this I became known as a
"maverick" within my own
party.
I have a long record of
voting in favor of my district,
without regard to my reputation
among party bosses. As a
freshman legislator in 1991, I
cast the deciding vote for
Republican Governor Pete
Wilson's budget even though
most
of my
Republican
colleagues
opposed
it.
Ironically, our Republican
Governor has consistently had
to rely on Mr. Brown and the
Democrats- not the Assembly
Republican leadership-to enact
his budget each year. This year
will be no different because, at
budget time, Governor Wilson
has few Republican friends tn
the Assembly.
In 1991, I cast the deciding
vote making Bill Jones the
Republican leader, replacing
politics-as-usual leadership. In
1993, I accepted the vice
chairmanship of the powerful
Assembly Ways & Means
Committee rather than see the

post given to a Democrat.
These decisiOns have cost me
friends tn the Repuhhcan Party,
but it is a prtcc I was wtlling to
pay for those I represent.
Caltfornla voters have
expressed thetr disgust for
government and partisan politics
by enacting term limits,
throwing incumbents out of
office,
and standing by
incredulously tn 1992 when we
could not pass a budget for 75
days
As my third and last term in
the Assembly began with my
victory in November, I shared
the voters' disgust.
That
disgust was confirmed by the
overwhelmtng anti-government
vote-less an indictment of
Democrats or a groundswell of
support for Republicans, and
more an expression of outrage at
partisan government itself. The
fact remains that Democrats still
hold 39 (out of 80) seats in the
Assembly. Neither party enjoys
a clear voter mandate.
Voters are looking for a new
type
of
representatative
responsible to his district, not to
party bosses and partisan infightmg.
The delicate balance of the
new Assembly places a premium
on responsible leadership.
Looking for that leadership, I
turned to my party, hut I have
consistently found all of its
decisions mtred down by party
in-ftghting. Republican leader
Jim Brulte is unable to appease
factiOns wtthin his own party;
clearly, he would have difficulty
managing the entire assembly.
By contrast, Mr Brown had a
long history of artful leadership
as Assembly Speaker. With
respect to my district, I have
always felt he JUdged issues
fairly and wtthout consideration
of party affiliation. While he
and I do not see eye-to-eye on
many 1ssues, he has earned
respect in the Assembly because
of his masterful bipartisan
solutions.
Is it more important to
placate the party or vote your
conscience tn the best interest
of those you represent? Voters
do not select candidates based
on party affiliation alone:
legislators are judged on how
they represent constituents. I

by ltm Cump
Cha~rman

,,f the llorcher Recall

Commmee

a verick: One who departs from the customs
or beltefs of his or her
group (Websters Dictionary). This
is an accurate title that Mr. llorcher
has proudly hrand.:d upon himself.
lie has strayed far away from his
group, the voters in the 60th
Assembly District Mr. Horcher's
con- stttuents believed him when
he campaigned against the establishment tn Sacramento, Willie
Brown
Former Speaker Brown has
ruled over the state Assembly for
fourteen years and he often refers
to it as '"h1s house" By casting his
vote on Dec. 5 for Willie Brown,
Mr. Horcher cast a vote for
busmess as usual m Sacramento.
Under Willie Brown's leadership
the California State A~sembly has
been nothing but a partisan house
denytng the mmonty party any
power or ability to accomplish the
goals their constituents elected
them to achieve. Last year 59% of
the A~sembly were Democrats, yet
85% of the Assembly operating
budget was spent by Democrats for
staff, operating expenses, etc.
Last year Mr. Horcher had
campa1gn literature printed that
stated '"Paul Horcher has never
voted for Willie Brown as
speaker. .. He puts hts district first."
Now Mr. Horcher claims that his
vote for Willie was in the best
interest of those he represents.
Why the change of heart? Has
Willie Brown done something to
redeem himself and cause Horcher
to reevaluate his abilities? Has he
made Horcher an offer he could
not refuse? The voters of this
district want to know what price
they have been sold for.

M

did not betray my district, but
instead followed through on a
difficult decision to promote its
good fortune.
My decision to become an
Independent was also difficult.
Yet, my constituents elected me
to excrctse my judgment on
their hehalf, not to surrender to
political bosses from either
party. The electorate did not

When an elected official
hegms making political dectsions
that not only affect the distnct
elected in, but the whole
population of the state, for selfish
or personal gains, neglecting the
wtll of the people, 11 is time for the
constituents to raise up their
unified voices in protest of the
offictal 's actions.
Paul Horcher ts going to be
recalled from office. It may not be
easy, however it will be a unified
and grattfying experience for
everyone involved. People whose
only involvement in politics have
been castmg a vote every two years
have suddenly found the desire and
motivation to take a more
proactive role in the political
process.
Honesty, character, convictions, integrity and the restored
not10n of being responsible for
one's actions are the dnvmg force
behind voter discontent. Removal
of an elected official by recall vote
is the cul-de-sac of the voters'
attempt to non-viOlently rebel at
the ballot box, a matter not taken
lightly by the constituents who
must face the fact thay they were
either natve enough to be seduced
by Mr. Horcher or in good fatth,
were deceived. The process of
removing an entrenched elected
official rivals the twelve labors of
Hercules. Large amounts of
capital will have to be expended
and volunteers will spend countless
hours away from family and
friends to see that the wrong is
nghted.
When placing the blame for the
three ring circus we have anxiously
watched unfold this past month,
Mr. Hocher should not look at the
Republican Party, Jim Brulte or
Willie Brown. He should take a
long look in the mirror, if he can.

...

say "Yes" to Republicans as
much as ''No" to business as
usual 1n Sacramento . What we
now need is a chance to show
we can govern with the people's
best interests-not our own-at
heart.
My decision to become
Independent was difficult, but
since making it I have yet to
look back. A.
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Restructuring Business School Programs

An Idea Whose Time Has Come

by Eldon C Lewis, Dean School of

I

magine this scenario. You
are minding your ow n
bu,mess, driving down th e
yellow brick road, when
suddenly a car comes out of
nowhere and crashes into yours.
Out of the ensu1ng chaos,
several facts remain clear. You
must attend to priorities. The
injured must receive medical
attention , the cars must be
removed from the scene , and
fault must be ascertained.
Naturally, you think of your
medical insurance coverage (but
hopefully,
not
your
life
insurance), your automobile
insurance policy, and-your
legal insurance plan! That's
right. Wouldn't it be a relief to
know that all your worries in
this unfortunate situation could
be placed in the hands of
competent professionals? Well,
now that possibility exists in the
Inland Empire.

Necessity is Mother of
Invention
Pre-Paid Legal Services,
Inc., was formed by Harland C.
Stonecipher of Ada, Okl ahoma
in 1972, shortly after he had a
costly brush wi t h lawyers
s t emming from a head-on
automobi le accident. Although
h e was not at fault, his legal
bills acc um u l a t ed.
"I was
covered
for
everything,"
Stoneciphe r reca ll s. "Medical
insurance, automobile coverage,
and life insurance which would
have provided for my family had
I not recovered." T he one type
of prepaid protection he didn't
own was legal insurance.
Distressed by t h e drain o n
h is fina n ces, Ston ecipher, who
was already i n th e ins u rance
business, began to wonder why
no o n e provided legal insu ran ce
t o cove r costs associa ted with
acci d e n ts, a nd, for th a t matte r,
will s, d ivorces, civil sui ts, a n d
so fo rlh . " I f I ha dn 't h ad the
accid e nt, I p ro ba bl y woul d h ave
sta r te d
a
l ife
insura n ce
com p a n y," says S t o n ecip h er.
But the l u re of pioneering the
l egal-i ns u ran ce i ndustry was too
strong to resist. The Sports-

men 's M otor Service Club,
precursor of Pre-Paid Legal
Services, Inc., began m arketing
its product in Oklahoma in
February 1973. Ston ecipher
admits that h e didn't know what
he \\aS doing when he started,
but that he couldn't have started
any other way
"If you wait until you know
all th e answers, you're not going
to start If you know how tough
it's going to be , yo u probabl y
wouldn ' t start. You're better off
when you don 't kn ow."

Learn Th ro ug h
Experi en ce
The company's first product
reimbursed a portion of an
individual's legal costs in
automobile-related matters and
was marketed solely to groups .
This early product requ1red
members to locate an attorney
on their own . The company
soon realized that members were
not familiar enough with the
process for this method to be
efficient Many had never had
cause (or thought they had
cause) to use an attorney and
had a difficult time finding one
who understood their needs and
was willing to work with them
on even minor legal matters. So
Pre-Paid Legal developed a plan
that was easier to use and which
took the burden of finding a
good lawyer from the member.
The company's most popular
products are known as "access"
plans .
These plans make
services available through a
network
of
independent
attorneys under contract with
the company who are paid on a
per capita basis. Access plans
are more convenient for
members because they take the
confusion and worry from the
decision of which attorney wi ll
provide the best service - and
have the member's best interests
in mind.

Service for Every Market
Pre-Paid Legal Services has
evolved steadily over the years.
Today, the company's popular

comprehensive family plan
consists of five areas of benefits
which provide coverage for a
broad range of preventive a nd
litigation-related legal e xpenses.
In addition to the family plan,
the company markets its legal
services plan to groups and law
enforcement professionals.
The
plans
provide
comprehensive legal service
benefits, including unlimited
attorney consultation, will
prepara!lon, traffic violation
def e n se, automobile related
criminal charges, letter writing,
docum e nt preparation and
rev1ew, a general trial fund, and
IRS-related assistance. For
services not covered under the
plan, members receive a
significant discount off the
standard hourly rate . Pre-Paid
Legal Services products are to
attorney fees what prepaid
medical plans are to doctor and
hospital bills . Pre-Paid Legal
plans are des1gned to help
middle-income Americans get
quality legal ass1stance without
having to make a financial
decision as to whether they can
afford it in the midst of a crisis
situation.

Popular in Europe
Pre-Paid Legal Services
plans were the first in the U .S .
to be marketed to the general
population, but this type of
product has been widely
available in Europe since 1940.
Today, legal expense plans are
as common in Europe as auto
insurance is in America, with
more than 40 million policies
outstanding.
Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc.
the only publicly held
company of its kind listed on the
IS

American Stock Exchange. The
company, which provides its
services through convenient
membership plans, h as a
nationwide network of 5,550
l ice n sed, practici n g attorneys
who provide services to
members. A membership covers

one low mon thly cost of either
$25 o r $16 a month.
The
difference between rates is
based on the number of pre-trial
consultation hours desired in
case of litigatiOn.
Group rates a re available for
companies interested in the
service as an employee benefit.
Group legal plans indicate to
e mployees that their employer is
concerned about all their needs.
Employees co n sider the plans
va luable benefits which provide
relief from the financial burdens
and emotional stress commonly
experienced
with
legal
problems .
The group plans offered
through Pre-Paid Legal are only
$23 .95 or $14 .95 and require
minimum administrative overSight. They can be offered as a
fringe benefit, on voluntary
payroll deductions, or as part of
the flexible benefits program.
Pre-Paid Legal Services
boasts one of the largest
computer installation networks
in the state of Oklahoma , and
meets an annual payroll of more
than $1 ,800,000. In 1993, their
assets exceeded $35 million, and
the company has paid more the
$100 million to more than
90,000 attorneys for services
rendered to members since
1973.
Pre-Paid Legal Serv1ces
recently notified all holders of
its subordinated convertible
debentures, as well as all
holders
of
its
secured
promissory notes , that the
company intended to retire all
such debentures and notes prior
to year end.

The retirement of

these debentures and notes in
the aggregate amount of $1.4
mi l lion, with an average interest
ra te of 13 percent, would leave
the company completely debt
free by yea r end 1994.
I f you are interested in more
information on Pre-Paid Legal
Services, or in becoming a n
independent marketing associate
for the firm, contact Steve n

and

Amante at the Independen t
Marketing Group of Ruggieri,

dependent children for persona l
or business-related services for

Ross, Amante & Associates at 1800-284-4908 . •

the

member,

spouse,

Business and Public Admuustralwn
California Stale Untversity, San
Bcmardmo

D

unng the past several
years, American businesses have downsized
and restructured thelT operations.
Concurrently, two other significant
changes are havtng a profound
impact on business activities: (I)
There has been a significant
increase in commercial activity
between nations all over the
world, and (2) The informallon
and commumcation age predicted
by many experts only a few years
ago has now arrived in full force.
These forces certainly will impact
bus1ness operattons for the
remainder of the 20th century and
will carry over to much of the 21st
century.
Not only will bus1ness
operations be impacted, but the
education of future business
leaders must be changed to reflect
the realities of modern business
operations. No longer are we
primarily preparing our students
for mtddle management positions
in a functional area of a large
business. M any of those middle
management poslllons have been
eliminated and will not return for
many years, 1f ever.
There is an obvio us trend in
business education to change from
an emphasis on functional areas,
such as f1nance, marketing or
opera!tons, to one wh1ch adds a
significant aspect o f leaders hip
development. Some authorities
believe that leaders hip skills are
inherent; they cannot be learned in
an academic process. The general
concensus, h owever, supports a
conclusion that many ingredients
of effective leadership sho uld and,
indeed, mu s t be included in
modern business education
programs. Thus, there have been
significant shifts planned or
implemented
in
academic
programs which prepare students
for positions in business and the
professions.
Si nee about 1960, most
business programs have been quite
similar in their curriculum and
delivery systems. Most of the
programs have basically prepared
st u dents
for
technical
or
managerial roles. The trend now
seems to be toward a greater

emphasis on leadership within any
of the functional areas. A second
trend which certainly applies to
the Inland Empire suggests that
many, perhaps most, of our
graduates will obtain positions
With
small
businesses
or
individual entrepreneurs. Future
graduates must have a grasp of all
business functions 1n order to
make a major contributiOn to the
employer. Many busmess schools
are making major changes.
Contrary to the homogeneity of
bus1ness programs over the past
30 years, the revised programs
appear to have significant
differences.

Some authorities believe
that leadership skills are
inherent; they cannot be
learned in an academic
process.

Examples of changes we see in
business programs at major
universities include· a renewed
emphasts on both wri tten and oral
communications skills; th e
inclusion of soc1al 1ssues in the
curriculum; the use of group
proJects and teams study; the
introduction of total quality
concepts; internationalization of
existi ng courses, as well as the
addition of special courses relating
to global markets and mternat10nal
trade; an understanding of work
force diversity; the integratiOn of
decision making; and the inclusiOn
of critical think1ng and ethical
principles and co nc ep ts into
existing courses.
Today's graduates must be
able to verbally convince their
peers and supenors; they must
understand the legal, social and
ethical environment in which
business operates; and they must
be able to work in teams or
groups. They must understand the
internatiOnal economy and be
aware of opportunities and
constraints within the rapidly
expanding world market.
At a recent symposium titled
"The Challenge of Pervasive

Change: Business Education in
the Year 2000," it was concluded
that "Students must be educated
with the sktlls to function in a
business environment that w1ll no
longer be clearly defined for more
than a moment. Education must
be geared to provide more than
today's technical knowledge."
The obvious message is that
learmng never ceases. We should
not prepare our students for an
environment and society that is
changing very rapidly. Rather, we

should prepare our students to be
perpetual learners with the ability
to adapt to continuous change.
Our curnculum, faculty and
delivery systems must create the
capacity for lifelong learning.
Computers and other modern
technology represent another
major change which has had a big
impact on our delivery systems
and the mode by which we help
students learn. Just within the
past
four
years,
modern
Please See Page 65

WORKING
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Without a degree, even the most talented
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The Dynamic Estimate Bogeyman
:'1.8('', Bryant Gumbel, in an

by Bruce Bartlcll

uch of the media have
echoed
Office
of
Management
and
Budget Director Alice Rivlln in
her concern that the impending
Republican takeover of Congress
will corrupt the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) and the
Joint Committee on Taxation
(JCT). In particular, they are
concerned that Republicans will
force
unproven "dynamic"
estimating methodologies onto
these institutions, in order to show
that tax cuts increase, rather than
reduce, government revenue.
This, they fear, will lead to larger
federal budget deficits.
Some are using the 1980s as
an example. NBC's Tom Brokaw,
on the Nov. 9 Nightly News, said
in an interview with Senator Elect
Bill
Frist, the Tennessee
Republican, that "the last time
[tax cuts] happened in the 1980s,
with all due respect, we ran up the
deficit and also the federal debt to
trillions of dollars ...

M

mtcn'IC\1' With 1ncoming House
Budget Committee Chairman John
Kasich, \1 as more explicit "Your
critics have called your budget
Intentions, as you wdl know,
Voodoo II. Is it your intention to
turn back the clock and go back to
the same Reaganomics that
ballooned the deficit in tbe first
place?"

Result: the tax base
expanded by an amount
almost equal to the rate
reduction.

And U.S. News & World
Report's Sara Collins, in the Nov.
28 issue, declared that "the GOP's
tax cut plans could boost the
federal deficit by $30 billion to
$40 billion above current
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proJections .. "
Obvwusly, it would be foolish
for anyone to say that all tax cuts
increase revenue. The Reagan
Admin1stra1Ion always Indicated
that its tax cu ts would reduce
federal revenue every year, below
what otherwise would have been
collected In fact, the CBO's 1981
revenue estimates were almost
identical to Reagan's.
But it is equally foolish to
blind oneself to the fact that some
tax cuts do increase revenue and,
conversely, some tax increases
reduce revenue . Sometimes a tax
cut can so expand the tax base, by
increasing economic growth, that
the same or higher revenue can be
collected at a lower rate. Every
businessman knows this to be
true . Every day they make
calculations about the impact on
their sales and profits of changes
in the prices they charge for their
goods and services. And they
often conclude that a price cut
will do more to increase profits
than a price increase. All the
advocates of dynamic revenue
estimates are saying is that public
policy should not blind itself to
this self-evident facl.
The debate thus is not really
about "dynamic" versus "static"
revenue estimates, but about good
versus bad revenue estimates It is
clearly the case that much can be
done to improve the quality of the
revenue forecasts made by the
Treasury and the J CT. All one
needs to do is go back and
compare the official revenue
forecasts of recent years for
various tax changes with the
actual revenue collections to see
that improvement is needed.
For example, the JCT forecast
an increase in corporate income
taxes of $25.2 billion by 1991
from the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Adding this figure to the CBO's
August 1986 forecast of total
corporate income taxes, based on
pre-tax reform law, implies that
the Treasury should have
collected about $148 billion in
corporate income taxes in 1991.
In fact, the Treasury collected
about $98 billion.
The JCT also forecast that the
reduction in the top individual
income tax rate from 50 percent to
28 percent would reduce federal
revenue substantially. However, a
study of tax return data by
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Rancon Transfers Management to
Northern California Company-Employee Layoffs Have Begun

Harvard's Martm Feldstein found
that the rate reduction virtually
paid for i tse If by inducing
individuals to increase their
taxable income Result · the tax
base expanded by an amount
almost equal to the rate reduction.
These errors suggest that
something is wrong with the
status quo that potentially can be
improved by making a greater
effort to mcorporate incentive
effects and behavioral changes
into budget projecllons. It makes
no sense to assume, as existing
s tatic revenue models do, that tax
changes will induce no change in
behavior at all. Yet that is exactly
what the JCT does.
When Senator Bob Packwood
asked the JCT to calculate the
revenue effect of raising the top
tax rate to 100 percent on
everyone making over $200,000
in 1989, he was told that this tax
change would raise $204 billion
in 1990, rising to $299 billion in
1993! Since wealth can only be
completely confiscated once, such
a result is obviously ridiculous,
yet it is totally consistent with
established JCT procedures.

1986 forecast of total
corporate income taxes,
based on pre-tax reform
law, implies that the
Treasury should have
collected about $148
billion in corporate Income
taxes in 1991.

Instead of rushing to judge
proponents of dynamic revenue
estimates as irresponsible,
reporters should take a second
look at the 1980s. They may be
surprised to find that tax cuts can
and often do increase revenues. A
Bruce Bariien, former Executive Director
of Ihe Joint Economic Committee of
Congress and Deputy Assostant Secreiary
of Treasury, is a member of
MediaNomics' Economic Experts Forum
and a Senior Fellow ai Ihe Alexis de
Tocqueville lnstiiution.

by Cathy Fagan

n what appeared to be a
sudden decision, Rancon
Financial Corporation brass
announced in November that the
company
would
transfer
management of its publ1c
partnershtps and the maJonty of·
its private partnerships to
Glenborough Corporation of
Northern Californta.
According
to
Rancon
Chairman Daniel L Stephenson.
the company entered Into an
agreement to contract with
Glenborough "to assume the
obligation to provide various
administrative services" such as
"responsibility for the day-today financial operations, [and]
property management and
investor servoces" for Ran con's
partnerships.
What's
more,
Rancon
surprised its employees with the
news that half of the staff of 140
would receive their pink slips
some time in the coming months .
Most of Rancon's acttvllies arc
being
absorbed
by
Glenborough 's existing staff.
Shortly
before
the
Glenborough
deal
was
announced, Rancon was putttng
together an adverttsing proJect to
commemorate
the
25th
anniversary of the company and
its progress. It appeared that no
company was farther from the
maJOr changes that were revealed
so suddenly.
These announcements may
have shocked the public a nd
Ran con's employees, hut Rancon
President and CEO Robert H S.
Kirkpatrick revealed that the
company had been loo ktng at the
possibility of such a transfer for
nearly two and a half years.
According to Judy Henrich ,
Rancon 's senior vice president of
public affairs, financial burden is
the main contributor to the
decision . "We have worked
diligently to maintain our
position in the marketplace by
providing capital resoHrces to
maintain
the
partnership
properties. Rancon Financial
Corporation and Chairman Dan
Stephenson have been absorbing
the administrative expenses of
some of the partnerships, but we

I

The layoffs have now
begun, with 30 employees
losing their jobs in
December and another 30
to 40 expected to meet the
same fate between
January and April.

have reached a point where we
cannot afford to continue," said
Henrich.
The layoffs have now begun,
with 30 employees losing their
jobs in December and another 30
to 40 expected to meet the same
fate between January and April
Approximately 10 out of the first
30 to lose their jobs were
reported to have found new
employment before the layoffs
officially began.

According to Bill Cortus,
communications
Rancon's
research manager, who dec I ined
to make a statement on his
personal situation, he found out
about the layoffs when he was
told to write a press release
detailing the transition In
November. "All of a sudden, I
was called into a meeting and
was told, 'We have a press
release for you to write.' It was
Plc:ase Su Page 22
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WCOE Focuses on Change Rather Than Barriers
Continued From Page 3

financing, legislation, and national
networking.

has had a clear-cut purpose from
the very beginning. A m1ss1on
statement was created, statmg the
desire of the group to promote,
enhance the perception of, a nd
make a positive difference for
women in the industry. Also listed
in the mission statement are a
declaration of the organization's
common values
leadership,
financial stability, growth and
responsibility ;
commitment;
professional and personal growth;
and impact and making a
difference.
"The women in WCOE started
out as members of other
organizations
[servmg
the
construction industry] and they
have maintained those ties, " said
Blase, "but those organizations are
male-dominated. It is very difficult
to get on their decisiOn-making
power committees." Also, while
each of the other organizations was
valuable in some way, none filled
the single need to further the goals
of women owner.s and executives in
construction through marketing,

Being Heard Was a
Problem
In fact, it is downright difficult
for women to even have their
voices heard in the construction
field, and the WCOE founders
wanted very much to have a hand in
all aspects of decision-ma king,
from dollars to projects . For
instance, Bla se knows of one
female member of a maledominated organization who asked
repeatedly to be a part of the
legislative committee She wrote
letters and made cal ls, but to no
avail; "[the committee] never even
responded to her," said Blase.
Thus, forming an organization
of their very own, such as WCOE,
seemed like the logical way for
women to put their underappreciated business sense to use
and pool the talents and
connections of women who were in
similar positions.
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Members of WCOE don't want
people to focus so much on the
"negatives" of women 1n the
industry, though. "The problems
definitely exist and our members
deal with them almost every day,"
said Blase, "but we prefer to focus
on helping to change people's
a ttitudes and showing them that
women can be as productive,
compete nt , and excellent as our
male counterparts, if not more,
s 1nce we often have to prove
o urselves and our compan 1es'
abilities."
Campbell agrees whole heartedly with this. "We need to
sta rt blend1ng-break barriers,
make it all a win-win situation. As
for contractors and purchasing
agents, they need us, we need them
We need to work together."

Growing and Progressing
Today, WCOE has 12 sta te
Please See Page 59

Vineyard National Bank Welcomes New Vice President
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Sensenbach,
president of V1neyard
National
Bank,
announced that Paul 1. Stratton
has joined the bank as vice
pre s ident/ manager of the
Rancho Cucamonga office.

Paul J. Stratton
0' .. 11
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Vice President/Manager
Rancho Cucamonga office
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locally for one of the major
banks for five years. He has an
extensive
background
111
commercial Iend1ng as well as
cons umer products and services
with emphasis on quality
customer service.
H e also
brings to V1neyard National
Bank an extensive background
in training for s upport staff in
both the lending area and
customer service recognition
area.
He has been in the
lending arena since 1976.
Mr. Stratton graduated from
the University of San Franc1sco
with a bachelor of science
degree in 1983. He is a former
member of the Upland Rotary

1270

....

THE INFORMATION STATIONS

Mr. Stratton comes to
Vineyard National Bank from a
local independent bank where
he worked for six years.
Previous to that, he worked
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a woman, you tend to get
the 'run-around' a lot. We don't fit
the good old boy mold," sa1d Usa
Campbell, owner and pres1dent of
Datco,
an
e nvironmental
contracting firm and WCOE
member.
Campbell is in a very special
pos 1t1on,
havmg
several
characteristics which traditiOnally
count as strikes agamst her. She IS
a woman in a male-dommated field;
she is a minority ("I'm 50 percent
Hispanic"); she owns her own
company ("There are about 2,500
companies that do what I do
Approximately five are owned by
women"); and she is a s urviving
cancer patient. She is surpnsingly
upbeat despite these obstacles, but
she acknowledges the difficulty and
says that, without affirmative action
laws, women and minorities
wouldn't have many of the
opportunities they have. "A lot of
people have helped me .... People
don't expect women to be 111 these
places . The mentality is that
women belong in the kitchen"
"A-;

Club, as well as past member of
the
Upland
Chamber of
Commerce. He is also a past
member of the Board of
Directors,
Inland
Valley
Wellness
Community
Organization. Mr. Stratton
resides in the city of Rancho
Cucamonga. •
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by Carlene Jones

n the early days of computmg,
say
five
years
ago,
WordPerfect 5.1 was the best
thing that ever happened to a
secretary. Yes, its blank blue
screen was intimidating at first
look, but after memon1:ing all
those functiOn keys (F6-bold, FRundcrlme, Shift-F6-Center) and
learning how to edit in Reveal
Codes, it became a faithful friend
and the office standard .
Even now, when Windows has
dominated the IBM clone market,
many offices are reluctant to give
up WordPerfect 5.1 and move into
a
graphically
enhanced
environment. Who could blame
them when WordPerfect's attempt
at a Window's version was
nothing short of a disaster.
WordPerfect 5.1 for Wmdows was
horrible; 5.2 was better, but still
lacking.
WordPerfect 6.0
changed the look and feel of
WordPerfect, but froze up so
often it turned many WordPerfect
fans into Mi crosoft Word users.
It didn't take WordPerfect long to
recognize their failure and they
quickly offered free upgrades to
6.0a.
In 6.0a, many of th e kinks
were gone, but not all of them.
Those who stayed with it, did so
because they had already trained
their staff on it and didn't want to
invest more money into their
word processors. But there were
many more WordPerfect fans who
became disgruntled with their old
friend and moved over to
Microsoft Word.
But like so many other areas
of our lives, once we love it, it is
hard to turn our backs on an old
friend forever. And like anyone,
if given enough time and enough
chances, that old friend will turn
around and prove itself worthy
once again . WordPerfect 6.1 did
just that, and if Microsoft isn ' t
careful it will take the lead again
as the number one word processor
on the market.
WordPerfect was bought out
by Novell, the network giant, and
cleaned it up- 6.1 is streamlined
and fast. The bulky button bar
has been replaced with a thin gray

I

WordPerfect 6.1 for Windows
Has the "Perfect Office" Finally Arrived?
column of pull down menus and
the status bar is now modifiable.
PerfectSense '" Technology
allows you to change not just a
word, but all forms of a word, and
replace it with its correct form .
For example, if you wanted to
find all of the forms of the word
"market" and replace it with the
verb "advertise," marketed would
become advertised, markellng
would become advertising, and
markets would become advertises.
Grammatik®6
also
uses
PerfectScnse Technology and w!ll
actually rewnte sentences for
you.
Qu1ckCorrect'" lets you set
up commonly misspelled words to
be corrected as you type, and w1ll
remove extra spaces between
words, capitalize the fust word 111
a sentence, and insert typesetquality quotation marks.
WordPerfect has added
experts to help you work faster
and more efficiently. These
experts are actually templates that
follow certain stylistic standards
so sett1ng up someth1ng like a
pleading paper takes seconds
rather than a half hour. The Make
It Fit Expert saves even more
time buy letting you shrink or
expand your document (up to
50%) to make it fit on the correct
number of pages.

Perfect Office 3.0 offers the
only suite that contains
workgroup publishing
capabilities.

Another nice feature allows
you to Open As Copy an already
created document. The copy is
identical to the original, but it is
opened as an untitled document
so there is no chance of
overwriting the original. Cut,
copy and paste have been made
smarter and will add or remove
spaces between words and
sentences automatically after

copying or moving text.
Of course, WordPerfect 6 . 1
has all the desk-top publishing
features available in Microsoft
Word, including a powerful
feature Word has yet to offer:
contour wrap-around graphics.
And unlike Word, WordPerfect
allows you to merge cells from
different rows in a table.
WordPerfect 6 1 produces a
happy sigh in those of us who arc
WordPerfect fans . It's nice to
meet up with an old fnend and be
impressed by who they have
become. All we will miss is the
blue box (1'\ovell packages in
bnght red)

you track more than just clients.
You can customize it without
knowing any program language,
and you can link any Windows
document with lis corresponding
record.
Perfect Office 3.0 offers the
only
su1te
that
contains
workgroup
pu bl is hi ng
capabililles . Envoy lets users
distnbute documents to other
network users. These documents
can be electronically viewed and
marked with annotatiOns before
being returned to the onginator

Perfect Office 3.0
WordPerfect was bought
Novell has bought more than
just WordPerfect. They have
purchased Quattro Pro from
Borland and are now packagmg
their own suite of office products,
which includes. WordPerfect
(word processor), Quattro Pro
(spreadsheet),
WordPerfect
Presentattons
(presentation
graphics), InfoCentral (personal
informa ti on manager), Envoy
(workgroup publishing tool), and
GroupWise client (e-mail,
calendari ng, and scheduling). A
professional version that includes
Paradox is also available. •
Each of the programs s hare
common tool bars, pull - down
menus, and key dialog boxes.
Once you are comfortable with
one, you ca n easily work in any
other. All programs have OLE
2.0 functionality, which means
you can drag and drop
information quickly from one
application to the other.
Quattro Pro, though not as
popular as Lotus and Excel, holds
its own in spreadsheets. This
program has oftentimes been
ahead of its competition, but due
to the saturation of the market by
the other two, it has never
received the recognition it
deserved . If you upgrade to
WordPerfect 6.1 and are thinking
about upgrading your spreadsheet
as well, do not be afraid to leave
Lotus or Excel for this excellent
program.
WordPerfect Presentation is a
presentation program that vies
easily with its competition.
InfoCentral is a PIM that lets

out by Novell, the network
giant, and cleaned it up-6. 1
is streamlined and fast.

GroupWise 1s WordPerfect 's
mail program and more . It lets
the user schedule meetings, check
other participants' availability,
and assign workgroup tasks.
In combination, these five
programs make up a powerful
suite. The fact that they were
brought together and redesigned
by Novell to work flawlessly
together on most network systems
ensures their longevity as one of
the leaders in office automation.
What will probably put them
over the edge and keep them there
is
their
continuation
of
WordPerfect's excellent customer
service. For the first six months
after registering your products,
you will receive toll-free, no-fee
customer support.
Perfect Office 3.0 was
scheduled to ship this month. For
a short time, as an introductory
offer, you can pick it up for
$199.00. WordPerfect 6.1 is
upgradable for $99.00 and was
available as of late November
1994.
Carlene Jones is the director of Word
Comp Associales in R1allo, a software
training, documenlalion, and dalabase
design service organization.
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AppleOne Services Provides Benefits for Employers

E

ager to meet year-end
goals,
dozens
of
companies were hearers of
bad news to some of their
employees th1s holiday season .
Some of lhese layoffs may be
indefinite, and a few of these
companies will rehire employees
as consullanls However, many of
these companies will turn to
temporary
and
full-time
employment services to help

A
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supplcmenl theu staffing needs.
Recent employment trends
have pul business on the upswing
for temporary and full-time
emplo}menl
services.
As
businesses cui 1he1r full-time
slaffs, many will need to hire
temporary workers to salisfy
productivity demands. And many
of those employees who are laid
off will visll employment services
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for the working professional or academician.
Several specializations are available. and
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1o discuss their career options.
Employmenl services boost
!he economy by gelling qualified
workers back mlo the workplace
as soon as possible. People on the
job search are recognizing the
difficully of pursuing job leads
through !he Classified section in
the
newspaper,
and
are
increasingly seeking olher
methods. By sigmng up with an
employment service, people have
nolhmg 10 lose, and only work to
gain.
Pres1den1 of AppleOne
Temporary
and
Full-time
Employment Services Bernard
Howroyd said that he has seen
sharp increases recenlly in fulltime and temporary-to-hire
placements. Wilh more than 80
offices, AppleOne is currenlly
serving more !han 17,000 client
companies. "Our sales have been
steadily increasing since 1991,"
said Howroyd. "We have adapted
to !he various economic demands,
to give businesses what they need
to succeed. Afler all, our fulure
depends on !heir future. Without
successful businesses h1ring our
employees, we do not prosper
either."
As bus1 nesses are forced to be
more cautious, they welcome the
security of risk-free hiring, which
temporary-to-hire placement
provides. Using this method of
placement, a temporary associate
is sent out to a client company on
assignment as an AppleOne
employee. The company can then
contacl
AppleOne
after
evaluating the employee's
performance . If the client is not
satisfied, AppleOne will present
other candidates, until a match is
made.
Charlotte
Troilo,
the
personnel administrator for BWD
Automotive, a corporation
located in Corona, has worked
with AppleOne for over a year
now. Tr01lo said that out o! the 25
temporary associates AppleOne
has provided, one quarter of those
employees are now full·time
BWD staff employees.
''Whenever a temporary job
arises, AppieOne is the agency
our company calls first because
they are always willing to search
for a qualified individual for any
job needs our company has, even

if lhe job is f or a one-day
assignment," said Troilo. "They
also follow up on the employee
through the life of the job, and
make every effort to ensure that
the employees are fulfilling their
duties."
Today, businesses can adjust
their work force according to
!heir
workload
due
to
employment services offering
flexible
and
dependable
employees. Some of the other
benefits of using an employment
service include saving the
company from the headaches that
often result from dealing with lhe
legal hassles of h1ring/firing.
AppleOne payrolls candida1es
they send to client companies at a
percentage mark-up over their
pay rate. This percentage includes
all applicable taxes, workers'
compensation and all government
reporting such as W2 forms.
Other benefits of using an
employment service may include
a
reduction
of
staffing
expendllures and the related
personnel costs of providing
fringe
benefits
and
unemployment insurance.
Many
human
resource
executives use employment
services so that they can attend to
their current employees, and
forego the hassles of recruiting
and interviewing new employees.
Office Manager Melinda Davis,
of Stealth Industries, said,
"Apple One's services have saved
me many hours of work by my
not having to advertise or
interview every single applicant
for the different positions I need
to fill."
As a leader in its industry,
AppleOne has created several
full-time programs and options
that accommodate a wide variety
of the1r client companies' needs.
As
president,
Howroyd
encourages his employees to hve
by the AppleOne mission
statement,
"To
find,
to
understand, and to fulfill the
needs of another." Through
AppleOne's various staffing
options, they have succeeded in
meeting this goal.
"That is what life is all
about," said Howroyd. "We're in
business because we give other
businesses what they need to
prosper." A.
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Taking Your Business in a New Direction for 1995
by

Martm K. Walker

es, it is now 1995. The
parties are over, you've
schmoozed
to,
or
offended, everyone that you
wanted to and now it's time to get
back to business. Remember all
the goals and directions you
talked about last year at this time?
Well, if you have achieved the
goals you set forth last year, that's
outstanding. But if you are like
the rest of us, there are still some
underlying, but very important,
aspects to our businesses that we
need to address.
A major goal for many smallto-medium sized businesses each
year is to do a better job of
marketing or advertising. And
part of achieving any goal is to be
realistic and specific.
I'd like to offer you five
realistic and specific things you
can do to take your business in a
new direction in 1995:

Y

1. Create or enhance your "inhouse" customer database.

How accurate is your
information on your own
customers? Look for trends and
correlations in data. It's much
cheaper to sell to existing
customers than to new ones.
2. Develop a tracking system for
"prospects."
Devise a simple form 10 fill
out when customers call to
inquire about your product or
service. This can seem like a real
pain, but even if you implement it
for just a month or two, because
of the
accuracy
of the
information, it will be very
useful. Ask how they got your
name, if they have done business
with you before. Who have they
been doing business with? Why
would they change? Etc.

of the product is perceived to be
the same.
4.
Create an open line of
communication
with
your
customers.
Direct feedback from your
customers
can
give
you
invaluable information and
insight into future marketing or
product decisions. A friendly
survey is an easy place to start.
(Maybe throw in some free stuff
for filling it out.) In creating the
survey, start from the end and
work your way forward. In other
words,
first
decide what
information would be the most
valuable to you, and then develop
those questions that best extract
it.

5. Measure results after taking
3. Expand your relationship with
your customers.
Customers will not go to a
competitor if they don't have a
reason; as a rule, people don't
like change. Your customers are
only price consciOus if the value

any kind of action.
I'm not talking about a casual
observation or a "gut" feeling.
"Gee, that seemed to work pretty
well." Use accurate numbers,
keep track of and segment all
responses, code your ads. Before

you implement any advertising or
marketing campaign, know that
results, or lack of, are going to be
closely monitored.
All five of these 1deas would
be quite a challenge to implement
all at once. So try to stay
realistic, and pick one. Stay
focused. There is plenty of
material on all five subjects
available for further study.
During the next few months I'll
be covering recent events in the
local advertising and marketing
community. This will include
client acquisition, companies
shopping for an agency, or recent
success stories (my favorite). If
you are in the marketing/
advertising business and have
some new acquisitions or hot
success stories, call me at
STRATUS-phone number is
(909) 335-8119. Talk with you
next month. •
Marlin K. Walker IS the d1rector of
accounl services al Slratus localed in
Redlands.

Inland Empire Profile
mainframe to network, increasing
level of professionalism among
department
heads
through
recruitment process, and developing
a Rental Hous1ng Certification
program which was recently passed
by mayor and council
Has
emphasized good customer service
in City Hall, established an ongoing
and successful public relations
effort,
and
has
promoted
privatization in areas which save the
city money and creale more
efficient delivery of services.

Name: Shauna Clark
Occupation: City Administrator
for the city of San Bernardmo
Short Biography: Born and raised
in San Bernardino. Is celebrating
25th year working for the city. Has
been the city administrator since
1990. As city adminstrator,
accomplishments include balancing
the budget through a change in
budgeting process, changing the
city's computer system from

Goals for 1995: To reduce crime
by focusing on addressing problems
with rental housing in San
Bernardino.
Affiliations: Childhelp USA;
League of Women Voters;
International Ci1y Managers
Association.
Hobbies:
Home restoration
projects; skiing; reading; tennis.
Last Book Read: Pillars of the
Earth by Ken Follett A.

''7 DAYS FREE SERVICE"
• MAP Messaging Service identifies your company as your
own receptionist would.
• 24-hour live service, 365 days a year.
• Receive a full detailed message
within five seconds.
• You will never again have to call
your office, voice-mail, or
answering service for your
messages.

•"::OZ
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A Conversation With Tom O'Donnell
San Bernardino County Treasurer-Tax Collector
by C'ath y Fagan

I

n l ight o f th e h eight e ne d
i ntere s t in lo c a l count y
financial status, IEBJ invited
San Bernardino County Treasurer
Tom O ' Donnell to hav e th e
following candid c onvers ation
that might allay the concerns of
Inland Valley residents.

Q: How long ha ve y o u been
working for San Bernardino
County ?
How lon g in the
treasurer-tax collector capacity ?
A: I have been employed by the
county for 15 years in the
Treasurer-Tax Collector's office,
nine years as the assistant to Joe
Bell, the treasurer-tax collector,
and six years as the elected
treasurer-tax collector. Prior to
that employment, I was the city
treasurer of Redlands for six
years.

Q: Do you see San Bernardino as
being in the same predicament as
Orange County?
A: No, San Bernardino County is
not in the same predicament as
Orange County. San Bernardino
County's Investment Portfolio,
which I manage, is in a very
strong position, very liquid,
secure and stable. We have never
used the investment strategies
that Orange County employed,
and have never experienced any
losses in our portfolio.

Q:
What have you done
differently to avoid this pitfall?
What are some of your
investment strategies? What
mistakes were made by Robert
Citron in Orange County's
downfall?
A: We are very different from
Orange County, in that we have
taken a very conservative
approach
to
portfolio
management. I have always
believed that my number one
responsibility as treasurer-tax
collector was to preserve the
funds deposited by our member
depositors, those being the school
districts, county general fund,

effe c ts of Orange County 's
problems on San Bernardino, if

s pecia l districts, re develo pment
ag e nci e s a nd cities . We have
any ?
taken the approach that our firs t
prio ri ty was to preserve capital ,
A: Th e main e ffect of th e
s eco nd priority was to maintain
problem is th a t we hav e been
liquidit y, a nd third and last
painted
by the same brush a s
priority was yield. We never put
Orange
County.
Much o f the
an emphasis o n maximizing yield,
reporting
that
we
have
because as y ie ld in c reas es , s o
experienced in this matter has
does ri s k .
Our in v es tment
been to tally unbeliev able. We
strategy is much different fro m
ha ve been on the phon e
Orange County's, as they too k a
continually talk ing to investors,
muc h mo re aggress ive appro ach
bo nd holders, mutual funds , and
to In vestment pool management,
rating
agencies to convey th e
much the s ame as an aggressive
trus t about our portfolio . The
Governm e nt Bond Y1eld Fund
most important rating age ncies
would take. We have never taken
have s pent hours reviewing us.
that approach We have always
As
an
example,
many
been a very c o n s ervative
ne wspapers , including the Wall
portfolio , invested primarily in
Stree t J o urnal , have written
U .S. s ecurities, and have kept a
articles about San Bernardino
very short-term of maturity for
C o unty's Investment Pool
investments.
without even talking to us. They
With the knowledge I have of
have never question e d us
the Orange County situation, it
concerning our portfolio , or
appears that Orange County made
asked about our investment
several strategic errors in their
strategies .
In fact , som e
portfolio management. In my
newspapers , including the Wall
opinion, the first error they made
Street Journal, would not return
was to invest in very exotic
investments that were tied to
our phone calls. It has created a
inverse indexes and foreign
credibility problem that we had to
currencies.
These types of
overcome, which we feel we
investments swing greatly in
have . As a result of these
turbulent or rising interest rate
numerous inquiries, we have
markets . They were also very
again been highly rated by the
aggressive in their selection of
Moody 's, Standard & Poors, and
the types of instruments .
Fitch Investment bond rating
Secondly, they leveraged their
services, which are the most
portfolio ; borrowed against it,
respected rating services in the
tripling the size of their original
United States.
portfolio.
To do this, they
borrowed against individual
Q: What is San Bernardino's
securities as many as three or four
current rating? Is this rating
times. Lastly, they aggressively
appropriate? Why or why not?
sought out voluntary depositors
into their portfolio, creating a
A: San Bernardino County's
situation where they had to have
investment grade quality rated the
higher portfolio yield. When
same as it was prior to the
their exotic investment started
Orange County investment
having losses, these losses were
debacle. Our rating has not
multiplied by the three hundred
changed from our highly rated
percent leverage of the pool.
status. In fact, the three rating
Their investors, learning of
agencies previously mentioned
potential losses, requested
(Moody's, Standard & Poors and
withdrawal from the pool,
Fitch Investors) have all
creating a "run" on the pool,
interviewed us and reviewed our
thereby creating much greater
portfolio at length, including
losses as Orange County sold
every individual security. They
securities to fund withdrawals.
have given us a "well managed
portfolio" and deemed us not
Q: What have been some of the
deserving of any rating change or

Managed Care

credit watc h.

Q: Do you see the possi bility of
inves t o r s
p a ni ck ing
and
withdra wing th ei r m o ney from
San B e rnard i n o?
Is this
happening now?
A: We ha ve see n n o panic
withdrawals in o ur fund. Under
five per ce nt of th e po ol is
voluntary deposits, and those are
focu s ed with o n e ci ty a nd the
local transpo rtatio n agency. They
have assure d us that they are not
l e aving , and f ee l co mfo rtable
with th e p oo l. T h e panic and
confus ion that h as been created
by bad re po rting f ro m the news
media (n e w s papers, radio,
television) h a v e c reate d the
uncertainty and confus ion in the
market, not th e pe rfo rmance of
the pool. On ce the agencies
know th e truth , they are
reassured.

Q: Does San Berna rdino have
any investments
County funds ?
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in

Orange

ashington insiders have
been quoted as saying
health care reform is
dead or at least it is dead for now.
P a r t of the reaso n c1ted for its
prematur e dea th is a h ealthie r
eco nomy, an d more people are
working making health care reform
or national health care unnecessary.
Forgetting whe ther or not the
C l in to n Administ ration did
everything it could to make health
care reform a rea lity, the question
for 1995 is " W ith a new,
Republican-majority Congress, will
heal t h care reform stay dead?"
So rry to disappo int you, but that
question will not be am;wered in this
column. However, the answer to the
woes of health care lie in " managed

W

The Answer to Woes of Health Care

Advert
the physicians the HMOs "contract"
with to provide the care and services
to HMO enrollees.
Here in the Inland Empue, the
largest grou p of physicians w ho
contract with the HMOs is U.S.
FamilyCare. U.S. FamilyCare is
entrusted by all 16 independent
HMOs to provide heal th care to
thousands of HMO enrollees. And
U.S. FamilyCare has earned this
trust over the past 11 years. U.S
FamliyCare physicians undergo

or

I

a

I

close scrutiny for education,
qualifications, ability to provide
care excellence, and for treating
patients with respect.
The r e are many HMOs an
employer and his or her employees
can select, but all have one common
denominator-each has carefully
selected excellent physicians to care
for their enrollees In the Inland
Empire and in San Diego; San Jose;
Las Vegas, Reno, Phoen1x, and
Raleigh, North Carolma; it's the

physicians of U.S. FamilyCare.
Once you know the HMO your
employer offers, ma ke the next best
step-choose a U S . Fam ilyCare
physician to care for you and your
fa m ily.
The re a r e over 325
physicians in over 50 locations from
which you can choose.
By the way, if you have a PPO
plan, U.S. FamilyCare physicians
a re also listed in yo ur pr ovider
directory. US. FamilyCare-it's
the plan that makes your health plan
work. &

iNLAND EMPIRE
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care.,
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Brings you a

SYMPOSIUM
Here in the Inland Empire,
the largest group of
physicians who contract
with the HMOs is U.S.
Fami/yCare.

On Our

CHANGING WORLD
Of

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Richard Roth, Esq., Reid & Hellyer
A: No, San Bernardino has never
invested in the Orange County
investment pool. We have an
entirely different philosophy in
portfolio investment strategy and
would never put any money in
that pool because of the strategies
employed.

Q: Will this affect the new San
Bernardino County Medical
Center which is currently in
progress? How about other major
projects?
A: It is hard to tell. The County
Medical Center Project is being
funded with Certificates of
Participation as directed by the
Board of Supervisors and the
County Administrative Office.
Although I am not involved in
that financing, my understanding
is that they have been questioned
by the same organizations that we
have been analyzed by regarding
the standing of our pool. It could
have some type of impact, but
whether it will cause us any
rating changes, I don't believe it
will. &

THE CHANGING OF T HE GUARD
Managed care or health care
received
th ro ug h
hea lth
maintenance organizations (HMOs)
is the most cost-effective health care
for both employer and employee.
Statistics show HMO premiums to
be less expensive for employers by
as much as 10 percent over o ther
health insurance plan s. This
includes prefe rred provider
organizations (PPOs) and th e
traditional indemnity or "80!20"
insurance plans.
And HMO
premiums are expe cted to
DECLINE in 1995, whi c h w ill
benefit both employers and the 56
million people enro lled in HMOs
across the United States . If you
don ' t have an HMO or your
employer doesn ' t offer one, both
you and your employer are paying
too much money for health care .
With
California
struggling
economically, its employers can
save precious monetary resources
by exploring with their insurance
brokers the benefits of managed
care.
There are many keys to the
success the nation's HMOs are
enjoying, but one of the biggest is

Karen Kukerin, The EmpiOJCrs Group
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Richard Simmons, Esq., Musick, Peeler & Garrett
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William Loreau, President, American Samurai Group
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If you're doing business in the Inland Empire...

United States Filter Corporation
Acquires Groupe Crouzat of France
nited
States
Filter
Corporation, which has its
corporate headquarters rn
Palm Desert, announced recently
that it has acquired Groupe Crouzat
of France for approximately $5 .8
million 1n cash. Groupe Crouzat
includes Crouzat SA in Toulouse,
founded in 1965; Sadon SARL, near
Paris; and Scientinor SA rn Lille,
France. The group specializes in the
development and distribution of
water purtfication products for
industnal and laboratory customers
and is the French leader m servtce
deionizattOn (SOl). U.S Filter is
one of the premier SOl companies
in Europe, with regeneration centers
and exrensive distribution networks
in France, Germany, and Spain and
a total annual resin regeneration
capacity of 3 million liters (105,300
ft.3).
"Once again, U.S. Filter is
expanding its recumng revenue
base and expandmg its service reach
around the world, " commented

U
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Richard J. Heckmann, chainnan and
CEO of U.S. F ilter.
Gro upe C ro uzat 's access to a
large numbe r o f tndustnal
customers, as w e ll as its strong
presence in the laboratory markel
should boost F re nc h sales of
complementary U .S. Filter water
purification products and systems.
The French c o mpany ' s 1993
revenues w e re a pproximately
$6,0000,000. With the addition of
Groupe Crouzat, U .S . Filter will
increase to 17 it s number of
European s al es , s ervice, and
manufacturing facilities.
U.S . Filter is a multinational
company that designs and
manufactures a broad range of water
and wastewater treatment systems
and equipment for Industrial,
commercial, and municipal markets.
U.S. Filter serves customers
worldwide through over 60 U.S.
sales, service, and regeneration
facilities ; 15 international offices;
and 10 manufacturing plants. A

State Has Grants for New Ideas for Old Tires
Fax·

Inland Ernp1re Bus me"' Journal
305 Sacramento Place
Ontano, CA 91764
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roposals for innovative uses
of old tires are being
solicited by the California
Integrated Wasre Management
Board (CIWMB), which has
$1,357,023 in granr funds available.
The CIWMB grants of up to
$75,000 for each project are for the
purpose of diverting tires from
landfills by promoting innovative
research, new business enterprises,

P

and innovative local government
programs.
This grant program is funded
from a 25-cent fee assessed for
each tire left for dtsposal with a
dealer.
Call the Board's Grants Hotline
at 916/ 255-2577 to receive an
application. Completed applications
must be received by 3:00p.m. Feb.
24, 1995 . •

Readers Looking for Tire Recycler

E

ver since the IEBJ ran a
short article on a new
machine, called a rubber
tire crumber, in the November
1994 issue, readers have been
calling in to our offices, wanting
to know how to get in touch with
Dr. William Tulley. It seems no
one has been answering the phone
listed
to
All
American
Manufacturing Corporation in
Rancho Cucamonga, and when
one potential customer was

persistent enough to go to the
address listed by the phone
company, no one could be found.
If anyone can help us locate Dr.
Tulley or his company, he might
be glad to know he has potiential
customers interested in his tirecrumber, the first of which was to
be completed someti me in
November. If you have information, please call the IEBJ
office at 909/391-1015, and dial

"0."

A
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"New Year's Business Resolutions"
b) l•ugcnc E. Valdez

ike many of you, I have
developed my 1995 New
Year's resolutions. I have
developed two sets of resolutions,
one for my personal hfe and one for
my business life, al though I have to
admi t, m some cases. there 1s some
overlap.
For th 1s month's co lu mn, I
thought I would share wtth you my
business New Year's resolutions,
hoping that you might like a few of
them well enough to incorporate
t hem tn to you r own set of
resolutions
Be fo rewa rned that this is not
rocket sctenllst stuff, but in many
cases, it 's common sense. As a
matter of fac t, as I read my list of
reso lu tions for 1995, I co ul d have
j ust as easily called them business
goals.
My business resolu tio ns are
s kewed in favo r of a serv tce
company because Ihat 's the type of
co mpa n y I o wn , a se rv ice firm
eng a ged
1n
e ntrep re ne uri a l
consulting and training. If you ' re
1n
manu fac turing,
e ng a ge d
wholesale, or retail Irade, there may
not be 100% apphcab1hty, but then
again, there ma y be
Here are my 1995 New Year 's
Busmess Resolutions. (There IS no
ranking of tmportance.)

L

1. Reduce the number of major
problems! Over the lasl three years,
I have taken on too many projects.
Even though I have a high
completion rate , I have never
finished them all and this causes me
stress. I don ' t need more s tress !
Do you have thts pro blem ? My
resolution thts year ts to ta ke o n
fewer proJects and fims h them all!

2. More f requent intera ction
with my VI Cs ( Very Imp ortant
Comacts). We are "putttng out dail y
fires" to run our bus1ness. It seems
that time, especially months. go by
in a blur. The tragedy of this is that
we "cocoon" ourselves and lose
temporary contact with our V!Cs .
Our V!Cs consist of certain
customers, suppliers, prospects and
other professionals. I don't know
about you, but when we step up the
level of inleraction with our V!Cs,
we reap immediate benefits. Our
resolution for 1995 is to extricate

ourselves from our "operations
v.eb" and double our interactions
with our VICs.

3
Get 111 better physical
condttion. I'm not talking
specifically about diettng even
though that's part of it. Running
your own business, as I'm sure you
are all intimately aware of, requires
an incredible amount of energy and
stamina. If you' re not physically
fit, you w1ll wear your body down,
as I did in 1994. My resolution this
year is to be in bette r phys1ca l
condttlon so I can more effectively
compete in the entre pre n eu r ial
game.

4. Maintain a more balanced
lifestyle.
Sometimes
as
entrepreneurs, we get " too focused"
and one-dimensiona l.
My
resolution for 1995 is to spend more
time with family and fnends so as
to balance my famtly life, religious
life, and my business life. In 1994,
I was too one-dimensional, and I
have concerns I m1ght expe rie nce
"exec ut tve b urn o u t" if I don't
diversif} my time.

5. R emember nam es be tt er/
fo llowup. S o unds like a tr iv ial
resol utiOn but It works for me.
Rem embenng people 's names and
fo ll o wing
through
requires
concentration and o rgant z ation .
Eve n tho ugh I am good at it, my
resolution in 1995 is to be better. I
ha v e f o und that remembering
names while you are " prospecting
for customers" or networktng is a
powerful tool ! Netwo rking costs
me money. In order to get a higher
return o n my netwo rking dollar, I
resolve in 1995 to remember names
bett e r a nd d o a better job on
followup.
6.
G et in bett er m ental
condition. This resolution is similar
to #3, but it rnvolves the mind, not
the body. Being an entrepreneur is
not only physically gruellmg, but
mentally gruelling. In order to keep
my mind and my attitudes in shape,
my reso lution for 1995 is to fill my
mind with as much of the selfmotivational tapes as possible. I
think all entrepreneurs should
embrace this resolution.

7. Delegate more. Sometimes
as the owner of a small business,
you feel you're the only one

automated teller machines more
often.

capable of doing the job nght. Not
true! My resolution for 1995 IS to
do a better job of delegating and
training my staff. (By domg Ih1s I
can spend more time with my
VICs.)

I hope some of my resolutions
have struck a chord. Have a Happy
New Year and see you next month!
A

8. Use the ATMs more. My last
resolution. Since I hate waiting in
bank lines, and since this causes
stress, my resolution for 1995 1s to
cir cumvent lines by using

Eugene E. Valdez is president and CEO of
the Claremont Adv1sory Company, a
financial management consulting and
lrammg firm based

10

Claremont.
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BARTER
EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)
Additional Business through Bartering
Why lay out your herd eamed ca3h for yotlf btnlnaa~ expet'lea when you can be
bartering and paying for them wfth the eddltionai buelneu we MOd yot/1
Conserve your cuh outl.y and reduce your overheed by bartering wrth S.rter mombera

for yollf busin...a,

~nal,

famlfy n..da and expenSH

When you $200 caoh ouUoy out ol your pocket f<>< mechonlcol. pr;ntmg . legal.
medical, office/ t hop maintenance, tv/ appfiane.e, etc., etc., you could hrte cons et"Vod that hard
earned cash and pa id for thos.e ong~ng expenaM with the bosinesa/credl\3 you have e arned
and eccumule.ta dl
- AddltionaJ Busln... paid tor throug h bartering
Us•ng your WHOLESALE. buying power, your cost (barter erediU equrvalont to euh
dollars) you are purchasing et lhe r&gular price. however actual cost out..of·pocket tt your
(WHOLESALECOSl). PLUSYOUSllll. HAVE THAT $200 HAAD EARNEOCASH IN YOUR
POCKET Now doesnl that toUnd great'? INTERESTED'?

SIGNED-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT NOW OVER 390
Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 9 Years
(909) 881-6130-34

•

FAX (909) 881-6135

Ask for .I oseph, Julie, Marrann 'Or Tony

Nobody wants to put
callers 'on-hold', but...
... it happens.
~

the advantages of having

~A~~
'on-hold':
~

~

Acquire greater name recogn ition.
Boost customer referrals .
Create greater awareness of company capabilities
Decrease incoming call abandonment.
Educate callers about products and services
Enhance your company image
Gain a competitive edge.
Improve customer service.
Introduce sales and promotions.
Keep callers' interest centered on your company.
Maximize return of existing marketing investments.

~

INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!

~

~
~

~
~
~
~
~
~

Call 1-800-747-2562 today!
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Rancon Transfers Management
Continued From Page 13

Auttld~sl.. Inc • An:hrhus. Inc. • Cyco
International • ESRI • Facihli~s ~1apprng
S}stcms Inc. • !mag~ Syst~ms, Inc. •
LandCADD. Inc. • lnfonnation Graphics
Sjstcms • Solldesk. Inc • Wang lmagrng
Products

L!rux \Vorkstauons • 18\1 RS/o!XlO • SL,N Span.
Compatihlcs • SU:\ Micrtlsjst~ms • DEC
Hewlctt Packard • RAM Upgradcs • Mass
Swragc De\ic~s • HP & CaiComp Plotters •
Summagraph~e.:s & CaiComp Digiti7ers • \'idar
Scann~rs • Printcrs • !\1otorola PowerPC

Plaunum NO\'Cll D~aler •
PC-!\FS l ntcgration •
Yl rcrosofi W rmlows for Workgroups

(BOO) 858-1

Extension 1202
Fax (909) 735-5717

like writing my own obituary."
Rancon
has
corporate

was set for Jan. 3, 1995.
Glenborough Corporation,

headquarters in Temecula and
real estate brokerage operations
in Temecula and La Jol la. The
brokerage division will not face
layoffs.
Rancon will also
maintain its third party property
and asset management business
throughout Southern Califorma.

located in San Mateo, is active
rn all aspects of real estate, with
a primary focus on fu l ly
integrated managemen t of
property
portfolios
fo r
institutions and other cl ients.
Prior to absorbtng the Rancon
partnerships,
Glenboro ug b

KHkpatrick said that the
company will Simply con trnue on
a smalle r scale and Rancon Real

managed 23 public and p riva te
partnerships, serving more than
30,000 investors.
"We believe Glenboroug h
has the net worth, busi ness
ethics, and standards of customer
service that our partners h i p
investors have come to expect,"
Kirkpatrick said. "Our primary
goals for the partnershi ps have

Estate CorporatiOn will continue
business as usual.
"Rancon has been a major
force in the q u a l lly of life in
Southern California for the past
25 years, we are t he largest real
estate brokerage in Southwest
Rivers ide Co unty and o ne of San
Diego's leadi ng co mmerc ial real
esta te bro kers," Kirkpatrick said
" We w ill cont inu e to be active in
the regio n."
T he
c o n t r ac t s
with
G len boroug h were al l actua l ly
s igned on D ec. 20, a n d t h e
officia l d a te o f th e tra nsac tio n

always been to preserve investor
capital, increase the val ue of real
estate, and provide t h e bes t
customer service available in the
marketplace.
We be l ieve
Glenborough carries the same
basic business philosophies and
th at this arrangement is in the
best interest of the investors." 4

"AppleOne helps our
good reputation.
Dependable fulltime
or temporary
employees-who
know their way
around an office."
AppleOne is the fastest-growing
independent employment service in the
West. Over 80 offices, computer-linked.
We locate candidates in minutes, and
enhance your reputation! For skilled
help ... call AppleOne!
Call • 800-564-5644
For the Nearest AppleOne Office.

Serving the Western USA & Canada
AppleOne Provides Solutions for Today's Companies
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Empue is the 7th strongest market
in the U.S. 10 te rms of industrial
investment potential.
Currently, the Inland Empire's
industrial space mve ntory is 164
million square feet with a vacancy
rate of about 14%.

January
Mixed Predictions for
1994 Economy
(p.3)
cco rding to econo mists'
predictions, although the
U.S. may be in the midst
of an economic comeback, the first
half of 1994 is still going to be
sluggish. While the nation may be
dragging its heels toward economic
stability, the Inland Empire may
finally be seeing some light at the
end of what has been a long tunnel.
Reports from the University of
California at Riverside Graduate
School of Management show that
the Riverside/ San Bernardino
County area could be poised for a
modest recovery. The economists
predict a rise in retail sales and real
estate activity could lead the region
out of its economic slump.

A

Riverside County A griculture
Dealt Blow by Med-Fly
(p.S)
n Jan. 3 the Cooperative
Med-Fly Project announced the establishment
of an agricultural quarantine of
Riverside County after the detection
of a mated female Med-Fly in the
city of Corona.
T h e quarantine will include
about 2,400 acres of commercial
agricult ural land which yields
primarily citrus and avocados.

O

February
I.E. lndustrial Market

Rankedin Top Ten
(p.3)
ccording to a new Kenneth
Leventhal & Compa ny
ndus t ri al
in ves tme nt
forecast, the Inla nd E mpire ran ks
highly in industrial market strength.
Mi c hae l M eyer, m a n agi ng
partner at the CPA firm's Newport
Beach office, reports that the Inland

Presses Stop for Two
Local Publications
(p.S)

T

he beginning of t.he year saw
two major publications in
the Inland Emp1re close up
after a combined 19 years of service
to the area.
Inland Business Magazine as
well as Corona This Month ceased
publication in January, both citing
the hostile econom1c climate as the
main reason behind the demise of
their respective publications.

March
Local Company to Help
in Cold War Cleanup
(p.3)
RW Environmental Systems
of San Bernardino has been
awarded a contract for up to
three years and $3 million from
Westinghouse Hanford Company of
Richland, Washington, to provide
systems engineering services to the
Hanford Tank Waste Remediation
System (TWRS). Westinghouse is
the operator of the U.S. Department
of Energy's Hanford Site.
The TRS program is a
comprehensive 30-year plan for
retrieving and disposing of mixed
(radioactive and hazardous) wastes
currently stored in double-shell
tanks and 149 single-shell tanks at
the Hanford site.

T

UCR Reports Second
Hefty Donation
(p.3)
rafting plans fo r the futu re
j ust got a little bit easier
for the University of
California at Riverside's School of
E n ginee ring . The co ll ege j us t
an n ou nced that t h ey wou ld be
receiving a $6 million dona tion
from the Bourns Foundation.
Bourns' donation to UCR marks
the second hefty gift given to the
college in the Ja-;t six months. Just a
few mon ths ago, UCR 's Graduate

D

School of Management received a
$5 million donation from the A.
Gary Anderson Foundation.

April
IE Economy Growing Up,
According to New Report
(p.3)
he Inland Empire is growing
up, and as it matures as a
region, it could carry the rest
of Southern California into
economi c recovery, according to
the latest forecasts from Kenneth
Leventhal & Co.
The March report, which was
authored by Walter Hahn, director
of real estate consultmg for the
accounting firm , pred1cts that the
Inland Empire should blossom into
full recovery by mid-1995 and pick
up enough steam from flourishing
real estate and manufacturing to
drag the rest of the Southland out of
its economiC down-slide.

T

Casino Could Bring Gold Mine
to Temecula Area
(p.S)
ore than just lucky
gamblers should be able
to cash-in on the
proposed Pechanga casino and
resort facility that is being planned
for just outside of Temecula,
according to an economic impact
study released by Robert Charles
Lesser & Co.
The report indicates that
construction of the facility, which is
to include a casino, hotel, health
spa and retail space, would cost an
estimated $57.7 and bring in more
than 1,000 jobs to the community.
Gross revenues for the complex
are estimated to be between $70
and $80 million annually, which
includes more than $250,000 in
strong sales tax revenue.

M

us_t as Ontario International
A Hport was gearing up to
launch a campaign to increase
tourism to and from Mexico, one of
the
ai rport's
t hree
m ain
international carriers dropped a

J

bombshell of ONT's plans.
AeroMexio announced on April
22 that it would d1scontinue its nonstop service to and from Mexico
leaving only Mexicana and Alask~
Airlin es offering the no n-stop
flights.
The carfler disco ntinued its
unint e rr upted
se rvice
to
Guad alaja ra and M exico City
follow ing news that international
passe nge rs ut ilizing th e Inland
Empire airport had dropped another
8% last mont h, following a trend
that started in February of this year.
Ontario Opens Largest
Natural Gas Station
(p.S)

0

n Earth Day, April 22, the
city o f Onta r io opened
Southe rn
C ali f ornia ' s
largest natural gas refueling station.
"The facilit y w ill have the
capa city to serve mo re than 22
vehicles a day, including natural gas
fleets planned for Red Lion Hotel,
Diversified Cab, Ontario Airport
and the police de pa rtment and
school district," said Bob Mack,
Gas Company district manager.
Ontario will be able to stock its
new station with natural gas
purchased at about 35 cents per
gallon. Compress io n will cost
Ontario 20 cents for every gallon.

June
San Bernardino County
Hospital Groundbreaking
roundbreaking ceremonies
were held May 24 for the
new $405 million San
Bernardino County Medical Center
in Colton. The Center's structural
design will enable it to remain fully
operational after a magnitude 8.3
earthquake. The project was two
and one/half years in the planning
and design stage.

G

$9M Partial Settlemen t in
Construction Defect Case
(p. 56)
ess than 60 days before the
scheduled trial date, th e
Palm Desert Resorter
co nstruction defect case was
partially settled out of court, with
an award of $9 million in damages
going to the plaintiff, the Palm

L
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May
AeroMexico An nou nces Final
Departure from ONT
(p.3)

I

Desert Resorter Homeowner
Assoc1ation.
Orange County attorney Thomas
E. Miller represented the res1dents
of the 960-unit prOJeCt, which had
numerous problems with leakmg
and structural framing deficiencies,
among other th mgs.

July
S nyd er L a n gston B egins C onstruction on Toyota Parts Center
(p.3)
nyde r Langston announced
that construction is underway
for the 760,000-square-foot
Toyota Pa rts Cente r in Ontario.
Serving as the general cont ractor as
well as providi ng assista nce on
en ti tlements fo r the $75 mill ion
project, the Irvi ne-based company
joined Cali fo rnia Governor Pete
Wilson and Toyota execullves in a
recent g roundbreaking ceremo ny
fo r one of California's largest new
private constructiOn projects
Accord!D g t o Steve Jones,
president of Snyder Langston, the
project includes construction of a
parts warehouse, 38,000 square feet
o f o f fice s pace and a 10,000square-foot dining/trai ning area, as
well as s 1te wo rk, a n outdoo r
parking lot for 450 vehicles, and
landscaping on a 94-acre site for
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S .A., Inc.
(TMS).
Snyder Langston will be hiring
approximatel y
40
to
50
subcontractors with hundreds of
personnel and will be purchasing
materials from the regional area
during the construction process.
The Toyota Parts Center is
expected to be completed by midAugust of 1995, and be fully
operational by fall of 1996.

S

August
Downtown Revitalization
Coming into Focus
(p . 3)
he Mainstreet project to
revitalize downtown San
Bernardino, which has been
in progress for almost six years, has
turned an important corner. For all
the changes that Mainstreet has
made to the face of the downtown
area, the hardest change it had to
make was to change the way the

T

local merchants and the private
sector viewed it and to get them
excited about the project.
One of the goals of the proJect is
to make the downtown area the
kind of place people want to come
to for shopping and entertainment.
Several things are being done to
create this atmosphere: there 1S
parallel parking on the main street,
cutting down on traffic, the re 1s also
better lighting at night to make the
public feel safer and more
comfortable.
The project coordinators plan to
make the area more attractive to
businesses and customers, and
"take a bite out of crime"
downtown.

September
XCEL Stays in Ontario
(p. 3)
ecently, the board of
d irectors
at
XCEL
Co rpora tion in O ntario
learned just how serious California
is about changing its reputation as a
s tate w ith a n "a nt i-b us iness
attitude." Whe n execul!ves found
o ut ab o ut the Team Califo rni a
Business Retention, Expansion, and
Relocation programs, one call to
Southern California Edison was all
it took to form a " Red Team" -a
coalition of local business leaders
a nd co rpo rati o ns who c reate
incentiv e p ackages to k eep
companies in the area.
XCEL exec utives overturned
their decision to close up shop in
both Ontario and M onrovia and
decided to keep the approximately
250 jobs right here in Southern
California.

R

Eagle Mountain Landfill
M aybe Headed for Dumpster
(p. 3)
hat was to have been the
largest landfill in the
nation,
the
Eagle
Mountain landfill project in Indio,
now itself seems headed for the
trash heap.
The proJect is in doubt because
Browning-Ferris Industries, who
had a 60 percent stake in Mine
Reclamation Corp. (the developer),
pulled out of the project.
Browning-Ferris of Houston had
poured $40 million in for the

W

project but pulled out after a judge
ruled in July that more wor k was
needed on an environmental impact
report.
In further complicallons, the
landlo rd of the project , Kaiser
Resources, was then hit with a
dramatic drop 1n stock prices
despite record earnings.
Those opposed to the landfill
project were pleased with this news,
as were other businesses trying to
develop land 10 the area.

October
Recall Elections:
The Region's Newest Trend
(p . 3)

he pol itical cl1mate in
Oc tob e r
had
ma ny
in cu mbent officeholders
ne rvous as Novembe r elec tions
drew neare r. The phrase, "Throw
t he bums o u t" seem ed to h ave
echoes in cities, counties, and states
all across the country.
A recall election that caught the
attention of poh ticians all over
Southern Califo rnia took place 10
Desert Hot Spnngs on Sept 20
The c ommunit y's e ntne Ci ty
Council was removed from off ice.
A unanimo us decis io n of the
five-member council to implement
a three percent utility tax Jed to the
recall . In doing so, the council
disregarded a petition against the
tax that was signed by 1, 500
citizens.

T

him on a Joan from National Bank
of Lo ng Beach, a nd t hen filed
bankruptcy, leaving Karcher with
the debt to repay.
Judge Eric E. Younger ordered
Karcher to repay the loan, although
Karcher currently does not have the
abil ity to do so. Karcher plans to
ask the state court of appeals to
reverse t he decisio n mad e by
Younger.
D esp it e th is troubh ng ne w s,
CKE Preside nt and CEO Don E.
Doyle announced that Karcher will
return to his role as the CK T.V
pitchman.

December
Insurance FraudNot Just a Matter of Statistics
(p. 3)

he headlines were all over
the newspapers. " Empire
Blue Cross Investigat es
Fake Union Scam," "Class-action
Suit OK ' d in Alleged Insurance
Scam" ....
An estimated 10,000 people
nationwide, three-quarters of them
Californians, had been sold phony
health insurance policies over a
three-year period , resulting in
November
unpaid medical claims and
premiums for worthless insurance
Karcher Threatened
totalling at least $35 million. Many
With Ba nkruptcy
of these victims are residents of the
(p. 3)
Inland Empire.
In a classic pyramid scheme, a
nfighting within the company
network of shell companies
forced Carl Karcher off of the
pocketed premiums but would pay
board of Carl Karcher
few of the medical bills. More
Enterprises in 1993, and 1994
than 650 insurance agents and
brought even more trouble to the
brokers sold policies through
78-year-old founder of CKE.
Consolidated Local 867 Welfare
Karcher was threatened with
Fund, which offered coverage from
possible bankruptcy after a friend
Empire Blue Cross/Blue Sheild of
and business associate, Maurice
New York.
Monnig, left him with $600,000 in
A cla!.s-action suit produced
loans to repay. Karcher and
settlements totalling $9.5 million,
Monnig had been involved in many
and is ongoing. The court date for
troubled real estate deals in San
prosecuting remaining defendants
Bernardino County through Monnig
is scheduled for April 1995. In
Development, Inc., a company
addition,
several new arrests were
which also failed.
made at press time in December. &
Monnig asked Karcher to back
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Apple Valley

43

Chino
Chino Hills

29
46

Colton

35

Desert Hot Springs
Highland

45
53

Indian Wells

51

Loma Linda
Montclair

38
49

Ontario

36

Palm Desert

54

Palm Springs

40
44

Pomona
Rancho Cucamonga

I

u s

37

Rancho Mirage

33

Rialto

42

San Bernardino

34

San Bernardino County

27-28

San Jacinto

52

Upland

48

Victorville

32

lthough
economic
growth
in
1994
progressed at a pace
short of normal expectations, San
Bernardtno County has clearly
begun its recovery from some of
the worst nationwide recessionary
conditions in 60 years.
With unemployment rates and
retail sales now beginning to
improve, there are less obvious
but equally tangible reasons to be
optimistic about the economic
future and the foundation that has
been built to assure renewed
profitability and prosperity in the
reg10n.
It is a well-recognized fact
that San Bernardino County ts
advantageously positioned as the
eastern entrance to the greater
Los Angeles marketplace and,
correspondingly, to the entire
Pacific Rim world-trade network.
This, combtned with an unsurpassed highway and rail
network and natural transportation corridor, provides an
inherent stimulus to local
commerce which can only be
enhanced by the implementation
of effective business incentive
programs.
It is the responsibility of
progressive, forward-looking
public agencies to take all costeffective steps to create the most
advantageous
atmosphere
possible for the locatton,
expansion, and retention of firms
and employers desued by its
citizens. Toward this end, the
County of San Bernardinothrough the combined efforts of a
variety of related agencies-has
made great progress during the
past year. But, just as our leaders
in Washington, D.C. must
b roaden th eir perspective from
the national to the global
economic level, so must
individual jurisdictions expand
their horizons from the local to
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the regional level. Thusly, to
maxtmize
results,
certain
programs must be spearheaded on
a multi-Jurisdictional basis to
include both Riverside and San
Bernardino Counttes as well as
their cities.
A new regional approach has
been formulated durtng the
current recession, the result of
which is a renewed spirit of
cooperation to combat business
flight and encourage action to
spur bustness growth and
retention on a "regional" basts.
The classic example of this
"Inland Empire" approach is the
Agua Mansa Enterprise Zone,
formed as a joint powers
authority in 1986 to include areas
of both counlles wtth portions of
the citi,!!s of Colton, Rialto, and
Rtverside . Through tts special
designatiOn by the state of
California, the 9,800-acre
enterprise zone offers an
attractive combination of various
state
tax
credits,
local
employment incentives, and
streamlined permit processing
designed to stimulate commercial
and industrial development. To
date, 74 businesses have taken
advantage of the program,
creating more than 948 new jobs.

Clearly, 1994 has seen the
state and region begin to
recover from the negative
effects of the national
recession.

Perhaps of even greater
immediate importance is the twocounty approach being taken in
addressing the negative economic
impacts of defense contract
reductions and the closure and
realignment
of
military
installations. It is a well-known
fact that San Bernardino and
R1vers1de Counties have already
experienced the loss of more than
40,000 jobs and $3.9 billion in

federal spending due to the
reduced defense appropriations.
Wllhm the two-county area,
three major mihtary installations
have been affected. George AH
Force Base tn the Victor Valley
closed dunng 1992; Norton Air
Force Base in San Bernardino
was completely phased out of
operation in March 1994; and
March Air Force Base tn
Riverside County is undergoing a
significant realignment.

The most popular
financing Is the Business
Expansion Revol ving
Loan, which provides
financing assistance to
businesses locating or
expanding in the County.

Less visual but equally
significant are the impacts of
sweeping downsizing in defense
industry contracts to local firms.
Those cuts have resulted in major
losses such as the closure of the
Hughes
Aircraft/General
Dynamics facilities and major
reductiOnS at Rohr, TRW, and
Lockheed. As would follow,
these cutbacks have severely
affected the many aerospace
subcontractors who design or
manufacture components, as well
as the numerous other local
businesses which are dependent
on this industry.
In a positive effort to mitigate
the damaging local effects of
these Department of Defense
curtailments, the counties of San
Bernardino and Riverside have
joined forces to develop an
Economic Recovery/Defense
Conversion Strategic Plan, and
have jointly applied for and
received federal and state funds
to assist in this effort. The plan
identifies programs and projects
that will assist t h e regional
partnership in reversing the
potentially serious long-term
effects of defense downsizing.
Opportunities for projects
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addressing such issues as
employee retraining, business
incubatipn and technology
transfer are identified and
examined in the plan.
In a new regional project to
ensure economic growth while
protecting the environment, San
Bernardino County and each of
its cities in the valley area have
undertaken the development of a
Valley-Wide
Multi-Species
Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP).
Such a document is required by
Federal law in order to allow for
continued construction while
protecting the habllat of
designated endangered species.
Whtle the Valley-Wide MultiSpecies HCP represents a
substantial cost, County officials
have initiated the process to
satisfy Federal requirements as
quickly as possible while
avoiding the far more excessive
expense of developing individual
plans for every endangered
species in each jurisdiction.

Less visual but equally
significant are the Impacts
of sweeping downsizing In
defense industry contracts
to local firms.

In order to stimulate business
development and job creation in
both the Agua Mansa Enterprise
Zone as well as the former
Nor t on Air Force Base, Sa n
Bernardino County is producing
the state's first Geographic
Information System (GI S ) for
b us iness property.
When
completed in mid-1995, this online interactive database will
provide quick access for private
and public sector users to detailed
informatio n
on
available
industrial and commercial sit es
and buildings. Viewed as a major
benefit to the business attraction
p rocess, the GI S p roject
Please See Page 28
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represents the first step toward
establishing a similar but larger
system for the entire Inland
Empire.
Consistent with the regional
approach, officials of both
counties have joined with
business leaders and the Inland
Empire Economic Partnership to
establish the Inland Empire Joint
Marketing Program.
This
cooperative effort is endorsed by
more than 30 entities and is
designed to promote the
economic growth of the twocounty area in a unified costeffective manner. The county is
participating in this regional
promotional effort to develop an
Inland Empire 1mage consistent
with its economic and demographic strengths. By combining
resources, local jurisdictions can
mount a unified effort which far
exceeds what could be achieved
on an individual basis.
Similarly, San Bernardino
County and community leaders in
the High Desert have established
a regional organization to harness
local and individual strengths to
more effectively promote that
area. The High Desert Regional
Economic
Development
Authority (HDREDA) is composed of public and private sector
representatives from Adelanto,
Apple Valley, Barstow, Hesperia
and Victorville. In cooperation
with the county, the consortium
ba!; successfully made application
for federal funding from the U.S.
Economic
Development
Administration with which to
produce an economic development strategic plan for the
region. When completed, the
plan will encompass a clear
agenda for stimulating and
developing economic development activities in the High
Desert Region.
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In support of such efforts,
San
Bernardino
County's
off1cials,
recognizing
the
problems facing business and the
need for government to be
responsive to its needs, has
created a variety of business
incentives and programs to assist
with these concerns. The basis of
the county's economic development strategy is its financial
incentive programs. These programs provide below-market
interest rates for eligible
borrowers, ultimately reducing
business operating costs.
The most popular financing is
the
Business
Expansion
Revolving Loan, which provides
financing assistance to businesses
locating or expanding in the
county. Primary requirements
include a documented three-year
history of profitability and the
creation of new jobs for low- and
moderate-income
persons.
During this past year, the
program has financed over $1.3
million in loans creating nearly
93 new jobs for low- and
moderate-income workers.

Based on preliminary
indications of economy
recovery, the Inland
Empire is being viewed
with enthusiasm and
anticipation.

To assure that newly created
jobs produce maximum benefit
for local workers, the county
cooperates with federal, state and
local jurisdictions to provide a
full-slate of job training
assistance to potential employers,
all at no cost. The GAIN and Job
Training
Partnership
Act
programs offered through the
County's Career Training and
Employment Department include
recruitment assistance, custom
classroom training, pre-screening
of job applicants, tax credit
vouchering, on-the-job training,
and other supportive services.
The programs can be provided
separately or in a "package"

designed to match the individual
employer's needs.
In addition to traditional
business attraction efforts, the
current outward migration of
companies from California,
combined with the overt efforts
of other states to "pirate" local
firms, now makes it essential that
a conscious comprehensive effort
be made to, in effect, "keep what
is already here."

With unemployment rates
and retail sales now
beginning to improve,
there are less obvious but
equally tangible reasons to
be optimistic about the
economic future.

The County's Business
Retention Program is, therefore,
currently focused on identifying
local companies with relocation
plans and on informing these
companies, via direct mail and
personal contact, of the
assistance
and
incentive
programs the county has
available. Staff is working with
local
businesses,
utility
companies, government entities
and community groups in
assisting and counseling ex1sting
businesses with concerns which,
if not addressed, could ultimately
lead to departure.
As yet another means of
encouraging industrial and
commercial development , the
county has streamlined the
review and permitting process for
new projects, making it possible,
in many cases, for the Planning
Department to issue conditional
use permits within 30 days of the
application. Beyond this, when
appropriate the county will bring
together in a single meeting
representatives of all regulatory
agencies and utility providers so
that the prospective new business
can obtain information and
assistance in a highly efficient
manner.
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Based
on
preliminary
mdications of economy recovery,
the Inland EmpHe is being
viewed with enthusiasm and
anticipation. Clearly, 1994 has
seen the state and region begin to
recover from the negative effects
of the national recession. While
the immediate results are
gratifying, the full benefit of
efforts may not be fully realized
for several years or, in some
cases, until nationwide economic
conditions allow programs to
perform to their full potential.
The economic conditions of
the past four years, combined
with increased competition for
new business, have only served to
increase the challenge to which
the region must rise in the field
of economic development. The
results of these pas! years have
provided a benefit by forcing
local business and government to
confront economy conditions
head-on and reassess their roles
in the economic recovery effort.

San Bernardino County
and community leaders in
the High Desert have
established a regional
organization to harness
local and individual
strengths to more
effectively promote that
area.

Throughout San Bernardino
County and the entire Inland
Empire, that challenge is being
answered on virtually a daily
basis with progressive, new
concepts from the public sector
as well as private enterprises.
The resulting new programs
combine public-private partnerships with regional cooperation to not only assure that
each passing year, like 1994, is a
success, but more importantly,
that San Bernardino County
emerges as one of the nation's
finest jurisdictions in which to
live, work, and invest in 1995
and into the future. •

Focus
hin o saw solid and
steady growth in all
econom1c sectors during
1994. Retail sales increased
12%; industrial vacancy rates
fell to less than a third of their
1994 levels; unemployment was
reduced by 27%; and new
construction activ1ty was valued
29% higher than in 1993.
Chino Spectrum Marketplace, a one million-square-foot
retail center along Highway 71,
opened its first phase containing
13 stores during the summer.
Anchored by Target and
including restaurants such as
Mimi's Cafe and Carl's Jr.;
specialty shops such as Ross
Dress for Less, Chick's Sporting
Goods,
Michael's Crafts,
Famous Footwear, Pep Boys, and
Service Merchandise; as well as
a Food 4 Less supermarket, the
center provides increased
shopping and employment
opportunities
for
Chino
residents. Sixteen new stores
planned to open in 1995 include
Freewheeling Bikes; Sizes
Unlimited; The Haircut Store;
and restaurants such
as
Applebee's, Islands, and Black
Angus.
While total taxable sales
increased more than 12%
between mid-1993 and mid-
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1994, we anticipate a greater
increase in taxable sales as
construction continues in the
Chino Spectrum Marketplace.
Continued
taxable
sales
increases ensure Chino's ability
to provide quality services for
residents and businesses
During 1994, the ex1sting
industnal building inventory was
dramatically depleted and the
industrial vacancy rate sank
from 25% to less than 7%.
Available industrial buildings
and land at reasonable prices;
close proximity to the Los
Angeles-Orange County metropolitan area; infrastructure such
as the nonreclaimable waste line
and upcoming reclaimed water
system; and a cooperative city
staff and expedited entitlement
process made us a favorite
location for companies wishing
to expand or consolidate.
Several major companies chose
Chmo during 1994, mcluding JC
Penney and the U.S Navy, both
of
whom
opened
large
distribution facilities.
In
addition, Mission Industries
opened the world's largest and
most environmentally-conscious
commercial laundry in May
1994. The laundry employs 400
people in processing more than a
million pounds of laundry daily.
The State of California
Integrated Waste Management
Board designated the Chino
Valley
Recycling
Market
Development Zone (RMDZ) on
March 30, 1994. A joint proJect
of the cities of Chino and Chino
Hills, this designation enables
qualified businesses to apply for

Award·winning Chino Community Theater performs althe 7th Street Theater.
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The city of Chino offers a posiuve environment for business and resident.

very
low-interest
loans
(currently 4.5%) as well as
reduced utility charges. Already
more than $1.2 million in loans
have been approved for two
Chino businesses who are
expanding their operallons.
Growth in the retail sector
and the industrial areas of the
community
created
more
employment opportunities for
Chino residents, resulting in a
significant
reduction
in
unemployment during 1994.
Public investment in the
community is a key element in
Chino's dramatic growth during
1994. Local streets underwent
improvements, most significantly traffic signal synchronization to expedite motorists'
cross-town trips. Underground
utility projects, street widenings,
and storm drain construction
were essential elements of
Chino's
planned
capital
improvements in 1994.
Route 71's conversion to full
freeway status from the 60
(Pomona) Freeway to the
Riverside County line started
during 1994. Due to be
completed in late 1995, the
improvements
will
ease
transportation to Chino's
industrial area and will
encourage
regional
retail
development in Chino Spectrum
Marketplace and a future
regional mall.
Chino's original downtown
retail area is another area of
public investment. Like many
American downtowns, it needs
public support to replace

deteriorated buildings with new
structures to house the retail
stores and professionals which
still provide vital services to the
older, historical areas of our
community. T~e city of Chino
acquired more properties during
1994 and began demolition of
some of the deteriorated
structures.
Capital
improvements
comprise just one facet of
Chino's public investments. We
invest in our people also.
Housing rehabilitation programs
and a first-time homebuyer's
program made the goal of
affordable, safe housing possible
for many Chino residents. One
of the largest community service
programs in California for a city
of our size provided a wide
range of services for residents,
including counseling, senior care
programs, and youth services.
Community-oriented policing
(COP) combined with gang
diversion activities and an
aggressive anti-graffiti program
make Chino one of the safest
communities in the Inland
Empire.
Industries ranging from
manufacturers of high-end
consumer products who export
their products worldwide to
local neighborhood retailers
continue to find success in our
community. Chino's motto
"Where Everything Grows" was
first coined in 1910, and it is
still as descriptive of 1995's
varied economy as it was of the
agricultural economy of 1910.

•
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hile California has
suffered through the
drastic effects of a
recession, the cit) of Corona has
maintained steady growth and an
improved quality of life. Through
shared responsibility between city
employees and the business
community, the city is one of the
few in Southern California that
did not face a deficit budget for
the current fiscal year.
Through TEAM CORONA
city employees share a customer
service approach of dealing with
the business community which
has helped resist the temptation of
taxpayer give-aways sponsored by
many other states. California has
been a favorite target for such
states as Texas, Arizona, Nevada
and a host of others who claim to
offer a higher quality of life, when
in fact the Golden State still offers
year-round climate and improving
air quality which appeals to
almost everyone.
While unemployment in
California rose drastically in
1993, 2,500 new jobs were
created in this city. With the
population of almost 98,000,
according to the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, every new job
generates between 1.5 and 2.5
additional new jobs within two
years following its creation.
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Conservatively, this amounts to a
net galD of close to 5,000 new
jobs.
While many jobs were created
by new businesses, many are the
result of expansion by successful
companies such as Fender
Musical Instruments, Watson
Pharmaceuticals , Cast Art
Industnes, Dogloo, Core Mark, RSquared, Hayden Corporation,
and more.
Corona had in excess of
1,800,000 square feet of industrial
space leased last year, and another
500,000 square feet was
constructed. In the retail sector,
taxable sales increased over 8
percent to $850.000,000. New
retail construction, led by Wal
Mart, totalled more than 300,000
square feet last year.
Corona stands out in a survey
supported by the Inland Empire
Economic Partnershtp and the
Riverside County Economic
Development Agency. In the
survey, businesses from all over
the county were questioned about
their attitudes, plans, and relative
financial help. Corona was
among the lowest in Riverside
County for jobs lost through
relocation.
Among Corona
businesses, 22.8 percent were in a
major growing mode, about six
times higher than the county
average. The city of Corona is one
of the only 12 cities in Riverside
County with its own police
department. The department has
adopted a "community policing"
philosophy of delivering police
services. It stresses solving
community safety issues that
ensure citizens' confidence in

McKinley Center, in lhe hean of Corona.
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Industrial Park off of the 91 Freeway in west Corona.

their safety and in the police.
According to an independent
survey, the overall crime rate in
Corona is well below the
California average. With a
population of almost 95,000,
Corona fell just 5,000 short of
qualifying for rating among large
cities in the United States. Had
Corona been in that category of
listings, it would have been in the
top 10 cities in the United States
when it comes to homicides.
Violent crime in Corona is less
than half that of the Riverside
County average, and the homicide
rate last year was one-twelfth the
average of the county.
Corona, which has been
designated as a "tree city," is very
much alive with an old-fashioned
sense of neighborliness and
exciting prospects for the future.
Nowhere is this better reflected
than in the parks and other
recreational facilities in the city.
Corona has 27 park areas
spread over 175 acres, with a
master plan for more in the future
as the city continues to grow.
While the recession has had an
effect on the rate of park growth,
community volunteers are lending
a hand to see that what we have is
well maintained, and a strong
voice is heard for future growth.
The Corona-Norco Unified
School District serves a 147square-mile area
that
is
experiencing rapid growth,
reflected in growing enrollment
and the facilities to support it.
The
district
conducts
a
kindergarten through 12th grade
program for more than 25,000

students in 18 elementary schools,
four intermediate schools, three
comprehensive high schools, an
occupational
high
school,
continuation high school, and
school for children with special
needs.
Former district students now
enrolled in the Untversity of
California system are doing
above-average work, according to
a statistics recently released. The
aggregate grade point average was
2.82. Attainment of a bachelor's
degree or associate degree is
approximately 20 percent higher
than in the rest of Riverside
County.

Corona, which has been

Incentives
Working to make your transition to Corona a smooth and profitable experience, TEAM CORONA
draws upon the following organizations;
City of Corona
TEAM CALIFORNIA (California Trade and Commerce Agency)
Inland Empire Economic Partnership
Riverside County Economic Development Agency
Small Business Development Corporation
Private Industry Council
Corona Real Estate Team
Corona Manufacturing Council
Corona Chamber of Commerce
Southern California Edison
Southern California Gas Company

designated as a "tree city,"
is very much alive with an

With the support of these organizations we can explore the following incentives;

old-fashioned sense of
neighborliness and
exciting prospects for
the future.

To find out more about
business opportunities in Corona,
write to Jim Bradley, city of
Corona, P.O. Box 940, Corona,
CA 91718-0940, or call him at
(909) 736-2260. Jim heads up the
TEAM CORONA program which
involves city and state officials to
help make your transition here a
smooth one . .&

0
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Employee Funding and Training Programs
Pre-Employment Screening and Recruitment Service
Capital Tax Credits
Energy Cost Reduction and Rebates
Industrial Development Bonds
SBA Loans
Streamline Permitting Process
Site Selection
Legislative Support
Housing Assistance Programs

To find out more about business opportunity in Corona, write to Jim Bradley, City of Corona,
P.O. Box 940, Corona, CA 91718-0940, or call him at (909) 736-2260, FAX (909) 736-2488.

-----------~~-----------------------------------·~~~~~~"~~~·-·------~-~-----
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VIctorville
The Key City of the
High Desert
he city of Victorville is the
retail and commercial hub of
the Victor Valley. Major
highways provide Victorville
residents and businesses with quick
and easy access to Las Vegas to the
northeast, Los Angeles to the
southwest, Bishop and the
Mammoth Lake recreation areas to
-the north, and San Bernardino and
its mountain resorts to the south.
Victorville is a general law city
of nearly 60,000 in population,
which operates on a budget of
approximately $67.5 million, and is
one of the top 10 employers in the
Victor Valley. It is one of a handful
of no/low property tax cities in the
state, which means that it does not
receive property tax revenue for its
general fund. Victorville is a fullservice city, providing public
works, fire, engineering, parks and
recreation activities and more to the
citizens in its 67.68 square miles. It
contracts for law enforcement
through the San Bernardino County
Sheriff's Department.
Due in large part to the
conservative fiscal policies of its
five-member council and city
manager, the city has continued to
provide a high level of municipal
services to its citizens. Victorville
has experienced the same results of
the downturn in the economy as
other cities, and has also had
millions of dollars of its revenues
taken by the state to backfill its own
budget. Instead, departments have
steadily cut budgets and found
better, more economical ways to
deliver needed services.
Victorville's fire
rating
improved to a Class 3 effective
Aug. 1, 1994. The city started out in
1976 with a 619 rating (on a scale of
1 to 10, with 1 being the best). By
1980, this had upgraded to a 5/9.
The new classification is the highest
achieved by any city in the High
Desert. This in turn helps both
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residents and businesses get the
most competitive rates for their fire
insurance.
Within the city of Victorville,
about 3,300 acres are zoned for
commercial use. Rental rates vary
from $.50 to $1.50 per square foot.
The city is home to one of the
largest regional shopping centers
between San Bernardino and Las
Vegas. The Mall of Victor Valley is
anchored by four major department
stores: Mervyn's, J.C. Penney, Sears
and Harris.
Several new businesses have
constructed new facilities and/or
make Victorville their home in the
last year. Some of the highlights:
The long-awaited RogersDale
U.S.A. project should break ground
in early 1995. This multi-million
dollar project of the Roy Rogers
family ·will become a world-class
tourist attraction and a must-see
destination for the millions of
motorists and tourists who travel
Interstate 15 between Los Angeles
and Las Vegas each year. The first
phase of the project will consist of
241 ,000 square feet, anchored by
the current Roy Rogers Museum.
The second phase of the project will
consist of a 1 ,000-seat opry
hall/showroom (Branson, Missouri,
style), a 150-200 room hotel and
conference center and an overnight
recreational vehicle park.
Desert Valley Hospital and
Medical Center opened its doors in
September 1994. The center
consists of a 77-bed hospital and
medical center with 220,000 square
feet of office space. The hospital
administration
has
already
submitted plans to expand further in
1995.
A new medical services campus
will be built in the Bear Valley
Road Redevelopment Project Area
within the next three years, on 20
acres at the northeast corner of
Hesperia and Silica roads. The
project
will
mix
general
practitioners, specialists, dental
services, chiropractic services and
other ancillary services such as
physical therapy and laboratories.
The first office has submitted plans
and should begin construction by
the beginning of 1995.
Stater Brothers Center: A new
shopping area, anchored by a Stater
Brothers grocery store, was
completed in June 1994 on the
southwest corner of Hook

Boulevard and Amargos a Road.
The project consists of 233,450
square feet, and will include other
retail shops.
Victorville Station: This
123,000-s quare-foot cent e r is
planned for 17 acres o n the
northeast corner of Bear Valley
Road and Highway 395. The project
will consist of a grocery store, gas
station, fast food restaurants and
other small retail businesses. The
first piece o f the project, an
UltraMart gas station and minimart, was completed in late 1994.
A motor-cross racing track was
completed north of the Stodda rd
Wells off-ramp in Victorville. It has
a sand drag strip, motor-cross track
and ATV track. The developers are
hoping to get the site included in
future racing circuit stops.
A Pier 1 Imports is under
construction in the Circuit C ity
Center, located at 1-15 and
Mariposa Road in Victorville. It
will be built next to the existing
Red Robin Restaurant.
International
House
of
Pancakes opened in June 1994 in
the Super 1 Foods plaza, and has
enjoyed a brisk business since its
opening.
Federal
Correctional
A
Complex is still planned for the
property just south of the former
George Air Force Base in
Victorville. This facility will house
up to 1,200 female inmates. Design
and environmental cleanup of the
site should be completed in 1995,
with construction beginning in
1996.
One of the most exciting
projects planned for the Victorville
area remains the proposed major
motorsports and entertainment
complex in the northern part of the
city. The project will accommodate
up to 235,000 spectators for major
race events, and it being planned by
Southdown, Inc . (Southwest
Portland Cement) at its Workplace
on the Mojave industrial park. The
900-acre plus development will also
accommodate other automotiverelated industrial, research and
development users. It will include
as its centerpiece a 1.5 mile oval
speedway, a short track and road
course. The consultants on the
design, development and operation
of the track are Cary and Chris
Agajanian, one of th e premier
racing famili es in America.
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The draft environmental impact
report should b e c ompleted in
January, with the project tentatively
going before the Planning
Commission for approval in March.
The project would likely be built in
phases, with smaller races (30,000+
peopl e )
be ing held while
construction on additional seating
and improvements is happening.
Victorville has a lwa ys has a
commitment toward planning for
growth and f o r pro viding the
infrastructure necessary for that
growth . The budget for capital
improveme nt projects alone in the
1994-95 fi scal ye ar totals nearly
$1 8 million.
Some of the maj or proj ects
accomplished in 1993-94 included:
Amargosa Road: $2 million project,
Amargosa was widened from two to
four lanes all the wa y from
Palmda le Road to the Mall. This
complements th e tra ffi c s ignal
installed last year at the intersection
of La Mesa and Amargosa, at an
approximate cost of $210,000.
Bear Valley Road: The city has
spent some $1.2 million on Bear
Valley Road in the last year to
improve the traffic flow on that
road. This includes widening,
restriping and coordinating the
signals.
The
final
signal
coordination box should be
installed and operating by Jan. 15.
While this will not eliminate
congestion on Bear Valley Road,
due to the extremely heavy traffic
volume it produces, it will help
traffic flow more smoothly. Further
improvements to Bear Valley Road
west of the freeway, including
$500,000 for installation of a traffic
signal and other improvements at
Bear Valley Road and Highway
395, are planned in 1995.
The city of Victorville owes its
success in large part to the foresight
and planning of its City Council.
The Council's vision over the years
has allowed the city to meet the
needs of its growing number of
citizens, without some of the
financial crises experienced by
other cities in the region. It is this
vision that will establish the city of
Victorville as one of the premiere
cities of San Bernardino in the next
decade. A
For an infonnat10n packet on the
city of Victorville, contact the city at
(61 9) 955-5035
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uni ts; plumbing repairs; repair
or replacement of broke n
windows, screens, or doors;
repair of kit c hen or bat h roo m
sink fixt u res; a nd rep lacement
of ga rbage disposals

A

c it y-wide rehabi litation
prog ra m for low and
moderate
tncome
homeowners was begun in
January 1994 by the Rancho
Mirage Redevelopment Agency
Now operating in full swing, the
program
offers
qualified
applican ts the opportunity for
emergency and / or matching
funds through the agency's
housing funds. Applicants may
apply for a grant of up to
$1,500, or matching funds up to
$3,000. To da te, more than 130
applications have been received,
an d wo rk is progressing in a
numbe r of homes.
T h e Ra nc ho Mirage H ome
I mprove m e n t Progra m was
extre mely s uccessful du ri ng its
first qu a rt er of ope r ations
acco rdin g t o Pau l F ra nco, th e
ci t y's r e d eve l o pm e n t coo rdinat o r, wh o i s in c h a rge of
admini sterin g the program .

On Aug ust 9, 1994, escrow
closed for the p urchase of
the former Bank of
America building at the
corner of Bob Hope Drive
and Highway 111.

During the upcoming year,
Rancho Mirage residents

con d uc t ed prior to closing
escrow t o determine that t he
b u i lding was indeed suited to
publ ic library usage, a nd it was
fo u nd that sever al other bank
bui l dings i n Califor n ia have
been co n ve rt ed for th e sa m e
pu rpose. Arc hitectura l desig ns
are cu rrently bei ng drawn, and
conversion work will begin by
spring.

fo ll owing:
- E xt ens i o n of Ge ra ld Fo rd
Dri ve b e t wee n B ob H o p e
Drive a nd Monterey.
- Re modeling and expansion
of City Hall.
- Tamarisk A rea Improvement
Dis tri ct, i n clud i ng sewers,
water mains, st reet p aving,
curbs and gutters.

will see things happening
in various parts of the city
as the result of a $24.7

The Rancho Mirage Home

million capital

Improvement Program was

improvement budget

extremely successful

coming from 12 different

during its first quarter of

funds.

operations according to

- Library remodeling and
conversiOn.
- Plan specificat tons, design
and estimates for improvements to Highway 111 from
M irage Cove to Bob Hope
Drive.

Paul Franco, the city's
redevelopment
coordinator.
A l so
successful
since
ope ning has been the 130,000squa r e- f oo t Home D epot at
M o n te r ey Ave nu e a n d D i na h
Shore D rive. A n International
House of Pancakes restaura nt is
o pe n a t th e sa me site, a nd t h e
shopping center at that corner is
slated for e xpansion in the near
futur e with larg e n a tionally
kn o wn retail e rs s uch as th e
Burlington Coat Factory.
A s m a ll e r ve rs i o n o f
J e n s en' s Fin es t F oo d s h as
opened at 69-900 Frank Sinatra
Drive. Thi s addit ion to the city
in c lude s a gourm e t d e li ,
sandwiches ,
s pecialty
homemade salads, fine m e ats
and chee s es , and a large
selection of fine wines and
spirits.

Plan ned
On August 9, 1994, escrow
cl osed for the purchase of the
former Bank of America
building at the corner of Bob
Hope Drive and Highway 111.
To be converted to the city ' s
first full service library, the
9,500-square-foot building was
purchased using library bonds
of $832,500.
A feasibility study was

- Underground utili t y f ro m
B eac h House R estau ra n t to
Bob Hope Drive.
- S t dewalk i n sta l lation on
M o nt e rey f ro m Cla ncy Lane
to Palm Desert.

" D iffe rent processes w ill be
purs ued aggressively, and every
e ffo rt w il l b e ma de t o g e t th e
project completed in as s hort a
time as pos sibl e, " s tated Dr.
Charles M . M o n e ll , a Rancho
Mirage resident and c ha irman of
the
Librar y
Planning
Co mmitte e. " T he amount of
alterations necessa ry will be the
determining fact o r in the time
involved until o pening , " he
said. "My best estimate is that
we would be open in December
of 1995."

Improvement s
Budg eted
for 1995

Full Service Library

The majority of applications
have come from resid e nt s of
mobile home parks, and most of
the work has consisted of roof
repair; upgrading of existing
electrical systems; repair of
interior ceilings that may have
been damaged as a result of age
or water damage; replacement
of residential heating/ cooling
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During the upcoming year,
Rancho Mirage residents will
see things happening in various
parts of the city as the result of
a
$24 . 7
million
capital
improvement budget coming
from 12 different funds,
including the Redevelopment
Agency, CVAG, the state and
the city . All projects will be
worked on during the year, and
some are multi-year projects.
Included in the budget are the

- De si gn o f Frank Sinatra
Dri ve i mpr o v e ments fr o m
Morningside Drive to B o b
Hope Drive.
- Widen north side o f Dinah
Shore Drive from DaVall to
Los Alamos.
- Install two traffic signals on
Dinah Shore Drive.
- Participate with Palm Desert
to install bridge on Monterey
at the Whitewater Channel.
- Install entrance feature at
Dinah Shore Drive and
Monterey.
- Install bus shelter at Rancho
Las Palmas Shopping Center.
- Add lighting, boccie and
basketball courts, water
feature and children's gym at
Whitewater Park.
Various other street
renovations, median island
improvements, and drainage
improvements. A
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he city of San Bernardino is
bringing in the New Year
with high expectations
stemming from a year full of
accomplishments just ended.
Between beginning construction on the Downtown Superblock,
to fighting crime, to beautifying
neighborhoods, the city of San
Bernardino found 1994 to be an
exciting year. After the Nonon Air
Force Base closure that could have
devastated the city, San Bernardino
government officials set out to
expand and develop business in the
area and replace the jobs lost in the
closure.
The
Economic
Development Agency hosted an
Economic Summit with local
government officials and business
leaders in order to work together to
develop a strategic plan for the
city's future development, growth,

1994
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and creation of new jobs.
The city won two prestigious
awards for their effort in helping
residents of the city find jobs. With
the implementation of the "Job
Connection" television program, the
city has been able to help over 60
unemployed people find work. The
program was recognized with the
"Helen Putnam Award for
Excellence" from the League of
California Cities, as well as the
"Innovative City of the Year
Award" from the Inland Empire
Division of the League of
California Cities. Giant steps were
taken in the construction of the new
Superblock in the downtown area.
Architectural designs and landsite
acquisition and preparation got the
ball moving. The Superblock will
break ground in early 1995. It will
include a CaiTrans Building, a State
Building and a 13-story parking
structure with retail shops on the
first level.
The Superblock isn't the end of
the downtown redevelopment. The
mayor and City Council approved
the construction of a new baseball
stadium last summer, and then hit a
home run with the acquisition of a
minor league baseball Dodgers
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affiliation. The stadium should
break ground in early 1995.
The new police building is
scheduled to be completed in
August of 1995. Until then, the San
Bernardino Police have set up shop
at Nonon Air Force Base.
The move didn't put a damper
on Police Department operations.
The PD began a zero-tolerance
program called Operation Safe
Streets in which cops on the streets
cite for any and every wrongdoing
in order to reduce crime throughout
the city. The program encompasses
an underage curfew: those found
violating the curfew are held in a
detention center until morning or
until their parents pick them up.
The SBPD has shown excellent
results since the program staned in
August. There have been 3,875
arrests made so far in the program;
1,049 of these arrests have been
felony arrests, 2,452 were
misdemeanors, and 374 arrests were
made for drunk driving; 153 guns
were seized and 530 minors were
picked up for curfew violations.
Blight reduction was another
major goal in 1994. A citywide
cleanup day pilot program was
started and was such a hit with
community residents that the city
decided to hold it once a month on a
continuing basis. City residents can
bring their trash, old furniture and
other throw-away items to several
convenient locations to be hauled
off and recyled free of charge.
A Neighborhood Services Team
was developed to stop blight before
it starts. Team members target
neighborhoods- going door to
door looking for code violations
and working with residents to
correct any problems.
The
Neighborhood Revitalization
Program has been successful so far
with over half of the violations
corrected by residents with one or
two notifications.
The mayor and council treated
the city to an early Christmas
present related to blight and crime
reduction with the adoption of a
new Rental Housing Certification

program. The program will inspect
the city's rental housing stock for
code violations. Rental housing
accounts for 60% of the total
housing stock in the city. The
program will also contain an
educational element for landlords
and tenants to help them avoid
problems often linked to rental
housing. Similar programs in
Azusa, Santa Ana, and Mesa,
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Arizona have shown drastic
reductions in both blight and crime.
The program will go into full force
in the beginning of 1995.
When one thinks of blight,
graffiti isn't far from mind. The
city enacted a volunteer graffiti
abatement program in 1994.
Groups from San Bernardino High
School, Cajon High School, and the
Key Club of San Gorgonio met the
first Saturday of each month to help
remove graffiti.
City streets were filled with
visitors in September when the city
held its annual Route 66 Festival.
Classic car owners from all over the
country got their kicks on Route 66
this year by displaying their prized
possessions to tourists and fellow
car lovers at the 1950's-theme
festival.
Downtown San
Bernardino businesses got their
kicks too, with Route 66'ers
helping weekend profits to
skyrocket.
Speaking of cars, in 1994, San
Bernardino found itself on the
forefront of an environmentally safe
auto dismantling concept with the
opening of the San Bernardino
Truck Dismantling Facility. The
facility is the first ever all-indoor
dismantling yard in the country.
Because it is completely indoors,
environmental hazards associated
with auto dismantling are vinually
nonexistent. The Truck Dismantling Facility has won several
awards for environmental innovation, including an award from the
Inland Empire Association of
Environmental Professionals.
Other businesses that have
come into the city in the past year
include Cobra, a mobile RV
manufacturing firrn which brought
250 new jobs to the city; the
Defense Finance and Accounting
Office, which will bring in 750 new
jobs; Kelly Space and Technology
with 110 new jobs; and Bonega
Foods, which has 250 employees.
Gottschalks department store is
planning to take over the now
vacant May Co. space at the Inland
Center Mall in 1995.
The
department store has several
locations throughout central
California and is just breaking into
the Inland Empire.
Several other businesses have
moved into the city, and many more
jobs have been created. In a time of
economic recovery in the Inland
Empire, the city of San Bernardino
has an exciting year of growth aDd
development ahead. .6.
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Colton Services
Colton is also the site of the
new San Bernardino County
Medical Hospital, scheduled for
completion in 1998.

T

he city of Colton is
making a sincere eff.ort
to create an attract1ve
environment for existing and
new businesses. With the state
economy recovering from the
recession, the improved business climate means healthier
markets for businesses moving
to Colton and the Inland
Empire.
Located advantageously in
the center of the Inland Empire,
Colton is in the position to
accommodate a multitude of
major regional industrial
complexes. The city has several
hundred acres of prime industrial and commercial properties
immediately available for
master-planned development.
Served by the Southern Pacific
and Sante Fe Railroads, Colton
is one of Southern California's
major freight-staging areas.

In 1994, three downtown
businesses successfully
completed the Downtown
Facade Improvement
Program, designed to
beautify the Downtown
Project areas and gateway
to the city.

Site selection in the city will
be enhanced by the broad range
of economic and financial
incentives provided to business
and industry by its designation
as a California Enterprise Zone
and a California Recycling
Mar.ltet Development Zone for
redevelopment assistance, local
job training wage supplement
programs, and "fast track"
development assistance.

The Redevelopment
Agency Is Involved In a
number of housing
projects, Including the
purchase and
condominium conversion
of a mobile home park In
the Cooley Ranch Project
Aree.

The city offers various kinds
of housing.
A boom in
residential development in
recent years provides affordable
housing opportunities for
renters and first- and secondtime home buyers. "Upper end"
single family estates can also be
purchased in unique residential
areas such as Reche Canyon. In
addition, the city features a
number of historical homes and
attractions which serve to
enhance the Colton lifestyle.
Colton is a full-service city,
with all city-owned utilities
except for natural gas. Quality
services are made available at
lower prices than offered by
surrounding publicly owned
utilities. Colton became one of
the first California cities with a
municipally-owned utility in
1895 when its electric utility
first began operation. All of the
city's water derives from an
abundant supply of local deep
water wells. Other city-owned
utilities/services include sewers
and refuse.

Redevelopment Agency
Projects
The Redevelopment Agency
for the city of Colton initiated
and completed many improvement projects in 1994. These
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include specific plan and project
area
creation,
downtown
rehabilitation, infrastructure
improvements, enterprise zone
expansion, and housing projects.
A $2.3 million Washington
Street/ Interstate 215 overlay and
timing project was completed in
early 1994. All intersections in
the immediate area have been
timed during peak flow hours to
facilitate the circulation of
traffic throughout the entire
Cooley Ranch Redevelopment
Project Area.
In 1994, three downtown
businesses successfully completed the Downtown Facade
Improvement Program, designed
to beautify the Downtown
Project areas and gateway to the
city. The Facade Program is
designed to improve the
appearance of the downtown
area and create a pedestrianfriendly
environment
by
offering financial incentives to
downtown business owners to
rehabilitate their storefronts.

A new community center
and pool are being
constructed In the Mt.
Vemon Redevelopment
Project Area with
assistance from
RDAfunds.

Formation of the Rancho/
Mill Redevelopment Project was
completed during the year. The
new project area, the city's
seventh, contains about 141
acres of primarily commercial
and industrial-zoned property.
A portion of the property tax
received from the new project
area will be used as a tool for
assisting businesses, providing
improvements to streets and
infrastructure, and funding
future city housing projects.
The Redevelopment Agency
is also overlaying a portion of
the Agua Mansa Enterprise
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Zone to provide business
owners with state incentive
opportunities in the newly
created Rancho/Mill Project
Area. This state-designated
zone provides businesses with
incentives in the form of state
tax credits . The overlay will
add another 96 acres to the
Enterprise Zone located in the
Inland Empire.

Colton Is also the site of
the new San Bernardino
County Medics/ Hospital,
scheduled for completion
In 1998.

A new community center
and pool are being constructed
in the Mt. Vernon Redevelopment Project Area with
assistance from RDA funds.
The center is scheduled to be
completed in June 1995.
Because of the 1998
projected completion of the San
Bernardino County Medical
Center, the Redevelopment
Agency has initiated the
development of a Specific Plan
for the West Valley Project Area
to assist in planning for future
development. It is expected that
the hospital site will aenerate
interest from developers to
build surrounding restaurants
and ancillary businesses.
Members of the community are
providing input fer the
formation of the Specific Plan.
The Redevelopment Agency
is involved in a number of
housing projects, including the
purchase and condominium
conversion of a mobile home
park in the Cooley llanch
Project Area. Other infrastructure improvement projects
include the installation of water
and sewer lines for existing and
future businesses in the Santa
Ana River Project Area and the
upgrade construction of the
lleche Canyon Flood Control
Channel. A

Focus
by Mayor Gus James Skropos,
coty of Ontarto

Ontario Is Still the Best
Place to Do Business

T

he year 1994 marked another
year of succes..'i for the city of
Ontario in the area of
economic development. This
accomplishment is not surprising
given the many benefits that Ontario
offers business. Located at the
western edge of the burgeomng
Inland Empire-<lne of the nation's
fastest emerging centers of
commercial, industrial, and
residential development--Ontario is
within easy reach of all major cil!es
in Los Angeles, Orange, San
Bernardino and Riverside Counties.
And, from Ontario International
Airport. the city is only hours away
from regional, national and
international markets. Moreover,
the city is well-known for its
business-friendly staff, and is the
only major city in San Bernardino
County without a utility tax.
Ontario's continued progress is also
due, in part, to the strong
commitment that the city's elected
leadership, city manager and
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Redevelopment Agency have to
pursuing projects and programs that
will help ensure the business
community's success.
Ontario ' s
most
recent
achievements include the progress
made on major development
projects such as the Mills "super
mall. " On Dec. 20, 1994, the
Ontario City Council approved a
Disposition and Development
Agreement with the Mills
Corporation of Washington D .C.
The agreement calls for building an
almost 2-million-square-foot super
regional enclosed shopping mall to
be known as the "Ontario Mills."
Construction of the mall is
scheduled to begin in the spring of
1995 on a 138-acre site located in
northeast Ontario, bounded by the 110 and I-15 Freeways on the south
and east and Milliken Avenue and
Fourth Street on the west and north.
The'Ontario Mills will fully
embody the "Mills" concept of
value retailing which combines a
variety of specialty retailers,
including off-price, manufacturers'
outlets, wholesale membership,
category and retail outlets, all
housed together in an artfully
designed retail structure creating an
exciting, entertainment-oriented
shopping experience .
Once
completed in the fall of 1996, the
mall will prov1de a combination of
at least nine anchor stores and over
200 specialty retailers offering a
wide variety of value-oriented
merchandise.
Financing of the $184 million
Mills project will be done through a

Travelers Club!

Weddings!

Ski Package!
Introducing the New Kid on the Block...
We are the Good Nite Inn at the
Ontario Airport and this is what we do:
1) Offer the bus1ness and leisure traveler the ~ ~ 1n

town. Ask about our tree Traveler's Club - too many beneftts to
hst here, Please call
2) Offer the fnendilest restaurant and lounge, banquets and
meet1ngs to 180. Plus un1que Wedding Package
3) Offer a Sk1 Package that can't be beat Beg1nners Spectall
All-Inclusive, f•fts, rentals, lessons, and transportatiOn

4) Offer many other values and the flex1btlity to meet your
needs. 1e.· Low. low room and rent-a-car package
Call1-800-724-8822 or write
Sales, Good N1te Inn, 1810 E. "G" Street, Ontano, CA 91764

private and public partnership. The
developer
will
contribute
approximately $35 .5 million in
equity funds and the city of Ontario,
acting through its Redevelopment
Agency, will contribute $20 million.
The balance of the project will be
financed through a construchon loan
and sale of peripheral land.
The city has also moved
forward with its plans for a new
convenuon center. The contract for
the design and construction of the
$60 million project-to be financed
through Ontario Redevelopment
Agency bond proceeds-was
awarded in June of 1994, to
HMC.'HNTB/Turner. In July of
1994, a 17.5 acre site was chosen as
a location for the facility, east of
Vineyard between Holt Boulevard
and "D" Street. The future Ontario
ConventiOn Center's location,
situated minutes away from the
Ontario International Airport and
served by Interstates 10 and 15, as
well as the 60 freeway, will provide
easy air and ground transportation
access.
Additionally, the
Convention Center will be located
in the middle of Ontario's hotel
community, virtually within walking
distance from 3,000 rooms Studies
project that the Convention Center
will: 1) generate approximately
$74 million per year in economic
benefits to the local area, 2) create
nearly 800 new jobs, 3)
accommodate 76 major events on an
annual basis, and 4) attract more
than 250,000 visitors a year.
Groundbreaking for the project is
set for midsummer of 1995, and it's
targeted for completion by July of
1997.
Economic development has also
become an important part of a major
redevelopment effort aimed at
approximately 286 acres in Ontario.
The redevelopment process will
assist the city of Ontario in
eliminating blight from the 286
acres by providing funding that can
be used to attract commercial,
industrial
and
residential
development. The process may also
include the provision of funds: 1) to
acquire structures, 2) for planning
services to conduct, design, and
implement the redevelopment plan
and 3) to provide for public parking.
Another means of bringing new
business to Ontario was created
when the California Environmental
Protection Agency (CAL/EPA)
opened its Inland Empire Permit
Assistance Center here in February
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of 1994. The C enter, located at
3281 East Guasl! Road, Suite 275
provides a central res ource fo;
regulatory ,information and permit
assistance to area businesses. The
facility also serves as a single point
where busin esse s ma y file for
applications for local, regional and
state permits. The Center 's staff
consists of permit experts from
various state, regional and local
agencies who he lp bus inesses
identify what they need to do to
comply with various government
regulations. Information on state
and local business assistance
programs and on new technologies
that can help businesses comply
with California ' s environmental
standards are also available at the
Center.
As an additional service at the
Inland Empire Permit Assistance
Center, the Small Business
Development Center (SBDC),
which opened in August of 1994,
provides consulting services to
businesses located in the west end
of San Bernardino County. The
areas of consulting include:
business management and plan
preparation, market analysis, human
resource issues , accounting,
financial management.
Opened by the city of Ontario in
January 1994, the Telebusiness
Workcenter is another useful
business reSource which provides an
alternative to long and difficult
commutes. The Workcenter is an
office shared by a number of
different
businesses
and
organizations where employees are
provided space and the tools to do
their work close to where they live.
The Workcenter facilities and
equipment
includes
23
workstations, two conference
rooms, computers and video
conference equipment.
The
Workcenter is located at 3281 East
Guasti Road.
The Ontario transportation
network was expanded during the
summer of 1993, with the start up of
the Metrolink commuter rail service
which runs between Riverside and
Los Angeles Union Station. More
recently, during November of 1994,
Amtrak began offering service out
of downtown Ontario through the
Sunset Limited Line travelling
between Los Angeles and Miami.
As many businesses have
discovered, Ontario is still the best
place in the Inland Empire to do
business. &
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C u ca mo n ga's
co n ti n ued grow th was
punct uated in late 1994
wi th the opening of the 3.3 acre
M e t rolink sta t ion a long t h e
Santa Fe li ne n ear M illike n
Avenue, betwee n A rrow Rou te
to the north and S1xth S treet to
the south.
Its loca t io n c h ose n t o bes t
serve th e needs of resi de nts as
w ell as fo r its proximit y to the I15 free w ay, the s ta t io n is th e
co rn erst on e of w ha t is to be a
compre he ns ive commercial a nd
recreational area fo r the region.
Sc heduled to open this year is
t h e 18- h o l e Arn o ld P al m e r
cham pionship golf course on the
n earby fo rm er s it e of th e
G e n e ra l
D y n a m ics pl a nt ,
where building 600 was recentl y
to rn down to make way fo r the
n e w p rojec t. T h e 375 - ac r e
developme nt will also mclude a
clubh o u se , dri vi n g ra ng e and
lighted par-3 course.
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Scheduled to open this
year is the 18-hole Arnold
Palmer championship golf
course on the nearby
former site of the General
Dynamics plant.

Other planned developments
in the area include construc tion
of both a Mission Foods tortilla
factory and the Masi Plaza retail
and recreational facility . In
addition, several developer s
have expressed interest in
building ice and roller skating
rinks.
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Library,
New Schools
Opened

School and comple ted $2.5
millio n of constructio n at
Cucamonga Middle School.

At a t ime whe n m any
commun it ies were closing
libraries or cutting hours and
staff, Rancho Cucamonga pulled
out of the San Bernardino County
library system to open a btgger
a nd better municipal libra ry at
7368 Archibald Avenue, just
south of Baseline Road.
The property for t he new
mumCipal library was purc hased
by the Redevelopme nt Agency,
with previous bond proceeds
earmar k ed specifically fo r a
library, and a new collection of
books (70,000 vol umes vs. the
co un ty's 52,000) was a lso
schedu led fo r p urc h asing wi t h
the same moneys.

Quakes Win
Championship

The new library, with more
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Ep1Center, the team 's stadium.
To meet in c r eas in g f a n

The Rancho Cucamonga
The R ancho Cucamonga
Qua kes topped off thei r seco nd
season by winni ng the Tri ple A
Ca l ifornia League baseball

Quakes topped off their
second season by winning
the Triple A California
League baseball
championship.

To meet increasing fan
support, the city built new
bleachers at the EpiCenter,
increasing capacity
to 6,000.

c h ampio ns h ip, as fa ns set a
lea gue a tte nda nce reco rd a t the

su pp or t , t h e ci t y buil t new
b l eac h ers a t t h e Ep iCe nt e r,
in c r eas in g ca p aci ty t o 6,000 .
Answ e ring d e mand fo r Quakes
in fo rm at ion a nd souve mrs was
t h e Q ua k e's Cl u b h o u se re t ai l
outlet in Terra Vista Town Cente r
as w e ll as th e E p iCenter g ift
s ho p , wh ich re m ai ned op e n to
v is1 t o r s M o nda ys thro ugh
Fridays. &

than double the square
footage of the formerly
used county facility, will
serve as an Interim
facility...

The new libra r y, with mo re
than double the square footage of
the formerly used count y fac ility,
will s erve as a n interim facility
until f uture fi sc al conditions
allow the c1ty to fulfill its dream
of a larger, more comprehensive
library within Central Park.
Also opened in 1994 were an
intermediat e s c hool and three
new elementary schools by the
Etiwanda School District . The
Summit Intermediate School and
the Carlton P. Lightfoot , East
Heritage and Terra Vista
elementary schools cost $23 .6
million to build and are serving
1,840 students this year.
During the year, the Central
School District opened the $15
million Ruth Musser Middle
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Chamber of Commerce in this
effort.

Loma Linda University
Children's Hospital Opens

Expanding Service &
Business Emphasis
he tradition of providing
state-of-the-art health
science education to the
Inland Empire and the entire
region continues to expand in
Lorna Linda.
Lorna Linda University has
greatly expanded the number and
variety of health science
curriculums it has available, in
addition to construction of a
major new sports and recreation
complex which will be made
available to the entire community.
Lorna Linda University
Medical Center continues to
significantly expand the health
care services and facilities it
provides to the region . The
Children's Hospital, which just
opened, and the cancer research
center, which wili begin
construction within a few weeks,
will further enhance that service.
City government adopted a
new pro-business stance in 1993,
which continues to this day,
involving virtually every level of
city government and all municipal
employees. The City Council
initiated a new Economic
Development Department and
hired the first economic
development director in the city's
history. Every department is
prepared to respond positively to
all business requests and
inqu1nes. The city is also
working hand-in-hand with the
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With the opening of the Lorna
Linda
University
Medical
Center's Children's Hospital, the
new hospital became the first
facility dedicated specifically to
child healthcare between Orange
County, California, and Phoenix,
Arizona.
The new 250-bed
facility incorporates specialized
children's services which were
located in Lorna Linda University
Medical Center into the new
Children's Hospital.
Lorna Linda University
Children's Hospital is unique
because it is a center for the
treaunent of cancer with the
world's first hospital-based proton
beam therapy. an entirely new
modality for cancer treatment.
The new hospital, located
adjacent to the Medical Center,
contains 240,000 square feet and
cost approximately $36 million to
construct.

New Research Center
Construction Planning
Nears Completion
Architectural planning for a
new $20.3 million Lorna Linda
University Medical Center
Research Institution neared its
completion stages near the end of
1994. Construction on the new
research center is expected to
begin in early 1995.
The Research Institute will
take approximately two years to
build once construction begins.
Plans call for a four-story, standalone structure located on the
north side of the Medical Center.
The new facility will provide
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approximately 65,000 square feet
(out of a total of nearly 100,000
square feet) for research and
faculty offices; laboratories;
teaching, educational , and
conference facilities;
and
administrative support.
The center is being built to
accelerate Lorna Linda University
Medical Center's goal of
developing a full-scale, multi modality approach to the
treatment of cancer and other
diseases.
The
National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration (NASA) has just
signed a research agreement with
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center to conduct proton radiation
effect research on astronauts.

Ronald McDonald House
Fund-raising
is
nearly
complete for a proposed $2.5
million Ronald McDonald House
slated for construction near the
corner of Barton Road and
Anderson Street in Lorna Linda.
The house will serve as a
"home-away-from-home" for
families of children receiving
treatment for serious illnesses
such as cancer, heart disease ,
cystic fibrosis, or those requiring
special neonatal care immediately
following birth.

Drayson Center
Set to Open
Construction on the new
Drayson Center, a $16.2 million
recreation and wellness center, is
nearly complete. Named after
Lorna
Linda
University
benefactors Ronald and Grace
Drayson of Riverside, the new
complex, which opens this month,
includes a gymnasium, several
activity rooms, five indoor
racquetball/handball courts,
weight-training areas, and a rockclimbing wall. Fully equipped
women's and men's locker rooms
will be available for use by
participants.
The indoor facility houses a
student life center with a student
lounge and cafe, table game room,
and areas for arts and crafts, food
preparation, and babysitting. In
addition to the indoor facilities,
there are two recreation pools
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with an outdoor Jacuzzi, a water
slide, and a large sun deck. A
large playing area contains four
lighted · softball fields, a jogging
track, and six lighted tennis
courts.

New Restaurants Choose
Loma Linda
Five new restaurants are in
various stages of opening in Lorna
Linda . We are very happy that
each of these great eateries has
chosen to locate within our city.
Napoli Italian Restaurant
opened approximately six months
ago and has been very well
received.
Farmer Boys serves the
highest quality and widest variety
of any fast food restaurant in this
area. They also offer a complete
breakfast menu.
Lox, Stock & Bagel offers
the finest freshly baked bagels,
sandwiches, salads, and gourmet
coffees and espressos. In the
early part of the day you can
watch them bake the bagels.
Two other very popular
restaurants are in the final stages
of approval by the city and both
will open in 1995.
These are challenging times
for government as well as for
business and health care entities.
While the city continues to work
closely with major educational
and medical facilities, it is
focusing a renewed effort on the
economic development of the
community. With the establishment of an Economic
Development office in City Hall
and a specific commitment by all
city employees to be "user
friendly" with regard to business,
Lorna Linda hopes to support and
expand commercial opportunities.
Working closely with the
Chamber of Commerce, an
ombudsman is appointed to every
new business wishing to locate in
Lorna Linda or to any existing
business needing help with
particular problems.
The city welcomes new
business. It is eager to assist in
any way possible to create the
proper environment required by a
new business or to assist in the
continued success and expansion
of its existing businesses . .A

n11en it comes to choosing a health plan.
make sure your plan includes Loma Linda C.:ni'Versit).• Medical Center.
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aim Springs is on the
culling edge of economic
development, according to
Governor Pete Wilson's opening
remarks for a promotional video
detailing the advantages of a new
computer procurement system
now up and operatmg in the city.
"The first stretch of the
information superhighway is
open in Palm Springs right now,"
said Wilson "Palm Spnngs
vendors can do business with a
client anywhere in the state
without having to leave their
computers, and we're giving
small businesses much greater
access to the $4 billion
procurement
industry
in
California."
According to Palm Spnngs
Economic Development Director
John Tuite, the cutting-edge
computer procurement system
which was developed by the
Advantis Network and Datamatix
Software is just one example of
how the city has become a leader
in business.
"Advantis and Datamatix make
government and business as close
as the user 's fingertips," he says.
"It puts the bidding room right in
your office."
"We
also
have
other
innovative programs in place
already that we feel are important
in developing our commercial/
industrial sector," he adds. One
of these advantages is the
recently formed Economic
Development Incentive Zone in
the city's Crossley industrial
tract.
The EDIZ utilizes tax laws
favoring Indian land to offer
incentives to businesses which
locate within the zone. The
Crossley industrial tract is part of
an assessment district which
ensures that all business-related
infrastructure improvementsstreets, gutters, sewers, etc.-are
in place before industry moves
in.
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Cooperation
with Indians

provisions for "customizing" for
a particular group.

Cooperation between the city
and the Agua Caliente Band of
Cahuilla Indians has been one
key to the burgeoning success of
the Palm Springs economic
blueprint
The Agua Caliente reservation consists of 32,000
acres in the western end of the
Coachella Valley. This land,
with an assessed real estate
value exceeding $6 billion, is
entwined in a checkerboard
pattern with non-Indian land,
the result of government policies dating back the to 1800s.
Not surprisingly, the Indians
are the largest landowners in the
city. Many major hotels and
facilities, including the Palm
Springs Convention Center, are
located on land leased from the
Agua Cahentes.
Today, the Indians are
breaking new ground with their
approval of gaming on Indian
land in downtown Palm Springs.
After rescinding an old
ordinance prohibiting gaming,
the Agua Calientes unveiled
plans for a $20 million casino,
to be operated by Caesars
World, scheduled to open in late
1995.

Dynamic Airport
Development

Convenient Convention
Center
Operated
by
Leisure
Management International, the
Palm Springs Convention
Center is a model of cooperation
and planning. Its location on
Indian land is a monument to
the cooperation that exists
between the Indians and the
city. Its location, midway
between the Palm Spnngs
Regional Airport and downtown
shops, is a crucial part of its
success.
Capable of handling more
than 6,000 people in its columnfree 66,000-square-foot exhibition hall, the Convention
Center features amenities such
as complete ultra-modern teleconferencing and audiovisual
facilities, computerized lighting
controls, large-scale gourmet
catering and state-of-the-art

Like the rest of the
community, the Palm Springs
Regional Airport has been
dynamic in Its continued
development over the past few
years, and Airport Director AI
Smoot says the next few years
will be no different.
"We're going to be looking
for lessees to develop a hotel,
service station and theme
restaurant," he says. " We'll be
aggressively marketing for those
three items in the next year.
We're into economic development at the airport, too."
A new Airport Master Plan,
detailing plans for a 1,500-foot
main runway expansion and
other improvements, was due to
be out this winter. This airport
has seen a major facelift in the
recent past, with a new airconditioned
concourse,
expanded food, beverage and
gift concession areas, expanded
baggage claims areas and a
putting green.
"America's Resortport" is
classified as a primary
commercial service airport by
the
Federal
Aviation
Administration
and
was
expected to handle more than I
million passengers for the first
time in calendar year 1994.

Cost
of Living
"The cost of living is
extremely affordable in Palm
Springs as related to any other
community
within
the
California marketplace," says
Bill Richardson of Bird
Products Corporation, the third
largest manufacturer and
distributor of mechanical
ventilators for the medical
industry.
"The lifestyle here is
delightful, " he adds, "and
having
access
to
an
international network such as
Advantis should afford any
company, regardless of size, the
capability of moving to a
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community like Palm Springs
and oper11ting very effectively.
Timing is a key ingredient to
the rapidly-expanding commercial/industrial sector in Palm
Springs. "While big businesses
are stagnant right now, small- to
moderate-sized businesses are
growing," points out Tuite. "A
lot of them have the capability,
with developing technologies, to
put down their business roots in
non-traditional locations."
"Current prices make Palm
Springs real estate a great
value," says Karen Aguilar,
president of the Palm Springs
Board of Realtors. "Sure, you
can buy an expensive house if
you want, but we also have nice
homes from around $100,000.
And we have affordable
apartment living as well. You
can rent an apartment from $450
to $850 per month, or higher.
You have a wide range.
"This is the place to go if you
want a corporate retreat," she
adds. "Palm Springs is close to
everything, but It's also a real
community. Families live here.
We have a lot of small
neighborhood parks, boys and
girls clubs, youth centers-that
sort of thing."
Palm Springs is forging its
own commercial identity,
enhanced by an ideal location.
The area is closely connected by
air, rail, and interstate highway
to the nation's second largest
metropolitan market to the west
and to the expanding Phoenix,
Arizona, area to the east.
Perhaps even more significantly,
the area serves as the gateway
for international trade, which
has been facilitated by the North
American
Free
Trade
Agreement.
Affordable housing, low
crime rates, fam1ly facilities and
a healthy environment have all
contributed to the lifestyle of
Palm Springs, even as the
outside world envisions the
resort city as a golf capital and
the playground of the rich.
While the image of glamour will
surely endure for some lime to
come, companies that have
already located in the desert
have also found a soil that's rich
for economic development. .A.
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reparations went forward
in 1994 for the Villages at
Lytle Creek Project ,
planned to include development
of residential , commercial ,
industrial, public land uses and
associated facilities . The project
site encompasses approximately
3 ,614 acres, approximately 380
acres within the city of Rialto
and the remaining 3 ,234 acres
within the city's sphere of
influence.
Location of the project is
southwest of the junction of
Interstate 15 and Interstate 215,
northeast of Riverside Avenue,
south of the San Bernardino
Forest and Glen Helen Regional
Park, northwest of El Rancho
Verde Country Club and CalMat
mining operations and generally
east of the city of Fontana. The
broad reaches of the Lytle Creek
wash traverse most of the
project site in a northwestsoutheast direction.
The
project
proposes
approximately 8,500 dwelling
units with densities ranging
from 1.5 to 22 dwelling units
per acre occurring in three
"villages" in the north, south
and east portions of the site.
Retail, commercial, business
park and mixed-use areas are
proposed to provide employment opportunities and support
services for the developing Lytle
Creek neighborhoods as well as
adjacent communities. The
project would include public
land uses, such as parks, trails
and open space areas, and
potential elementary school sites
are also proposed. Operation of
sand and gravel mining on a
portion of the site would be
continued and expanded.
Access to the property is
proposed
from
Riverside
Avenue, servicing the east and
south villages, and from Glen
Helen Parkway (Devore Road),

s e rving th e north village. It is
anti cipated that improvements to
both roads w ould be necessary,
and th e pro ject w o uld also
include
a
comprehensive
internal c irc ulation system
des igned to provide efficient
vehicular, bicycl e and pedestrian
acces s within the project and
adjacent existing roadways.

Airport Area
Specification Plan
Request was made in
December 1994 to solicit
proposals from professional
planning consultants for services
to prepare the city of Rialto's
Airport Area Specific Plan and
associated
Environmental
Impact
Report
and,
as
appropriate, amendments to the
city 's General Plan.
Consisting of approximately
3 ,000 acres of semi-developed
land, the proposed specific plan
area is generally bounded by
Base Line Road on the south ,
Palmetto Avenue and the
prolongation of Mango Avenue
on the west, Riverside Avenue
and Casa Grande Drive on the
north and Cactus Avenue and
Locust Avenue on the east .
Current land use in the subject
area consists of San Bernardino
County Flood Control settling
basins, a sanitary landfill, the
Rialto Municipal Airport, single
family development, industrial
uses and vacant land . The bulk
of the specific plan area is
undeveloped.
General Plan designations
consist of open space, landfill,
medium density residential,
commercial, and light and
general industrial. Highland
Avenue bisects the study area
from east to west and is the
future right-of-way for the
Route 30 Freeway.
The preparation of the
Specific Plan and Environmental Impact Report will
require all professional services
necessary to ensure the
responsible development of the
subject acreage through the
formulation of regulations based
on thorough and comprehensive
land use planning principles. In
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addition to the requirements of
sta te and local laws and
ordinances , the proposed
Specific Plan must include:
1. An identification and
fiscal analysis of the necessary
infrastructure and public
services necessary to serve the
area to assure its orderly growth
and development.
2 . The establishment of
development standards for
compatibility with surrounding
land uses.
3 . The formulation of
development and landscaping
standards designed to establish a
quality image and identity of the
project area while recognizing
its geographic location to the
planned Route 30 Freeway.
4 . The formulation of
pedestrian-friendly circulation
strategies that plan for and
encourage the use of public
trans it, bikeways and pedestrian
traffic.

The preparation of the
Specific Plan and Environmental Impact Report will
require all professional
services necessary to
ensure the responsible
development of the
subject acreage...

El Rancho Verde
Specific Plan
A combined Specific Plan
and Focused Environmental
Impact Report document has
been filed for the proposed El
Rancho Verde project, a 221acre master-planned community
featuring
an
18-hole
championship golf course
integrated with 144 high-quality
single-family estate lots.
Location of the project is in
the northeastern part of the city
of Rialto, near the intersection
of Highland Avenue (Route 30)
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and Riverside Avenue. A portion
of the si te (about 150 acres) is
compri se d of th e exis ting El
Rancho Ve rde Gol f Course and
is located w ith the city's sphere
of influe nce in un incorporated
San
B e rnard i no
County.
Approximately 70 ac res of the
project site are adjacent to the
east s ide o f th e e xi s ting golf
cours e and locat e d within the
corporate l imits of the city.
The proj ect is b ordered on
the s outh by existing res idential
developm e nt alo ng Sycamore
Avenue , a nd the CalMat
Compan y s and a nd gravel
operation forms the boundary on
the east e nd o f th e s ite . The
rema i nder of th e proj ec t is
surrounded by the Lytle Creek
Wash . A s erie s o f dikes
currently prot ect th e s ite from
flooding potential.
A significant compo nent of
the propose d pl a n is the
annexati o n of the ex is t ing IShole golf course to th e city of
Rialto, whi c h w ill prov ide the
city with a hi g h- quality
development a nd i n cre as ed
revenue , a nd will a llow the
project to tap int o existing city
services.
The Specific Pl a n provides
for the compl e te re novation of
the golf course, including
construction of a new clubhouse
and assoc iated fac iliti es . The
course will be reconfigured and
constructed
to
USGA
championship s tandards in
accordance with the design
specification of the course
architect. The Land Use Plan
illustrates the conceptual design
for the course, which includes a
number of special water features
to enhance the visual character
of the course as well as adding
additional irrigation and water
retention capabilities.
The existing El Rancho
Verde Golf Course is a privately
owned and operated facility
open to public play through the
use of green fees . Future plans
for the course may envision a
semi-public facility in which a
limited number of memberships
would be made available while
maintaining public use through
greens fees collections . .&
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Focus
Apple Valley - Gateway to
Southern California

T

he Town of Apple Valley is
located in the heart of
Southern California's most
unique geographic regions - the
Victor Valley Business opportunities abound with access to Los
Angeles and international markets
by road and arr. The Hrgh Desert
serves as a nexus for transportation
of goods and services and features
four interstate freeways and three
majo r state rou tes.
Ontario
International Arrport rs just 80
miles away, and future redevelopment of George Air Force
Base as a major airport will further
enhance
o p portunity
for
international trade, a~ well as open
new markets.
Lifestyle is just one reason over
55,000 residents seeking a quality
way of life have selected A pple
Va l ley as the rr ho me. Even
Hollywood's King of the Cowboys,
Roy Roge rs a nd his w ife Dale
Evans made Appl e Vall ey their
home many years ago, as do many
families today. Cha racteri zed by
blue skies, exquisite s unsets and
dramatic landscapes, the Town of
Apple Valley is emerging as one of
Southern Califo rnia 's pre mi e r
communities offe ring a bundant
leisure and recreation acti v ities,
quality schoo ls, progressiv e
development policies, distinctive
hous ing and a ra pidly gro wing
profes s ional
a nd
bus iness
community.
A virtually untapped market for
service and industry, Apple Valley
o ffers both est ablis hed and new
businesses an unequaled climate for
su ccess. Appl e Vall ey o ffers
established and new businesses an
unequaled climate for success. It
also offers a selection of premium
land sites, affordably priced raw
land, an expanding population of
300,000 within the trade area, and
growing labor force of both skilled
workers and professionals. Dollar
for dollar, businesses find their
value in Apple Valley 's business
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climate.
The Hrgh Desert also continues
as one of the nation ' s top 10
housing markets. Within this
explosive market , Apple Va11ey
ranks as the High Desert's premrer
residential community. Apple
Valley ' s hrstory as a planned
community with residential zoning
of half-acre lots has created a
community evoking an upscale
equestrian lifestyle. Apple Valley is
almo st ent i rel y srngle family
detached homes, 68% of which are
owner occupied and 83% of which
are marned couple households .
The median home value of
$127,300 compares favorably with
housing prices in Orange and Los
Angeles counties and has drawn
thousands of new residents to Apple
Valley over the past decade.
As the High Desert's resrdential
leader, Apple Valley has also
emerged as a lucrative site for retail
business. During the past decade,
Apple VaHey's population tripled,
resultrng in an underserved retail
market ripe for new or expandrng
b usiness. High income levels
fur ther enhance these retail
opportu ni ties.
Apple Valley
residents have the highest mean
household rncome of $43,000 in the
High Desert and these resrdents are
eager to shop and invest in local
businesses.
Corporat ions,
s uc h
as
McDonald's restaurants have seized
this opportunity and broke regional
sales records in their first week of
operation in Apple Valley.
Read y for d evelopm e nt , th e
Town of Apple Valley ha~ recently
co mpl e ted a co mpre he nsive
Economic Development Strategic
Plan setting the course fo r
development over the next 15 years.
Identified in the plan are the Town's
m ost lucrati ve new marke ts
includin g e lectronics des ig n,
publi shing, medi cal resea rch,
regionally oriented business service
firms and computer programming.
Appl e Va ll ey has already been
recogni zed b y the s tate of
Califo rnia as on e o f the most
promising locations for new
technology. Selected as a site for
one of San Bernardino County ' s
three Telebusiness Workcenters,
Apple VaHey offers state-of-the-art
technology
allowing
local
employees to send their work to
dis tant offices along electronic
highways.

1994 Highlights
One of the state's largest Target
stores opened rts doors in Apple
Valley in 1994. Located at the
southwest corner of Apple VaHey
and Bear Valley Roads, the store
features 114,000 square feet with a
9,500-square-foot garden center.
Completion of Target represents
the first phase of the Jess Ranch
Market Place, which will
encompass 80 acres at buildout.
Pads are also available for 30,000
square feet of commercial shops
next to the store
Apple Valley also opened the
doors to its Business Development
Center in 1994. The center, which
also now houses the Apple Valley
Chamber of Commerce, provrdes
access to residential, small
business,
commercial
and
industrial opportunities in Apple
Valley at one location.
The year 1994 also marked the
beginning of construction on the
95,000 square foot expansion of
St. Mary Desert VaHey Hospital.
The new two-story addition will
feature 78 new beds increasing the
current capacity from 109 to 187
beds. Among the new services
offered w ill incl ude a cardrac
catherterization faci lrty, six new
operating rooms including one for
o pe n-hea rt s urgery, s urgica l
imagi ng faci l it ies, a nu clear
medicine and cardiology section, a
new in-patient surgery department,
an enlarged emergency room with
separate t ra uma a nd urgent care
fa cilities a nd a new out- pat ient
departm e nt.
Co mpleti o n rs
expected in the winter of 1995.

1995 Projects
Other projects on tap in Apple
Valley fo r 1995 include a new
sh opping center.
Rothbart
Developm ent, a Santa M o nicabased de velopment firm, has
s ubmitt ed a ppli c ati o ns for a
250,000-square-foot commercial
shopping center to be located on
the south side of Highway 18
between Rancherias Road and
Apple Valley Inn Road.
According to the developers, a
93 ,000-square-foot commercial
retail anchor would be constructed
in the first phase of development,
as well as two drive- through
restaurants. Second phase plans
inc! ude a 50,000-square-foot
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g rocery sto re a nc ho r a nd
additional building pads alo ng
Highway 18. When complete, the
site will accommodate 250,000
square feet of commercial retarl on
the 31-acre site.
Town officials will also
continue with their focus on
developing the northwest area of
Apple Valley near I-15. Property
owners in the affected area
indicate a high interest in
development. Additionally, the
area is located in the Victor Valley
Economic
Development
Authority's redevelopment project
area which makes it eligible for
additional funding resources.
In an effort to capture lost retail
sales, the Town of Apple Valley is
set to hire a business recruitment
firm or individua l t o l ocate
specific retail businesses to Apple
Valley.
Among the underserved markets
identified in a recent report include
sporting goods, building materials,
appa rel, service s tat io ns, home
furnishings and appliances.
Infrastructure improvements are
also on tap for Apple Valley. The
Town has recei ve d a $600 ,000
federal grant to help extend sewers
into the heart of the Apple Valley
Airport commercial area.
The grant wiH also help finance
road construction to connect Aztec
R oa d with St a te Highway 18.
Under the provisions of the grant,
the Town demo nstrated that it
w o uld c reate at least o ne new
permanent job for every $10,000
in f ederal grant funds . Town
officials believe the installation of
sewers in the airport industrial area
will also provide an incentive in
developing the area.
Other infrastructure projects for
1995 include the construction of
the Yucca Lorna Bridge . The
bridge will connect Yucca Lorna
Road to Green Tree Boulevard and
will provide another crossing for
motorists through the Mojave
River.
The corridor will provide traffic
relief for both Apple Valley and
Victorville, and provide more
direct east-west traffic for other
intra-regional traffic generated in
the Highway 18 corridor.
Apple Valley officials also
believe the bridge will help
stimulate development at the
intersection of Apple Valley Road
and Yucca Lorna Road . .&

Focus
he year 1994 brought many
changes
and
new
developments to Pomona,
including new economic hope. It
was a year of pos1tive changes and
exciting new ventures. To begin
with, a new administrative team,
headed by City Administrator
Severo Esquivel took full effect by
mid summer. Among the positions
filled were the spots of assistant
city administrator, police chief,
economic development director,
finance director, and community
development director.
In addition, the Pomona
Redevelopment Agency (RDA)
officially expanded its focus and
became part of the new Economic
Development Department. This
expansion, which incorporated
current redevelopment operations,
was made in an effort to:
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1) Address current economic issues
on a city-wide basis;
2) Promote opportunities for
economic development;
3) Respond to Assembly Bill 1290
which specifically authorizes
economic activities as part of an
RDA program; and
4) Establish a market and image
campaign.
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Completion
of
an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
for a Regional Retail Center at the
northwest corner of the 71 and 60
interchange;
Completion of Circuit City
alongside Toys-R-Us at the
southeast corner of the 71 and 60
interchange;
Adoption of the AB 1290
Implementation Plan outlining the
city's plan for affordable housing;
Adoption of a Downtown
Specific Plan;
Pre-development of a
Downtown Metro Rail station and
related projects;
Near completion of the 71
Corona Expressway and State
Route 60 mterchange; and
Successful refunding of a
$51.5 million Tax Allocation Bond.
Wal*Mart
An agreement to place a
Wal* Mart at the southwest corner
of the 71 Freeway and Rio Rancho
Road was approved. The Wal*Mart
will include 126,500 square feet of
retail space with a potential
expansion of an additional 30,000
square feet and will generate a new
source of sales tax for the city of
Pomona. It will be built in
conjunction with the surrounding
Regional Center. Wal*Mart will
provide approximately 250 new
jobs and about $35 million in
annual gross sales. Construction is
expected to commence in the spring
of 1995.

and approval. The City Council
certified the Final Envi ronmental
Impact Report on both clubs.
Champs is proposing to construct
a 68,000-square-foot building
sufficient to operate at least 50 to
400 tables. The card club will be
located at the southwest corner of
Reservoir Street and Walnut
Avenue, commonly known as 1000
East Walnut Avenue. The City
Council has approved the licensing
agreement.
Malachite Corporation is
proposing to develop a theme-park
type card club named "Tradewinds"
at the southwest corner of the Los
Angeles County Fa1rgrounds
property, north of Fairplex
Drive/McKinley
Avenue
intersection. This site consists of
approximately
14
acres.
Tradewinds will include a 60,000square-foot building, sufficient to
operate at least 50 to 300 tables.
The licensing agreement is pending.
Circuit CityPomona Market Place
Circuit City was completed in
late October and officially opened
in early Nov. I Circuit City is part
of the Pomona Market Place
development located at the
southeast quadrant of the 60/71
Freeway at 2727 South Towne
Avenue. The 39,500-square-foot
Circuit Ci ty joined the existing
45,453-square-foot Toys-R-Us
which has been operating since
Nov. 22, 1993. Other leases are
under negotiation.

GVD Exclusive
One of the tasks being
undertaken by the Economic
Development Department includes
the establishment of a new
Economic Development Strategy.
The focus of the department will be
to form a unique opportunity to
attract, retain and promote business
throughout the city of Pomona.

Major Development
Projects
Some of the major developments
which took place around town in
1994 include:
Signed agreements between
the agency and Wai*Mart (to locate
at the Regional Retail Center);

Downtown Specific Plan
An agreement to negotiate
exclusively with the Fullertonbased GVD Redevelopment Inc.,
led by Gerald Vance Dicker, was
approved and has been signed by
both parties. This agreement will
hopefully lead to the development
of the 43 acres of the Regional Site
surrounding the Wal*Mart Project.
The development of the Pomona
Regional Center will ultimately
include approximately 500,000
square feet of retail commercial
space.

A Specific Plan for the
Downtown area of Pomona was
approved on May 2, 1994. The
Plan provides specific guideline
criteria for future development in
the downtown area.
The
Redevelopment Agency assisted
with the funding of the Specific
Plan and with the subsequent EIR
which included the information
relating to the proposed Downtown
Metrolink/Regional Transportation
Center.

Card Club Proposals

Downtown Metrolink Station

Two Card Club proposals came
before the City Council for review

The city of Pomona has an
existing Metrolink Station located
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at the north end of Pomona at 255
Santa Fe Street between Fulton
Road and Garey Ave. This line
links San Bernardino to Downtown
Los Angel~. A second Metrolink
Station is proposed for Downtown
Pomona to be located at the ol d
Southern Pacific Depot between
Commercial Street and Garey
Avenue. The second Metrolink
Station will be located along the
line which runs between Riverside
and Downtown Los Angeles. The
Downtown Metrolink Station will
be designed to be a Regional
Transportation Center.
The
Downtown StatiOn could be upand-running by late 1995.
60/71 Freeway Interchange
This three year project
commenced construction in May of
1993. The interchange is designed
to connect the 60/71 freeways
without traffic having to stop and
will widen and improve both
freeways and the accessibility to the
prominent commercial areas in
Southwest Pomona. Construction is
progressing so rapidly that it could
be completed several months ahead
of schedule. The completion date
originally scheduled for May 1996,
may be much earlier.
General Dynamics Reuse Plan

Focus
ore
than
200
homeowners in a
centrally located area
of the city agreed during 1994 to
improve the extenor appearance
of their properties and match
Redevelopment Agency funds
dollar for dollar to benefit their
neighborhood.
Most improvements in the
properties, located in the area
bounded by 8th Street, West
Drive, Hacienda Avenue and
Ocotillo Road, are house
replastering and painting, while
some owners were putting in
landscaping, curbs, gutters and
sidewalks.

M

Three additional positions
for city police forces
supplied by the Riverside
County Sheriff's
Department were approved
by the Desert Hot Springs

Located at the intersection of
West Mission Boulevard and the
Corona Expressway, the city of
Pomona outlined a concept to gain
control of the 160 acre, Navy
owned site. The Navy is expected
to relinquish the site to other federal
agencies soon. Unless another
federal agency proposes a use for
this site, the city is taking steps to
be first in line to gain primary
control to develop this 160-acre
site.
All in all, the highlights of 1994
included the various developments
prompting significant economic
activity. In South Pomona, the
Pomona Market Place anchored by
Toys-R-Us and Circuit City will
soon see a Wal*Mart nearby. These
three developments will add
approximately 446 jobs and $60.8
million in gross sales.
The city is looking forward to
continued success with economic
development in 1995! •

City Council.

More than 200 additional
residential properties on the city's
south side were also made
eligible for the program.
Another development during
the year was the installation of
traffic signals at Palm/Hacienda
and Palm/Pierson. Included were
left-turn signals fo r Palm Drive
traffic and pedestrian walk/don't
walk push-button signals on all
corners. Studies s howed traffic
flow at the two intersections
exceeds 19,000 vehicle crossings
per average day.
Another development during
the year included completion of
the Mirage Springs Hotel and
Restaurant on North Palm Drive.
The new hotel has more than 100
guest rooms, nnd the restaurant
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will accommodate guests as well
as local patrons.
Also part of the development is
a casino, planned for opening
after a state gaming license is
approved by the State Attorney
General's office. A local gaming
license was issued by the city of
Desert Hot Spnngs after voters
approved local card gaming in a
1992 election.

California,
Escondido,
responsible for coordinating
general plan implementation
programs. The many issues with
which she is dealing in Desert
Hot Springs 1nclude a major
annexation to the west of the city,
sphere of influence activities,
new general plan elements, and
the
daily
processing
of
development
permits
and
applications.

City Appointments
City appointments during 1994
included those of Matt W.
Bumguardner as public works
director and Peggy Gentry as
planning director.
An environmental resources
management graduate from Texas
A&M University, Bumguardner is
a member of the American Public
Works Association. Formerly a
public works director with the
city of Huron, California, he has
also worked in similar positions
for both Avenal and Mariposa.
In
addition
to
having
responsibility for building
inspection services and other
Public Works Department duties,
Bumguardner
oversees
maintenance activities for parks,
streets, and drainage and is
developing a formal capital
improvement program for the
city, which includes identifying
and prioritizing street and road
improvements.

More than 200
homeowners in a centrally
located area of the city
agreed during 1994 to
Improve the exterior
appearance of their
properties.

He is also administering
mandated state and federal
programs that deal with solid
waste disposal, the discharge of
pollutants and similar projects.
Gentry was previously an
associate planner with the city of

City appointments during
1994 included those of
Matt W. Bumguardner as
public works director and
Peggy Gentry as planning
director.

Additional Police
Three additional positions for
city police forces supplied by the
Riverside County Sheriff's
Department were approved by the
Desert Hot Springs City Council.
The new positions are a deputy
Sergeant and two community
service
offices
(CSO)
headquartered at the police
station on Pierson Boulevard.
Funding for these positions is
largely derived from the recently
enacted utility users tax.
Reporting to the sheriff's
lieutenant at the Palm Desert
sheriff's office, whose Jaw
enforcement
supervisory
responsibilities include Desert
Hot Springs, the new sergeant is
chief officer in charge of police
activities in the city, supervising
and directing all police station
personnel rc:gardless of shift.
The
new
appointments
increased the number of CSO
positions to four. Each CSO is
trained in taking reports for
crimes against property, such as
burglary and auto theft.
The training and additional
hours allows 911 dispatchers to
use CSOs for immediate response
to crimes against property calls
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rather than waiting for a deputy
to become available for response.
Deputy top priority remains
crimes against people.
One CSO serves as the Desert
Hot Springs crime prevention
officer. This officer is available
for presentations and discussions
with residents and business
owners and assists in developing
crime prevention programs
involving the public at home,
work, and play.
Additional personnel hours
provided by the new CSO
positions permit the police station
to open on weekends for Desert
Hot Springs residents and
property owners. Non-residents
wishing to conduct business at
the station are referred to other
Riverside County sheriff's
offices.
In order to allow easier citizen
identification of Desert Hot
Springs vehicles and personnel,
the City Council approved funds
to mark all patrol vehicles as
"police" rather than "sheriff."

Also part of the
development Is a casino,
planned for opening after a
state gaming license Is
approved by the State
Attorney General's office.

Tourist Promotion
As the result of a $30,000
service contract with the city to
"increase the number of visitor
stays at Desert Hot S!'rings
accommodations," the chamber of
commerce was developing a
comprehensive plan to promote
tourism.
It was anticipated that in
addition to supporting the city's
hotel business, an upswing in
visitor activity would boost
restaurant meal purchases anrl
retail sales in general throughout
the city. •
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hino Hills' second full year
as
an
incorporated
jurisdiction
saw
a
continuation of the robust
development climate which has
characterized the area smce the
early 1980s, and many important
accomplishments reflect the
establishment of a unique and
independent identity.
On Sept 13, 1994, the City
Council adopted the city's first
General Plan. The General Plan,
which establishes long-range city
policy, was adopted within a few
weeks of a state-mandated, 3Dmonth deadline-itself a major
accomplishment for a new city and
a reflection of the City Council's
desire to work together and deal
effectively with important issues.
The General Plan maintains the
emphasis on quality development
which has been the hallmark of
Chino Hills, but also departs from
prior county policy on a number of
issues: The amount of available
commercial and business park land
was increased by the City Council,
while a planned highway through
Chino Hills to Orange CountySoquel Canyon Parkway-was
deleted due to its high cost and
environmental consequences.
The city adopted the first
Parks/Recreation/Open Space
Master Plan in 1994. The ambitious
Master Plan will guide the
development. preservation, and use
of future parks and recreation
facilities, programs, and open space
to meet the growing needs of Chino
Hills residents.
The adoption of the General
Plan provided the spark for the
submittal of a number of plans for
new residential and commercial
developments. New projects being
examined by the city include the
transformation of the hilltop site of
the Aerojet munitions factory into a
golf course surrounded by high-end,
single-family homes.
Chino Hills retained the
position as one of the brightest spots
in the local construction industry, as
home-building continued at a steady

1994
pace. More than 500 new homes
were built In Chino Hills in 1994;
20 new housing tracts are currently
in production. New homes range in
price and size from those aimed at
first-time buyers to six-bedroom
umts destgned for move-up buyers
to custom homes of 10,000 square
feet and larger.
The continued development of
new homes pushed the ctty's
population to approximately 50,000
residents in 1994.
For the second year m a row,
Chino Hills was ranked the Safest
City tn San Bernardtno County.
The ctty credtted the involvement of
local citizens for the distinction,
which is based on crime statistics
collected by the state of California
Department of Justice.
Chino Hills was named one of
13 California Healthy Cities-the
first and only Healthy City m San
Bernardino County. The Healthy
Cilles approach seeks to improve
the lives of residents through a
variety of programs. Chino Hills
has decided to focus its work on
first time, non-violent juvenile
offenders through its Youth
Accountability Board and the Chino
Hills Advisory and Mentoring
Program (CHAMP). More than 60
Chino Hills residents are currently
serving as volunteers on the Healthy
Cities project. The political science
department at Cal State University,
Fullerton, ts complettng an
extensive telephone survey of
residents as part of the Healthy
Cities project.
Construction of improvements
to the Highway 71/Chino Valley
Freeway shifted into high gear in
1994. When completed, the Chino
Valley Freeway will provide a total
of seven new freeway interchanges
in Chino Hills, bringing with them
new opportunities for commercial
development. Plans call for the 71
Freeway to be completed to a point
just south of the Euclid
Avenue/Butterfield Ranch Road
interchange by 1998. The city was
successful in lobbying efforts in
Washington, D.C. to secure funding
for the design of the Riverside
County link in the freeway, from
Butterfield Ranch to the 91
Freeway.
Improvements to the city's
largest recreation facility, Chino
Hills Community Park, were
completed in 1994, with a grand
opening scheduled for January
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The Jake at English Springs Park

IS

one of the most popular recreation sites

m the city of Chino Hills .

1995.
Expansions
and
improvements to the park included
the addition of two new ballfields
(and the renovation of four others),
a "tot lot" play area, a concesssion
stand, new parking, and night
lighting for the park's six ballfields.
Chino Hills' busy sports leagues
said they needed more fields in
order to accommodate their everincreasing enrollment in softball,
baseball, soccer, football, and other
sports for children and adults.
Two new public parks were
opened in 1994 to serve the city's
growing population of families.
Crossroads Park and Coral Ridge
Park were opened, providing new
park space and the first public
tennis courts in Chino Hills. The
natural amphitheater at Crossroads
Park was also the site of the hugely
succeo;sful summer "Concerts in the
Park" series, attended by thousands
of residents. Donations from local
businesses supported the concert
series.
The city's recreation programs,
offered by the Community Services
Division, were greatly expanded in
1994. The city provided our first
Summer and Winter Day Camps,
expanded our swimming programs,
and continued to offer a variety of
popular programs and classes for
children and adults.
The city started programs to
allow residents and businesses to
"adopt" roadways and trails and to

help keep the city graffiti-free.
Approximately 15 miles of arterial
streets are now kept clean by
volunteers, saving the city
thousands of dollars in maintenance
costs.
Three new public elementary
schools opened their doors to
students for the first time in 1994.
Country Springs, Rolling Ridge,
and Butterfield Ranch elementary
schools were built by the Chino
Unified
School
District.
Construction of a new high school
in the southern portion of Chino
Hills is expected to begin within the
next two years.
The first major new roadway
built since incorporationButterfield Ranch Road-was
dedicated on Nov. 1, 1994. The 2.5mile roadway, built at a cost of $10
million, provides a new connection
between the Butterfield Ranch
community and the northern portion
of Chino Hills.
The City Council began the
process of seeking a post office for
Chino Hills. The postal service
currently delivers to more than
17,000 addresses in Chino Hills,
which already has its own ZIP code
(91709).
Written by Eric Norris, AJCP, senior
planner, community development
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The Inland Empire Tv News can be seen on
Comcast Cable and KZKI-TV.
KZKI -TV* weekdays at 5:30p.m.
Comcast Cable* weekdays at 6:30 p.m.
*Please check your local cable listings for the time, day and channel in your area.
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Inland Empire Communities Served by cable
Upland • Montclalf • Ontario • Fontana • Bloommgton • San Bernardmo • Highland • Lorna Linda • Grand Terrace • Arlington • Corona • Home Gardens • Jurupa Hills
La Soerra • Mtra Lorna • Norco • Pedley • Rtversode • Roubidoux • Sunnyslope • Phollips Ranch • Pomona • Moreno Valley • Chmo • Chmo Hills • Claremont
Perris • Lake Mathews • Lakeview • Nuevo • Sun City • Wood Crest

Other Communities Served by cable
La Habra Hts. • Whilloer • Brea • La Habra • Doamond Bar • La Puente • Rowland Hts. • Walnut • Walnut Valley • Inglewood • Orange • Santa Ana • Baldwin Hills
Hawthorne • Ladera Hts. • Lennox • Los Angeles • Playa Del Rey • Venice • View Park • Westchester • Wmdsor Hills • Yorba Linda • Pasadena • San Marino • Cypress
South Pasadena • Garden Grove • Los Alamitos • Rossmore • Fullerton • Placentia • Bell • Culver City • Gardena • Hollywood • Mar Vosla • Marina Del Rey • Palms
West Hollywood • East Los Angeles • Athens • Compton • Florence • Hawauan Gardens • Willowbrook • Bell Gardens • Bellflower • Downey • La Mirada • Lynwood
Maywood • Paramount • South Gate • South El Monte • Santa Fe Spnngs • Lakewood • Hunllngton Park • Walnut Park • Harbor Cuy • Lomita • San Pedro • Torrance
Wilmmgton • Baldwin Park • Bassett • City of Industry • Hacienda Hts. • Pico Rovera • Valinda • West Covina • West Whotller • Duane • Costa Mesa • Mtssion Htlls
Arleta • North Hills • North Hollywood • Pacoima • Panorama City • San Fernando • Sepulveda • Sherman Oaks • Studoo City • Sun Valley • Sylmar • Toluca Lake
Van Nuys • Carbon Canyon • Artesia • Cudahy • Buena Park • La Palma • El Monte • Palos Verdes • Rolling Holls • Arcadia • Soerra Madre • Agean Hills • Aliso Viejo
Capistrano Beach • Colo De CoLI C.anyon • Dana Point • El Toro • Emerald Bay • Foothill Ranch • Laguna Niguel • Laguna Beach • Laguna Hills • Lake Forest • Tuslln
Mission Viejo • Modjeska Canyon • Rancho Santa Marganta • San Clemente • San Juan Capostrano • San Onofre • Silverado • Silverado Canyon • South Laguna • Jrvme
Trabuco Canyon • Corona Del Mar • Newport Beach • Brentwood • Brentwood Park • Century City • Pactfic Pahsades • Santa Monica • West Los Angeles • Westwood
Alhambra • Chapman Woods • Commerce • La Canada • Monrovia • Montibello • Monterey Park • Norwalk • San Gabriel • South Monrovia • San Gabriel • Altadena
South San Gabriel • Temple City • Arcadia • Carson • Dominguez • Long Beach • Beverly Hills • Brentwood Hts. • Canoga Park • Encino • Sherman Oaks • Tarzana
Woodland Holls • Eagle Rock • El Sereno • Highland Park • Los Feltz • Anahetm • Anahetm Hills

department. Research assistance by Denise
Callern, community services, and Kathy
Gotch, City Manager's Office.

For advertising opportunities, call (909) 391-1015
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I

n Upland, people are the answer
to our successful mix of quality
living and economic stability.
Upland doesn't need or want
commercial power centers with vast
expanses of freeway frontage, a
high distribution core, or acres of
industrial complex.
The city measures success with
the quality of its residential
neighborhoods, the high academic
achievement of its students, and the
healthy growth of unique retail sales
and service desired by residents.
The city does need and proactively
seeks community involvement to
guide its future. It is Upland's
brand of community involvement
and the business friendly attitude of
the City Council and their staff that
makes the difference here.
An important '94 City Council
goal was to "ensure that Upland's
future is we11 planned and based on
community input." In January, a
Town Ha11 meeting hosted over 150
attendees who shared cost-saving
and revenue-generation ideas for the
1994-95 budget with the policy
makers and city staff. Thirty-six
ideas were developed by citizens
and were incorporated where
possible. One of those creative
ideas was to make better use of
under-utilized city-owned property.
An example is the rental of a vacant
property, held for a possible future
park, to a wholesale nursery. This
temporary use provides a benefit for
both parties.

Survey Provides Valuable
Information
The city also initiated an old
idea with a new twist. Using over
40 community volunteers, Upland
residents were polled via a
statistically valid random telephone
survey. Results were reflected in
budget decisions, future goals, and
priority setting.
Results indicated a high level of
general satisfaction among Upland
residents. Many of Upland's city
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services rate favorably in
comparison with national norms.
Placing in the top 25 percentile or
above are : Youth Recreation,
Police, Library, Code Enforcement
and Quality of Development.
(Source: Citizen Survey Special
Report, ICMA, 1991). Areas of
concern included the quantity of
services provided for young people
and senior citizens and flood
control.
While adequate storm drainage
received the poorest service rating,
residents do not support additional
tax for funding storm drain
improvements. Seeking a solution,
Upland and the San Bernardino
County Flood Control District
joined together to construct the
South Upland Storm Drain
Interceptor (S.U.S.J.) in two
separate segments. The water and
sewer utility lines have been
relocated for approximately $1.1
million (July through November
1994). Commencement of Phase
Two is anticipated in March 1995.
The survey indicates that
residents shop loca11y a majority of
the time. Hardware and sporting
goods are among the items most
often purchased within city
boundaries. Upland captures 74%
of the spendable residential do11ars.
This is important data in support of
Upland's innovative marketing
endeavors to attract desirable
business enterprises in Upland. In
the coming year, look for a "Shop
Upland Campaign."

Priority for Public Safety
Because residents support the
continued quality of public safety as
a priority, the City Council has
mandated that all funds derived
from the continuation of the half
cent sales (Proposition 172) be used
exclusively to provide new and
additional services for law
enforcement and fire protection.
Recognizing the lack of funds
in the past years to add more
officers, Council has dedicated the
bulk of the funds for three new
officers, an additional Crime
prevention technician and two field
officers. Additionally, the Fire
Department will provide a captain
on the City's Truck Company used
for all emergency/fire responses.
The Truck Company previously had
two firefighters employed, but no

supervisor. Total staffing for the
department did not change.
The Fire Reserve program has
been inaugurated to provide a
supplemental force of volunteers for
the existing paid work force and to
allow opportunities for those
interested in fire protection to gain
experience.

From Community
Involvement Comes Action
"Cops on the Beat'' (1994
Omnibus Crime Bill):
This
federa11y funded program a11ows the
city to implement communityoriented policing in the southwest
portion of the city where an
unprecedented rise in gang activity
has impacted business. Five
additional police officers have been
added through this program, with
city-matching funds provided
through Proposition 172.
Coy D. Estes Senior Housing
Complex and George M. Gibson
Senior Center: While the bulk of
the property to build the Senior
Center was acquired in 1993, the
task remained to relocate the
existing business tenants. Most
have found a new location in or
near the Upland Town Center. Prior
to finalizing the architectural
renderings, staff met with groups of
seniors to help design the project.
Those drawings are now completed
with efforts focusing on the working
drawings. Funding will be finalized
in early 1995, with an anticipated
construction start following soon
after.
Town Center Revitalization:
Upland won a Third Place honor
from the League of California
City's Inland Empire Division
Innovative City of the Year award.
The
project
was
entitled
"Revitalization of the Town
Center," and was made possible
through the efforts of: (1) creative
staff and strong City Council
support; (2) involvement and
commitment of citizens and; (3)
creative use of finances.
HOME Grant:
Upland
competed against 62 cities for a
total of 20 million do11ars in grant
funds and was ultimately awarded
$1 million to fund three housing
programs: First-time buyer, SingleFamily Rehabilitation, and Rental
Assistance. Since that time, another
HOME grant has been secured to
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ensure the continuance of these
neighborhood
preservation
programs.
Transit Related Amenities:
Grant funds were awarded for the
improvement of transit-related
amenities around the Metrolink
facility-lighting ,
parking,
pedestrian and vehicle access.
Improvements to historic Main
Street core: Improvements include
underground utilities, sidewalk cafe
and sign ordinance, parking
management, facade improvements,
and promotion of The Towne
Center.
Development of Bike Master
Plan: This plan promotes bicycle
usage as an air quality and rideshare
improvement.
Economic Development: A
new program was initiated to help
businesses during this recessionary
time-the RED (Retentions,
Expansion and Development) Team.
RED assists existing business
owners desiring to expand or make
significant changes in tenant
improvements, or businesses
wishing to move to Upland and/or
those having difficulty with regional
or utility agencies. The RED Team,
made up of city staff, elected
officials, and the Chamber of
Commerce, serves as a liaison with
the city, region, and utility entities
to help resolve issues challenging
businesses. The priority is to help
Upland businesses be successful.

Proactive
Approach
This proactive approach has led
to a Facade Improvement Program
offered to Town Center businesses
funded by Community Development Block Grant CDBG and
Redevelopment funds.
New
businesses have located here, some
have expanded, and others are
currently working with the city and
property owners.

Problem Solving Staff
City staff makes an extra effort
to "work with businesses" and find
ways to mitigate potential
roadblocks.
This technical
assistance saves time, shortens the
planning entitlement processreducing applicant costs, saving
fees, and bringing businesses online in record time. &
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Focus
Montclair Child Care
Center

T

he city of Montclair, in
conjunction with the San
Bernardino Associated
Governments, the Riverside
County Superintendent of Schools,
and the Riverside County Child
Care
Consorllum,
opened
Montclair's newest child care
facility on Oct. 24, 1994. Kids'
Station Child Care Center is
located adjacent to the Montclair
Metrolink Station within the
Montclan Transcenter and is
believed to be the first child care
facility in the nation designed and
operated for the convenience of
rail and bus commuters looking for
one-stop child care and commuting
services. Kids' Station has a
capacity enro11ment of 60 children
per year on a full-time and parttime basis. Kids' Stallon accepts
children ages 6 weeks to 70
months and offers a curriculum
based on the Piaget Program.
Kids' Station is a member of
Children's Discovery Centers of
America, Inc. (CDC). Formed in
1983, CDC has grown to be the
nation's s1xth largest provider of
child care services, operating over
90 child care centers nationwide,
with a licensed capacity to serve
approximately 9,000 children.
Development of the Kids'
Station was funded by federal,
state and local grants, including
grants from the Montclair
Redevelopment Agency and the
South
Coast
Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD).
Completion of the child care site
cost approximately $575,000.
Funding was provided at no cost to
residential property taxpayers in
Montclair. In addition, by using
federal and state grant funds, the
development project helped to
return to the city taxes paid by
Montclair residents to the state and
federal governments. South Coast

C1

Air Quality Management District
agreed to c o operate w1th the
development of the chdd care
center because o f 1ts potential
impact on reducing air pollution.
How are reducing air pollution
and child care services related? A
study conducted in 1990 by the
California Department of General
Services
determined
that
transportation for ch!ld care
extends a parent's commute by an
average of 1,352 additional veh1cle
miles per year. By combining
commuter fac1lities with child care
services, these extra driving miles
can be eliminated, thereby
improving a1r quality by curtailing
the dispersion of vehicle pollutants
into the atmosphere.
For additional information
about rates and services, contact
the Kids' Station Chlld Care
Center at (909) 608-1034.

Holt Boulevard
Streetscape Improvements
For more than 60 years, Holt
Boulevard has served as a major
circulation corfldor linking the
cities of the San Gabriel Valley on
the west to the cities of the fastgrowing Inland Empire on the east.
In the city of Montclair, activities
along the boulevard have changed
over time from agricultural to
industrial to commercial/servicetype businesses serving the local
regional market. The area includes
the Montclair Auto Plaza,
containing
numerous
auto
dealerships . Recent economic
conditions and the city's adoption
of a Specific Plan for Holt
Boulevard have created an
opportunity
for
new
and
revitalized businesses along this
busy corridor.
The
vision
for
future
development along Holt Boulevard
will bring together a variety of
land uses, including commercial,
retail, business park, and
industrial, within an attractive,
high-quality setting. The goal is to
create a unified design image and
identity for the corridor that is
unique-one that wiJI set Holt
Boulevard apart from other similar
nearby corridors. The city's intent
is to create an image of regional
magnitude that says: "This is the

place to be for business and
commerce."
One of the key components
leading to the improvements of
Holt Boulevard will be an
impressive streetscape program.
An important element of the Holt
streetscape
Boulevard
improvement plan is the treatment
of the corridor's entry gateways
located at Mills and Benson
Avenues. These gateways are
designated as maJor intersections
and entrances to the city
Construction for Phase 1 of the
Street Improvement Plans began in
July 1994, beginning w1th the
Mills Avenue intersection and
proceeding eastward. The Street
Improvement Plans include street
design improvements as well as
the construction of landscaped
median islands. The median
islands will be attractively
landscaped with flowering plants,
palm trees, canopy trees, and
ground cover. The median islands
will play a key role in developing
a consistent design image for the
corridor.
Construction for the second
phase of streetscape improvements
is slated for 1995. Achieving the
vision for the Holt Boulevard
corridor has required cooperation
and coordination between the city
of
Montclair
and
the
business/development community
It is anticipated that the city's
portion of the improvements will
be approximately $3 miJlion,
which includes street design
improvements,
enhanced
intersections, landscaped medians,
and entry signs. Higher standard~
of both public and private urban
design will create a positive image
and cohesiveness for the corridor
which wiJI distinguish Holt
Boulevard from typical strip
commercial areas and will
reinforce a separate identity for
Montclair.

Montclair Implements
Homebuyer Assistance
Program
An innovative financing
program designed to assist home
buyers with the acquisition of
homes is available to interested
buyers shopping for property in
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The Homebuyer
Montclair.
Assistance Program, implemented
in mid-1994, is a joint effort of the
Montclair Reqevelopment Agency
and Pomona First Federal Savings
and Loan Association, which will
provide home buyers with first and
second mortgage loans for
purchase of single-family homes
and condominiums in Montclair.
First-mortgage financing will be
provided through Pomona First
Federal, and second-mortgage
financing will be provided through
the Montclair Redevelopment
Agency.
Participants in the Homebuyer
Assistance Program must meet the
foJlowing qualifications:
1)
Homes considered for the program
must be located in the city of
Montclair and must be occupied by
the applicant after the mortgage is
obtained. 2) A home acquired
through the program must serve as
the principle place of residence for
the qualified applicant. 3) The
maximum home price purchased
through the program cannot
exceed $150,000.
4)
Each
applicant
must
meet
the
underwriting criteria established
by Pomona First Federal to obtain
first-mortgage financing. 5) To
obtain a first mortgage, the
borrower must provide a 5 percent
down payment based on the value
of the loan. The source of the
down payment cannot be a gift,
and the borrower must meet aJI
qualification requirements. 6) An
applicant cannot have an annual
income that exceeds a specific
income cap as defined under the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development's (HUD) guidelines
for San Bernardino County.
First mortgages are offered for
30-year fixed terms, with interest
rates tied to the Federal National
Mortgage Association Index to
guarantee competitive rates.
Origination fees for first-mortgage
loans may be waived by the lender,
and borrowers will be responsible
for direct and out-of-pocket
expenses, including escrow fees
and closing and title costs.
Applications to participate in
the program are available at the
Montclair branch of Pomona First
Federal Savings and Loan
Association. '
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The city will soon be breaking
ground on a 90-unit affordable
housing development for senior
citizens. The development, to be
located at the western end of the
city, approximately 450 feet north
of Highway 111, will be funded
from redevelopment funds, which
by state law can only be used for
affordable housing.
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Eldorado Bridge
The
Eldorado
Bridge
construction is underway and
scheduled for completion in
February 1995. The bridge is
designed for four lanes with a
sidewalk and cart path. It is
designed to withstand a flood as
great as the 1930 flood in Indio,
the worst historical flood in the
area. The engineer's estimate for
the bridge construction cost is $2.6
million.
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he city of Indian Wells,
through sound financ1al
management, has maintained a strong economic pOSitiOn
with the City Council's adoption of
a balanced budget for FY 1994-95
totalling $4,959,000
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The city has been working on
the General Plan Update for the
past year. The General Plan, with
the Environmental Impact Report,
is complete in draft form and is
available at City Hall for public
review and comment. The General
Plan establishes a blueprint for the
city's long-term development, and
directs daily city actions through
policy statemenL~ that promote the
improvement and maintenance of
an economically viable and

The city has an emergency
preparedness program called the I
WIN Program (Indian Wells in
Neighborhoods for Emergency
Preparedness) .
The I WIN
Program
is
dedicated
to
establ is hi ng community selfreliance in the event of a major
disaster The I WIN Commission
has established six area centers for
residents to report to in an
emergency. The centers are
intended to offer first aid, shelter,
and communications. In addition,
the Commission has implemented
an extens1ve public information
program to assist residents in
emergency preparedness.
The city has purchased radios
to be used by the emergency
centers to commumcate with City
Hall in the event of an emergency,
as well as 250 cots to be used by
residents displaced from their
homes in a major disaster. The
Golf Resort at Indian Wells has
been designated a Red Cross
Emergency Center, and the city
stores a medical supplies cache
(triage unit) there for use in an
emergency situation. In addition,
emergency supplies are stored at
City Hall for use by those manning
the Emergency Operations Center.
Lastly, the city has installed an
Emergency Generator at City Hall
for use in a major disaster.

Tourism - Resorts
and Golf Courses
The city of Indian Wells is a
destination resort with four
outstanding resort hotels and a
PGA-sanctioned municipal golf
course. The hotels' TOT has
increased over the last two years,
despite the economy. The city has
assisted with the contribution to
the Convention and Visitors
Bureau, and to a Cooperative
Marketing Program involving the
four resorts, the golf resort, and the
city. This innovative program is a
public/private partnership designed
to increase hotel and golf course
revenue, which in turn will
increase city revenue. The primary

Recycling
The state has mandated
through AB 939 that the city must
divert 25% of its waste stream
from the landfill by 1995, and 50%
by 2000, through recycling, source
reduction, and composting. For
the past several years, the city has
had a successful backyard
recycling program collecting
newspapers, glass, tin, aluminum,
PET and HOPE plastic. This year,
the city made a commitment to
expand recycling.
We have
expanded the City Hall recycling
program to include mixed office
paper and cardboard, and we have
collected Christmas trees and
phone books from residents for
recycling.

The city has been working
on the General Plan
Update for the past year.
The General Plan, with the
Environmental Impact
Report, Is complete In draft
form and Is available at
City Hall for public review
and comment.

In addition, we are in the
process of implementing a
recycling outreach program for
businesses. The purpose of the
program is to educate and train
Indian Wells businesses that
recycling makes good business
sense. Indian Wells businesses are
realizing the economic incentive to
recycling through the sale of
recyclables and the reduction in
refuse fees due to the diversion of
recyclable materials from the
waste stream.

High Quality of Life
for Residents
The city is committed to

C1

maintaining a superior quality of
life for Indian Wells residents
through
high
levels
of
responsiveness and service.
Projects ' that the city has
undertaken include underground
utilities along Highway 111, a
bridge construction at the wash on
Eldorado Drive, and additional
biking/walking paths.
In addition, as a member of the
Cove Communities Services
Commission (along with the cities
of Palm Desert and Rancho
Mirage), Indian Wells is proud to
announce the completion of the
Legends Ballfields at the Civic
Center Park in Palm Desert.

Special Events
The city of Indian Wells is
proud to be home to internationally recognized sporting and
cultural events which include:
New Year's Jazz at Indian
Wells. This New Year's weekend
international jazz extravaganza
serves up more than 20 bands and
guest artists, featuring the biggest
names in Dixieland, big band,
swing, mainstream jazz, salsa,
Zydeco and steel drum.
Desert Town Hall of Indian
Wells. A lecture series, which
opens Feb. 9 and concludes March
28, will bring leading speakers to
the city of Indian Wells. Speakers
will include attorney Alan
Dershowitz; "Drug Czar" William
Bennett; and General Colin
Powell.
Bob Hope Chrysler Classic. A
desert tradition in its 36th year, it
will be held Feb. 15 - 19, 1995.
Evert Cup. This WTA tour
event brings together the finest
female players in the world. The
coveted Evert Cup will be held
Feb. 27 - March 5, 1995.
Newsweek Champions Cup.
This is one of the most prestigious
events on the IBM/ATP Tour. This
tennis Championship Series event
will be held on March 6 - 12,
1995.
Indian Wells California State
Open. This annual amateur
Southern California Golfers
Association event is held for a
week in August, and includes a
Pro-Am. &
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conomic development is a
primary facet of San
Jacinto's plan to improve
the quality of life; provide support
services; and, increase employment
opportunities for our citizens and
businesses. By aggressively
pursuing
a
comprehensive
economic development program,
San Jacinto will become a balanced
community
of
residential,
commercial, and industrial
development.

Ramona Golf Center opened in
October 1994 with its first phase, a
driving range. This three-phase
project will also include a
clubhouse and golf training area at
completion.
Significant improvements are
also underway at Seventh Street
and San Jacinto Avenue. Facade
improvements are being made to
the shopping center at the
southwest corner, that houses the
new Sav U Foods. The center
owner hopes to demolish the
former gas station and build more
retail space. As part of a joint
effort between the city and ARCO,
construction crews are busily
installing a new storm drain;
removing the dips on Seventh
Street; and installing new curb,
gutter, and sidewalk at the
intersection. At its completion, San
Jacinto Avenue will be widened 10
feet along the ARCO property.

Commercial

Industrial

Expanding
commercial
opportunities is a major goal of our
economic development program.
San Jacinto offers excellent retail
sites, fast-track development
processing, strong demand
statistics, and a continually
growing population base that
makes the city very attractive to
retailers and other commercial
users.
Construction on San Jacinto
Valley Faire, our "Superblock"
project. is well underway. Phase I,
which includes Stater Bros., was
completed with the opening of
Burger King in November 1994.
Phase II began in September of
1994 with the groundbreaking of
our
entertainment
center.
Metropolitan Theatres will own
and operate a 12-plex first run
movie theatre, as the fust tenant in
the entertainment center. They plan
to open in May of 1995.
Construction will begin on the
24,000-square-foot roller skating
rink and outdoor hockey arena in
mid 1995. Phase Ill will include
other retail opportunities and

Significant industrial growth is
anticipated for San Jacinto in the
next several years, with over 700
acres of prime land zoned for
manufacturing uses. This land
offers ease of access and
availability for in-fill development
or large industrial users.
Highlights of 1994's industrial
activity:

Economic Development
Annual Report

E

nstauruiL

McDonald's opened a 3,000square·foot restaurant in the
Ramona Crossing Center, the
northeast corner of State Street and
Ramona Boulevard. Across the
street at YOUIII and Idyllwild, the

• To spur building activity, the City
Council waived and deferred
several industrial and commercial
development fees. This policy is
effective until July 1, 1995 and has
already proven to be very
successful.
• Pirot's Automotive is currently
under construction with a 9600square-foot building on State
Street, south of Esplanade. Plans
include an enhanced architectural
facade for the side of the building
that faces State: Street.
• Developer Larry Maddox has
begun construction on a new
3,000-square-foot
industrial
building in his 34-lot Grand
Avenue Business Park, which is
near State and 7th Streets.
• Edelbrock foundry has submitted
plans to add a 15,000-square-foot
storage building to their facility.

Redevelopment
Housing - Brown and Second
Street Project Target Area
As part of redevelopment
activities, each Redevelopment
Agency must set aside 20% of
their redevelopment funds for lowto-moderate income housing. The
Agency selected the Brown and
Second Street neighborhood as our
first neighborhood target area. We
have received several state and
regional awards for our Brown and
Second Street housing project.
Work includes improvements to
the street, curb, gutter and
sidewalk; development of 11
owner-occupied, single-family
homes to be sold to low-tomoderate income families;
creation of a loan and grant
program to assist existing
neighborhood homeowners in
making improvements to their
homes; and construction of a
baseball diamond and play area at
the adjacent San Jacinto
Elementary School.
Main Street
Several downtown buildings
recently underwent significant
changes as business and property
owners took advantage of a
financial assistance program
utilizing redevelopment funds.
The old "Tack Room" and
Sanchez's Tax Service were among
the first to complete the process
with new stucco and awnings.
Rancho Grande Market opened
after remodeling and making
facade improvements to the former
Post Office. The Hogan is near
completion of its new facelift and
remodel. RK Upholstery and a
jewelry store will move into the
newly renovated building. Garcia's
Market is next in line for facade
improvements. Plans are currently
in plan check with improvements
including new stucco, landscaping
and parking lot improvements.
In addition to utilizing
redevelopment funds, Community
Development Block Grant
(CDBG) funds are being used to
enhance our downtown. The
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has granted
the city approval to use CDBG
funds to install a new storm drain

0
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along Main Street. The storm drain
will allow shoppers to get to the
businesses on the south side of
Main Street without wading
through water during rainy
periods. Construction is expected
to begin sometime in 1995.

Business Retention
History and Demographics
Realizing the Significant
economic
impact
of the
Domenigoni Valley Reservoir and
Inland
Feeder
Pipeline
construction, the city and Chamber
of Commerce are working together
to ensure our local businesses are
exposed to potential prime
contractors. Targeting contractors
who are bidding on the projects
and employees of the bid-winning
contractors, two directories were
developed for distribution to
potential bidders, as well as the
successful bidders.
Three businesses were
recognized during 1994 for their
demonstration of City Pride.
Because of their beautification
efforts, the City Council honored
EMWD for the street widening and
landscaping improvements made at
their Regional Water Reclamation
Facility, located on Sanderson;
Quality Transmission for their
parking lot and landscaping
improvements located at 1340 S.
San Jacinto Ave; and, Animal
Medical Center located at 1230 S.
State St. for their facade
improvements. The 1994 year was
the second for the City Pride
Awards. The city is constantly on
the lookout for businesses who
take the initiative to make
significant improvements to the
business location and ultimately, to
the city.
• Our Breakfast with Business
program is still in effect. City staff
meet on an informal basis with
selected businesses located with
the city to discuss issues that are
of concern to the business owners.
City staff is able to respond to
business owners' concerns and
vice versa . These informal
meetings have been very
successful and will continue to be
utilized by the city in order to
provide our business community
with another opportunity to voice
their concerns. .t.
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he city of Highland, nestled
at the base of the San
Bernardino Foothills just
north of Redlands, was incorporated
in November 1987. The city is
adjacent to the ci11es of San
Bernardino and Redlands and is part
of the Inland Empire, one of the
fastest growing regions of
California . Highland, which is
located in San Bernardino County,
provides access to the Los
Angeles/Orange County market,
one of the largest consumer markets
in the United States. Forty-e1ght
percent of the California market is
within one hour of San Bernardino
County.
Highland's proximity to the
mountains allows it to serve as a
gateway
to
the
mountain
communities of Big Bear, Lake
Arrowhead, and Crestline where
fishing, water- and snow-skiing, and
other recreational opportunities
abound.
Highland's original townsite
was founded in 1891, although
sporadic agricultural and residential
development did occur before that
time beginning with the pioneering
Cram family in the early 1850s.
The area became an important
contributor to the citrus industry
and was once covered with
numerous orange groves. Many of
the buildings constructed during
Highland's early history are still in
use today and comprise the Historic
Highland District located on Palm
Avenue.
Highland remained largely a
rural, unincorporated area until the
early 1980s, when the Master
Planned Community of East
Highlands
Ranch
began
construction. East Highlands Ranch
is being developed by Mobil
Corporation. When built-out, the
ranch will contain over 2, 700
dwelling units as well as retail and
commercial facilities.

T
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The agrarian legacy of the area
is preserved by the numerous
equestrian and pedestrian trails
which are planned on a citywide
basis. The city dedicated 1ts first
public park in July 1993 and is
currently developing a 12-acre park
that will highlight the citrus
agricultural context of the area.
East Highlands Ranch and other
housing opportunilles abound in
Highland for the first-time home
buyer to the up-scale move-up
buyer. As of July 1990, the
California Association of Realtors
reports that the median price of a
home m San Bernardino County
was $133,207 compared to
$248,875 for Orange County and
$216,853 for Los Angeles County.
These housing opportunities have
caused Highland to grow at an
average annual growth rate of 5%
from 1980 to 1990. Highland's
growth rate from January 1989 to
1990 was 7.2%. According to the
State of California, Highland's
population as of Jan . 1, 1994 was
39,493 people, with a projected
build-out
population
of
approximately 62,000 people.
Highland's proximity to the
mountain communities allows it to
serve that consumer market of about
50,000 people.
The Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce completed an economic
survey in 1990 which shows that
San Bernardino County residents'
personal income will lead the
Southland with a personal income
growth of 10.2% for an overall
figure of $23.7 billion. This figure
is a result of the rapid population
boom. The study further indicates
that some manufacturing operations
in Orange and Los Angeles
Counties will follow that movement
into the Inland Empire area, not
only to take advantage of the
increased population and personal
income figures but also the lower
price of land in the Inland Empire.

Development Opportunities
The city of Highland is ideally
located with easy access to
Southern California's freeway
system. Interstate 215 lies
approximately 5 to 6 miles west of
Highland and Interstate 10 lies less
than 4 miles to the south. The

0

development. Highland has an
abundance of commercially zoned
land with numerous large vacant
parcels. There are approximately
290 acres of undeveloped
commercial/industnal land in
Highland. When compared to the
existing and proposed housing
stock, a major need continues to
exist for commercial development.
Highland is actively encouraging
new commercial development to
capitalize on these trends.
The city completed an
Econoffilc Development Strategy in
1993 which indicates that the city,
over the long-term future, can
support another 650,000 to 750,000
square feet of additional retail space
to serve the needs of local residents.
The study also indicates that
development potential over the next
five years for retail, office, and
other commercial entities is about
170,000 square feet. In addition,
there also exists potential for
The city has a prorecreational (10-50 acres) and
business attitude and
hoteVmotel facilities (5 acres).
Because of the aforementioned,
encourages planned,
Highland has experienced a high
quality commercial
rate of growth and is expected to
development.
continue to attract commercial
enterprise to the area. Recent
business success stories include
Lucky Supermarkets, Long Drugs,
Carl's Jr., Wells Fargo Bank, Kmart,
Smith Food & Drug, and Radio
Shack. Pic 'n' Save and Beaver
The
San
Bernardino
Medical Clinic both opened major
International Tradeport/Airport
facilities in Highland in December
(former Norton Air Force Base) in
1994. A second-phase expansion of
the city of San Bernardino and to
an 18-acre shopping center is
the south of the city of Highland
currently undergoing the entitlement
will provide further transportation
process. ARCO AM/PM was the
links with air, trucking, and
city's first Foothill Freeway
proposed rail routes. There are
business to take advantage of the
approximately 2,300 acres at the
new freeway running through
airport which will allow substantial
development to occur. In addition,
Highland by locating at the Base
Line offramp with freeway
several large vacant parcels adjacent
to the airport are located in the city
visibility. Other developments are
expected to follow suit as interest in
of Highland. Negotiations are
currently underway with various
the other freeway interchange
parcels continues.
potential major users for the facility,
The city has a pro-business
and it is seen as a leading economic
attitude and encourages planned,
development in the area. Although
no specific site plans are available,
quality commercial development.
Please contact the city of
it appears that the airport will be a
Highland's city manager, Sam J.
major employment source and will
have a major impact on neighboring
Racadio, at (909) 864-6861, ext.
Highland.
203, or Britt Wilson, associate
The city of Highland occupies
planner, at ext. 223 for more
approximately 13 square miles with
information or for tours of potential
much of its land still available for
development sites . .t.

completion of the new Foothill
Freeway (30-330 freeway) project
in the summer of 1993 enhanced
Highland's freeway access. This
freeway links Interstate 10 to the
south of Highland and the 215
freeway to the west and eventually
will link with the Footh1ll Freeway
in Pasadena . There are three
freeway offramps in Highland
which will expand commercial
opportunities for Highland as well
a~ providing Highland with access
to major markets in Los Angeles 60
miles to the west, Orange County
60 m!les to the southwest, and
Ontario International Airport just 25
miles away.
Additionally,
numerous rail facilities line
Interstate 10 and are easily
accessible to Highland.
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orne say the sun shines a little
brighter in Palm Desert.
Whether fact or fiction, few
would argue this was the case in
1994. While retail was the major
focus a year ago, education, real
estate development and technology
stepped up to share the limelight in
1994.

S

A Tale of Retail
New on the retail front is Desert
Crossmg which, when completed,
will be the second largest retail
complex in the Coachella Valley.
This 479,900-square-foot shopping
center is slated for opening in early
March 1995 with a Target store,
followed soon by T.J. Maxx, Circuit
City and Marshall's, the latter two
are relocating from other Palm
Desert centers.
Overall, retail continues to
receive glowing reports. Retail
sales in Palm Desert were the
highest in the valley for the first
quarter in 1994, amounting to $177
million. Gross retail sales were up
nearly 15 percent from fiscal year
'92-'93 to $714 million, due in large
part to the annexation of the Price
Club area and the new stores in the
Waring Plaza, including Circuit City
and Mervyn's.

Higher Education

D

offered to donate 200 acres of land
at the northeast corner of the
intersectiOn of Frank Stnatra and
Cook Street The ftrst step ts for the
universtty to establish a budget for
the permanent campus and then
bu1Id a permanent "tnitial" campus
on 40 of the acres, explained
Economic Development Director
Paul Shillcock. The time frame for
completion of the first stage wtll
take approximately two years, he
noted.
The year 1994 also saw the
groundbreaking of the MultiAgency Ltbrary-one of the first of
its lund in the nation. A partnership
between the city, College of the
Desert (COD), and the Rtverside
City and County Public Library, this
43,000-square-foot
faciltty
combines the Palm Desert Public
Library and the COD Library into
one comprehensive community
resource. Located adjacent to the
McCallum Theatre, the library will
feature a number of services
including business and academtc
reference centers. It is scheduled to
open in fall 1995.

A City on the Move
Palm Desert has always been a
city on the move, but this has never
been truer as Palm Desert creates its
future by being at the forefront of
technology-fuel cell technology,
that is. "We want to be the Silicon
Valley for alternative energy," said
Shill cock.

Despite electric-powered
golf carts and the

Palm Desert's brilliance isn't
confined to the retail world. There
are a lot of bright minds here, too.
Desert Sands Unified School
District which encompasses Palm
Desert, began this past September
with an enrollment of 1,000 more
studenl~ than anticipated.
At the college level, the city
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the California
State University Board of Trustees
in November, beginning the reality
of Palm Desert as home of a
freestanding California State
University campus not just steps,
but leaps closer. In total, the city

Importance of fuel cell
technology, the driving
force In Palm Desert
continues to be tourism.

partnered with Schatz Energy
Research Center at Humboldt State
University, the Lawrence Ltvermore
Nattonal Laboratory and the South
Coast Air Quality Management
District The goal-to build a small
fleet of fuel-cell-powered vehicles
within three years.
Lofty goals to some, but
remember, this is the city that has
the only street legal golf cart
program in the country, and the
world's only golf cart parade!

Tourism Still
the Driving Force
Despite electric-powered golf
carts and the importance of fuel cell
technology, the driving force in
Palm Desert continues to be
tounsm. While occupancy was
down slightly in '93-'94 in the
Coachella Valley as a whole, Palm
Desert experienced a 12.6 percent
increase in taxable sales, resulting
in $4.8 million from TOT taxes.
And while one needs little
reason beyond the perfect weather
and scenic beauty to visit Palm
Desert, the growing number of
special events makes it even more
enticing.
In December, the Palm Desert
5K brought nearly 1,300 runners
from all over the country-exposing
a whole new market to Palm Desert
during the inaugural event which
highlighted the Men's USA Track &
Field National Championship.
Within the hospitality industry
itself, the rising star was the
restaurant sector which sparkles
with nearly a dozen new restaurants
which debuted in 1994. From
Morton's Steakhouse, the most
recent Max's Opera Cafe, to Little
Russia serving Armenian cuisine,
Captain Cook's seafood with a
Cajun twist, to Bananaz for the
desert's newest night spot, the
restaurant scene is heating up.

Sports Is the Name in
Real Estate Game

Palm Desert is actively
encouraging research into fuel cell
technology to build a new indu try
in the desert, to further enhance the
economy and diversify the
employment base, stated Shillcock.
To accomplish this, the city has

Business isn't just cooking with
the re:-.taurants either. The Cook
Street area had its share of the
action. The territory bound by
Cook Street, Country Club, Frank
Sinatra. and Portola. hetter known
as the controversial Section 4, was
finally approved. This excit ing

D

master-planned development calls
for two 18-hole golf courses, a
clubhouse and golf learning center,
a 500-room resort hotel, a
conference center, a Marriott
timeshare resort, possibly a
museum, and medical and
professional offices overlooking the
two city-owned go! f courses
designed by PGA Tour Player and
desert resident John Cook.

Palm Desert is actively
encouraging research into
fuel cell technology to
build a new industry In the
desert.

As if this weren't enough in one
year, just a few hundred yards away,
a major sports complex is taking
shape.
Designed by Disney
Company, the park is expectei:l to
draw leagues and visitors from all
over the country. Also part of the
game plan is basketball, soccer and
volleyball facilities, as well as a
restaurant.
With all this activity, it's not
surprising that building revenue is
up more than $22 million from July
- November 1994-a 41.4 percent
increase from the same period last
year.
But the biggest growth spurt
actually came overnight when the
city council gave birth to 11,000
new residents. The annexation of
the Palm Desert Country Club now
makes them proud "parents" of a
population of 40,007-SALUTE!
And as sunny as 1994 was,
1995 looks even brighter with the
fulfillment of action taken in 1994,
and the continued development of
alternative energy technologies.
For more information about
starting or relocating a business in
Palm Desert, contact the city's
economic development department
at (619) 346-0611. For residential
or visitor information, please
contact the Palm Desert Visitor
Information Center at (800) 8732428 . .&
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Corporate Business Solutions
It has all the makings of a
television movie of the
week.
spirited woman lands a
big account for her
employer. The employer
turns tt down She qutts her job.
Her Las Vegas ptl boss sister quits
her job and moves to California. In
the mtdst of a recessiOn, they go
into business together The big
account signs with them. Learning
as they go, they work, they
struggle, they worry, and they
build a bustness that does $1
millton tn sales tn its first year.
Their company motto becomes,
"Make money and have fun!"
Suddenly. the sister who is
president ts tn the hospital wtth a
life-threatening illness. The former
ptt boss has to run the bustness on
her own . She struggles. she
triumphs. The business grows.
Three months later, the president
sister comes back. They sign their
most challenging deal ever
You won't find this success

A

story on any TV network (yet). It's
taking place right here in the
Victor \alley, at Corporate
Business Solutions .While managing an office for a worldwide
clerical tndustrial employment
agency, Debi Halbmaier landed a
large account The medtcal
laboratory was nattonwide ,
represented a 90% markup, and
needed phlebotomists (people who
draw blood). Despite the profit
margin, her employer dectded the
deal was too nsk} and turned it
down.
In January 1993. Debi and her
sister, Lori Akins. subcontracted
office space from Ellie Millar, who
was instrumental, insptrational and
truly helped them get started. It
took them until April to ftnd a
company to write thetr Workers'
Compensation tnsurance policy.
By May they had grown out of
their filing systems.
Corporate Business Solutions
specializes
tn
hard-to-find
employees. In the medical
industry, they can provide
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11 you have to negotrate a busrness deal, contract or complex
agreement, thiS program wrll provrde a revrew of the most effectrve

:

techn1ques.

a Bustness Partners Executive Briefing
presented at Cal State. San Bernardino

•
•

7:30-9 a.m. tn the Commons, upper level
at the university
Breakfast featunng Or. Fred E. Jandt, CSUSB communrcatron
studres professor and author of The Manager's Problem Solver &
Wm-Wm Nego/latmg
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Registration fee: $17 (includes breakfast)
S12 for Business Partners members

:

Reservations by phone (909) 880-5700.
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agency tn 1994.

Learning as they go,
they work, they struggle,
they worry, and they build
a business that does
$1 million in sales
in its first year.

''We're always looking to the
future, to the needs of our clients
and the bustness community,"
Debi says. "We don't just jump
through hoops for our cltents, we
jump through hoops of fire!"
Obviously, it's working. Their first

•
•
•
•••
•
•:

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

federal judge recently
ordered the California
Transportation Department to reduce the amount of
runoff 11 releases, which
eventually finds tiS way to the
Pacific Ocean and contaminates
the water.
This is the first instance in
which a judge has enforced the
Clean Water Act of 1987, which
requires that public agenctes lower
the levels of contaminants that
flow into gutters and storm drains.
Judge Edward Rafeedie found
Caltrans in VIOlation of the Clean
Water Act at a hearing in
November, and on Dec. 14 ruled
that the transportation agency has
until April to review its current
policies and revise them to comply
with the Act. Caltrans had
previously been given a permit for
storm water discharge, but was not
adhering to the regulations .
Attorneys for Cal trans said
that lack of manpower and
funding was preventing the
agency from complying with the

A
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San Bernardino Agreement Will Save Money, Environment
year in business, they logged Sl
million in sales. They projected S2
millton in 1994. "We're growing
17% weekly," Lori said. In
October 1992, Debi and Lori were
the only staff. Today they have
four additional in-house staff and
over 100 employees
"We practice a kind of reverse
Valley Bucks," Lori laughs. "We
make our money outstde and bring
it all back into the Victor Valley."
''We're proud of the High
Desert," Debi adds. "Every vendor
we use is in the High Desert- our
telephones, insurance, supplies,
banking, printing, even the artwork
on our walls."
Together, they follow the spirit
of the entrepreneur to build the
American Dream. And, of course,
they live happily ever after
Call 242-2337 for any
employment needs you may have.
We would like to JUmp through
your "hoop of fire!" .A
Article wnnen by J'Amy Pacheco,
Northern Ligh1s Promouons.

Judge Orders Caltrans to
Clean Up Its Act

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO

•

employees from front office cl.erks
to doctors. physical theraptsts.
LVN's and nurses. They also
represent the clerical, engineering
area of the temporary industry and
opened an industrial temporary

JANUARY 1995

law. They also argued that the
National Resources Defense
Council, which filed suit against
Caltrans in October 1993, was a
coalition of private citizens and
could not legally sue the agency
for failing to comply with the
Clean Water Act.
However, Judge Rafeedie
cited the damage being done by
runoff, and stated that Caltrans
had willfully disobeyed the law.
Storm water runoff is the
leading
cause
of
water
contamination in Los Angeles
County, and is of great concern in
other areas such as the San
Francisco Bay. Environmentalists
such as the Natural Resources
Defense Council are urging
transportation agencies nationwi~e
to take a closer look at thetr
contribution to the problem.
Caltrans spokesmen stated th~t
they feel that the ruling ts
reasonable,
although
they
admitted that meeting the
requirements will be a challenge.

...

by Chmly Newey

T

he San Bernardino mayor
and city council voted
today to save taxpayers
thousands of dollars a year and
help save the environment at the
same time.
The city will enter into an
agreement
with
Southern
California Edison to tmplement
the Envest solution, a new
concept in energy conservation
which lowers uttl1ty costs and
energy consumption, resulttng in
improved environmental safety.
With the Envest solution, the
city will reduce annual utility
costs by $166,000 a year 111 three
facilities, tncluding City Hall,

the Feldheym Ltbrary, and the
Carousel Mall. The project will
include resizing and replacement
of chillers, new lighting, and
installation of occupancy sensors
in the buildings. The c1ty wdl
finance the project over the next
10 years at $137,000 per year,
resulting in an annual net savings
of $29,000. After 10 years, the
annual net savings to taxpayers
is estimated to be S 166,000.
Southern California Edison
will provide upfront costs for the
installation of the project.
"Envest is the hot topic in
facilities lately," satd James
Sharer, facilittes manager for the
city. "It's a brand new concept
that will not only save the city

Commentary
Contrnued From Page 6

modern investment financing
structures.
Second, stricter disclosure
requirements should be put into
place on the local level. The fund
I manage issues monthly reports of
all investment transactions to all
participants tn the investment pool,
as well as to libraries, universities,
and others who request the
information Similar dtsclosure
should be required of all
investment funds 111 the state to
ensure better accountability .
Third, there ts clearly a need for
written investment goals, poltcies
and guideltnes. This does not
preclude the possibility of new
legislation, such as the statutory
limits imposed on California's
fund, which restrict the kinds of
investments that proved to be
Orange County's downfall. But
legislation alone isn't enough .
What's needed is a written
statement that can be used to
measure performance .
For
instance, my office's written
policy strictly prohibits the amount
of the state's portfolio that can be
invested
in
any
reverse
repurchases. This policy 'provides
our investment team the discretion
it needs to make a prudent profit
for taxpayers, but at the same time
guarding against excessive risktaking. Orange County and other

municipalities should adopt similar
written polic1es.
In tight economic times, there is
an understandable and even
appropriate desire by pub! ic
officials to make up revenues
through enhanced investment
earnings. Every dollar earned for
taxpayers through my fund is a
dollar that hasn't needed to be cut
from the state budget or raised
through new taxes. But public
investment funds aren't like
personal mvestment funds. which
are designed with an eye to the
future-say, college or retirement.
Public funds are basically shortterm cash management tools. The
money is available for investment
only until it's time to pay the btlls .
If in the meantime we can make a
profit for taxpayers, so much the
better.
They lost sight of that in Orange
County. The temptation to get
something for nothing became too
overwhelming. It was greed
overcoming common sense. Now
that the accident has happened, let
us get back on the road-wiser and
better equipped to make the drive
safely, responsibly, and with an
eye to where we really should be
headed.""
Kathleen Brown is Californra's
former treasurer.

money, but will put us in a
proactive leadership role tn
environmental improvements in
the Inland Emp1re."
By
lowering
energy
consumption,
Southern
California Edison will produce
less energy, resulting in a
reduction of carbon monoxide
emissions by 1,000 t1mes per
year. This is equivalent to taking
4,000 cars off the road, Sharer
said.
The ozone layer will benefit as
well by replacing an ozone
destructive CFC refrigerant in
City Hall's central chiller system
with a more environmentally
friendly refrigerant.
This replacement will also
save money due to a ban on the
CFC
refrigerant's
future
manufacturing, which, if not
replaced,
would
cause
maintenance costs to increase
even more in the future, Sharer
said.
The city plans to have the

Envest installation completed in
July of 1995. Sharer said there
will be no inconvenience to any

The city will finance the
project over the next 10
years at $137,000 per
year, resulting in an
annual net savings of
$29,000.

buildings during the tnstallation
period.
"This is a win-win situation
for everyone-the city, Edison,
taxpayers and the environment.
We can only gain from this
agreement," satd Mayor Tom
Minor. .A

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coURIER SERVICE
~
-

-

II AI&.

TWO WEEKS

ONE WEEK

?

SAME DAY

Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for
as low as 75¢ per letter!
Serv/CB6 Awdlable Include:
•
•
•
•

Same Day Delivery
ICBM 75¢ Program
Couriers
Tailored Delivery Systems

•
•
•
•

Parcel Delivery
Special Messenger
Bag Exchanges
Overnight Letter Service

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California
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Taking Control of Your Company's Cash
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WCOE Focuses on Change Rather Than Barriers

Contrnutd From Page 5

therefore, must focus on control of
the cash-flow cycle.

Cash Flow Cycle Example
A local business purchases raw
materials, which are held for an
average of 30 days before conversion
to finished goods. Those goods are
held in inventory for 30 days before
they are shipped to customers and
converted into accounts receivable.
The company's customers
typically pay -lO days after shipment.
The company also keeps a cash
balance, equal to approximately 10
days of sales, for bank compensation
and operating purposes. In the
liability cycle, accounts payable are
deferred for 30 days. As a result, this
business has 80 days (30+30+40+1030) of sales value invested in net
working capitaL Therefore, 80 days
worth of sales must be financed
through loans, infusions of capital, or
the retention of earnings.

Controlling the Cash Flow
Cycle
By controlling the cash-flow
cycle, the company was able to
reduce iLo; raw material and finished
goods inventories to 15 days each,
and its accounts receivable to 30
days. Idle cash balances were
eliminated. Accounts payable are
now deferred for an average of 40
days. As a result, net working
capital was reduced from a total of
80 days to 20 days, or a 75 percent
reduction in the working-capital
requirements.
The company had annual sales
of S5
million before the
restructuring, so its required net
working capital of 80 days of sales
value equaled approximately
$1,096,000 ([S5,000,000 + 365] X 80
days). Through restructuring, the
working capital required was
reduced to 20 days of sales or
approximately
$274,000
(($5,000,000 + 365] x 20), and the
remaining $822,000 was used to
reduce expensive debt and to
reinvest in assets to support
increa'ied sales levels.

Approaches To Controlling

Working capital
The key to cash management is
controlling the flow of cash through
working-capital accounts, thereby
reducing your investment in working
capital. To effectively control
working capital accounts, the
business manager must focus on the
individual elements of working

capital, such a~ inventory, accounts
receivable, and accounts payable, as
well as cash-position management
and the possible use of bank cashmanagement services.

Inventory
To adequately control inventory,
consideration should be g1ven to
reducing the lead limes required for
materials and services. Without good
production and purchasmg planning,
overly long lead times can result,
frequently causing significant
overstocks of one or more products.
Therefore, planning is the real key to
the control of raw materials, workin-process, and finished goods
inventory levels. It should be noted
that inventory can generally be
defined as those costs incurred but
not yet sold to customers. In service
companies, this would include labor
or materials expended but not billed.
Sound "inventory" control in service
businesses is critical to liquidity.
Improved
management
information systems in sales
forecasting, production planning, and
purchasing can often convert good
sales forecast data into timely,
meaningful
information
on
departmental production loading,
material requirements, and labor
requirements.
With
good
management information systems,
changes in any variable can quickly
be reflected in inventory and
production plans.

Accounts Receivable
The investment in accounts
receivable and related risk of
customer default is typically
minimized by those companies that
maintain close working relationships
with their customers. Payment
terms, credit limits, and collection
programs are useful only if used to
reinforce the basic agreements
already negotiated with the customer.
If your payment expectations are
made clear to the customer during
the initial sales process, at the same
time pricing and service levels are
considered, your organization will be
better positioned to collect those
receivable balances. Candid
discussions with customers regarding
the mutually beneficial nature of
your relationship with them can help
assure that interest expenses can be
minimized and potential liquidity
problems avoided. By projecting an
image of being firm about
collections, most companies will be
successful at controlling accounts
receivable.

more into balance. In a practical
sense, you can take certam actions
that have the effect of giving you
non-interest-bearing loans from your
suppliers.
When you negotiate the terms of
your relationship, try to extend your
payment period to the maximum.
This is simply a matter of keeping
your money as long as possible
before paying it out. This will cut
down on the amount you may have
to borrow and pay interest on to keep
faith with your suppliers. Many of
the negotiated payment terms used to
enhance your accounts receivable
can be reversed and applied for your
benefit in accounts payable.
Negotiated payment terms with
your vendors should include the
exploration of benefits that can be
accrued from cash discounts;
convenient timing of payments to
coincide with your cash-flow cycle;
or
even
more
specialized
arrangements with lines of credit,
bartering, and equity investments.
Any saving could be important in
reaching your goals of profit and
growth. Most suppliers and vendors
would appreciate your spelling out
these goals knowing they would
benefit in the long run as you prosper
and become a bigger customer. This
is another example of how a close,
candid relationship can benefit both
customer and supplier. •

Collection programs that
represent "hounding" will typically
have the effect of generating
animosity and reducing the
likelihood of early payment. If,
however, the original negotiations
explained your collection program
and your expectations pertaining to
credit, a collection call could simply
reiterate the inter-relationship
between pricing, service, and
payments. Frequently, a collection
call serves not only to collect bills on
time but also to build a better,
mutually rewarding relationship with
the customer.
One final note on payment terms
for those companies that work on
large contracts or that have a few
very major customers: negotiating
specific terms of payment and
methods of payments can be critical
to the liqJidity of the business. If
large amounts are to be received
from a limited number of customers,
it may be advantageous to negotiate
with those customers for wire
transfer payments, and possibly,
tradeoffs in prices to gain earlier
availability of those funds. Again, a
candid relationship with the
customer regarding the full range of
issues for a mutually beneficial
relationship is critical to maintaining
sound control of accounts receivable.

Accounts Payable
As indicated earlier, it would be
ideal if working liabilities were
always equal to working assets.
Since that is not the case, accounts
payable can be used to bring them

Young LLP and
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California Area, which mcludes Orange
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Control's primary product, both
corporate staff as well as the
temporary work force are comprised
of an ethnic mix indicative of
California's many cultures.
Staff Control is dedicated to the
continuing growth of its clients
through the provision of qualified
and trained personnel. Staff Control
specializes in light industrial,
warehouse, distribution, and service
industries in placing temporary and
temp-to-hire staff. A separate
division, Staff Control Plus,
provides tested and trained
personnel to businesses wanting a
more clerical-oriented placement. •

the leg1slature, a collaboration with
San Bernardmo and Riverside to
bnng all women's organizations
together in the summer of 1995
San Bernardino has been
espec1ally welcoming to the
organization,
according
to
Campbell . She feels that everyone
there has done thelf utmost to
extend a hand to WCOE. "I have
never seen a program like the one
1n San Bernardino County.
They ' ve been so instrumental in
bridging the gap."
Campbell also feels that
WCOE can do a world of good for
the San Bernardino/ Riverside area
in the way of others' perceptiOns of
the area. Many people, she says,
have a misconception of this area
as just desert, when in reality, we
have a lot of prime compan1es
known throughout the U.S. for theu
workmanship. "Lots of people just
don't know we're out here."

People Helping People
A

primary

goal

of

the

organization, reiterates Campbell,
is to help each other w1th1n the
industry. "By helping others, you
receive back threefold Sometimes
other organizatiOns can help
certain people more than we can,
and we don ' t hesitate to make
referrals to those organizations
There are so many different
organizations working toward the
same goal-helping each other."
Among these organizations are the
National Association for Women in
Construction (NAWIC) , the
National Association of Women
Busmess Owners (NAWBO), and
the Latin Bus1ness Association .
Several members of WCOE have
been asked by other organizations
to be delegates for small
businesses, said Campbell.
Inland
Empire
WCOE
meetings are held on the second
Wednesday of each month, and
guest speakers are featured at each
meeting to provide information
and networking possibilities. "I
bring in speakers that hold highranking positions 1n the private

sector. Many tell us where jobs
are available, and give our
members direct hook-ups for those
jobs," stated Campbell. Also a
benefit to members, WCOE is
known for having respectable
contractors, "so companies fax us
job information."
In WCOE, women are making
important connections with other
owners and executives, as well as
having their voices heard in all
aspects of the industry. While
there are, admittedly, sllll
problems with discrimination in
construction, members of WCOE
have chosen to focus on helping
each other and effecting change,
rather than on the negatives. The
WCOE mission statement is
evidence of this, as it states the
organization's intention to make "a
positive difference for women
within the industry so that there
will come a time when gender will
cease to be a business issue." •
•CIWF statistics provided
by NAWtC

After Health Reform Died - Where Are We Heading?
Co11111111ed From Page 3

Donald N. Ecker is a partner with Ernsl &

Staff Control Provides Services
Throughout Southern California
taff Control, Inc. has a long
history in Southern California
temporary staffing industry.
Founded over 13 years ago by
Michael J. Osborne, Staff Control
operates 16 branch offices in Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside, and
San Bernardino Counties.
As a full-service professional
staffing company, Staff Control
offers: security services, human
resource services, safety and risk
management services, temporary
placement, full-time placement,
payroll processing, and an
automated attendance and time
system. Since people are Staff

Contr11ued From Page 14

chapters nationwide, w1th members
from 30 different states. Each
state chapter is divided into
districts, and the California chapter
has six districts.
The latest addition in
California is the Inland Empire
district, which covers all of San
Bernardino and Riverside Counties.
At its first meeting in September
1994, over 80 members were in
attendance. Organizers are looking
at this distnct to become the largest
in the nation, since this area has
such a large number of womenowned construction companiesapproximately 900, second in
California only to Los AngelesLong Beach, with 1,950.
So far, the Inland Empire
district is having trouble keeping
up with the demand for WCOE.
The phones are ringing off the hook
and additional staff is being added
at a seemingly steady pace. New
projects for the organization are
being planned for the coming
months-a
White
House
conference in June to speak with

primarily because the solutions
proposed were too complex to
explain to the average person, they
were too heavy-handed in
approach, and the general
population
distrusted
the
government too much to turn over
control of a huge part of the
private economy.
Immediately, California was
confronted with Proposition 186
which filled the void created by
the inaction to reform the
healthcare system by Congress.
Those that were a part of the
California movement were well
meaning in attempting to address
the same problems that Congress
was unwilling to address.
Although over one million
Californians signed the petition to
put the issue on the November
ballot, the proposition was soundly
defeated with many of those
originally in support changing
their minds before the election.
Proposition 186 was defeated for
many of the same reasons that
were present at the national level.

The solution was heavy-handed,
people were afraid that their
present coverage would be
adversely affected, and again
because they did not want
government to control a huge
portion of the private economy.
This is significant because the
debate and the results appeared to
be similar.
People wanted
problems to be solved but not at
the expense of the present system.
The general feeling appeared to be,
if the problem is the large number
of uninsured, isn't there some way
for the legislature to address that
problem without dismantling the
whole system? In other words, the
population is more in tune with
incremental reform than massive
reform, both at the national and
state level.
The truth is, reform is taking
place rather dramatically without
legislative
intervention
in
California. More than one third of
all Californians are members of
HMOs and in some areas, such as
Orange County and San Francisco,

the number is above 45 percent. If
you add the large uni.nsured
population at somewhere between
seven to nine million, then add
Medicare and MediCal, you can
see that insured Californians are
dominated by variations of
managed care. The state has not
fully recognized that fact, and
when they do they will be more
likely to address the problem of
the uninsured separately. The state
has already recognized the positive
impact on cost of healthcare by
HMOs, so there is a plan to move
half of the MediCal recipients to
managed care by 1996.
The reform in other parts of
the country will probably be
initiated by labor groups and
employers, rather than by national
mandate. Alaska is one of three
states that do not have even one
HMO, but just recently employer
groups from that state were asking
for prepaid healthcare to be
available to them. Eleven believe
that pure market forces are better
measures upon which to base

employer
and
employee
satisfaction of health benefits.
Business coalitions are forming
around the country to improve
their access to better benefits for
their constituents. Companies are
consolidating carriers who provide
benefits to employees to lower
costs and increase value. At the
same time it is interesting to watch
the mergers, acquisitions, and
alliances between health care
delivery entities.
The present environment will
not move through this transition
smoothly, and all the inequities in
the system will not be resolved
without
some
legislative
intervention. Hopefully, our
leaders will set aside politics long
enough to make courageous but
thoughtful decisions in aiding the
reform movement that is already
taking place. •
James E. Taylor is President/CEO of Inter
Valley Health Plan, a non-profit Federally
qualified HMO covering Southern
California.
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TIIolalaod Emplrt Malu-A-Willl> FoUDda~OD, lac.

19!10

3721 Arhn&~oa A\lf'., ~k 203

u.oupout

the Ia!.and Em puc

Count1cs

Lobw. aod Gn

East R,\-erslde Co.

CommuaJt)' PJ.rcnts

ftom Htmet

a.od Fncndl

to Blythe

Tennuu.lly Ill

Rivcnuk J.nd

C'lbld.rea

San Bc:rn.udmo

RJvcrsulc, CA 9"..506

1990

Poppy Ave

Anyone Interested to l...cadea"-

Jnla.nd Emptrc:

sbtp Developmeol and

Wn~Cmca

Communi!~

llplud. CA 917114
1970

'111<UTID111eactt

Executive: Ducctor

Jtnn1ftr Reynolds

Amy Cardullo

Or All.ao 0 Gnucmcr

(909) 79fl-H~70

(909) 791<-l!S70

Execullvc: D1rc:ctor

(909) 7911-NS70/7911-l<SHS

81ll An1hony

R1th.ard SandovaJ

BillAntbomy

(909) 319-IOIS

(909)319-1015

Exccuuvc Outclor
(909) 319-1015/391·3160

Daryl BrockiRoa•r Sporco

Roger SpMgo!Don Lu.sk

Daryl E. Brock

(909) 3~9-47~7

(909) 359-4757

Exc:cult\'t Dne<:lor

(909) 3S9.47S1/J59·X314
Gr~,gg

Petta

(619)322-X769

47-900 Portola Ave

Pcto.~

Richard Knu

Greg

(619)321~1

Encull\le Du«tor
(619) 322-K769'321·~7KS

Adccn Fosler

Allcen Foster

AJic:cn f-oster
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(90'1) 71<1<-9774

Exc:cutl\:t Dueclur

Couat1c:s

'lll<l..aclcr*lp c - -

John Maunrnoo
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2024 0...&< Tr« l..oac

Prc.suitnt
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-~c-,.r-
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Gary Turnc-r

Rontld C Zurek

G.uyTumcr
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President

ln"ol\'ment

(9119) 626-1217!621-S261

Non-ProfJt Wddhrc:

Southern

aod Botan1cal Puk

Cahforma

(619) 3-16·5694

K.arcn ~usman

Kt.rcn 5.lusman

(619) 346-S694

Exccut1ve Director

Palm 0csat. \A 92Zl3

(619) :W..S694 SNI-%1<5

V-CaolorofC_....RI_

v-

Director

(909) 624-91101624-9263

Oatano.CA91762

201i0~tyAve.,Sic

Exca~IJvc

(909) 391-7072

Oooanlo/MoMdalr YMCA

227~

Carol B.lkcr

(909) 983-3191!

Uplud, CA 917tl6

21~W

Exccu1svc Duector

(909) 984-1793191<4~9

oCMoclldi.tt

O..tario Hlltorical Soddy
1379 Su Bcraudtno Rd. Stc C

Elva s.lpdo
(909) 624·50761626-2747

Empue C.O.Wllcs

O.Wlo. Upland ADd

Execuls\lc Dlrcctor

(909) 889·0&13!381-9040

S-IN yr>. old

Sen·1cc to lht I.E

" ' - ofll.lotory/Ar1, Oatario
225 S Ev.chd Av~

loaoof

Jean Williams

(909) HH9-0l03

Boys a.nd Guls

St.f\11Ce

Oa&l.rio. CA 91762

Jet '

Jtu W1lhanu
(909)1<119-0A03

""'cs1 end of Su Bunatdlno Counzy

Mt llooldy U811ed Way

N

R1\'etsidt .ud

San Bcrurdino

Cou.nhc-s

CA 91711·3393

123Weat"D"SL

~196

oC tDfant

Mortality & Low·Btrthwc•a:lllt

951 W footlull Blvd
a.,.emoa~

R«i~K~•oa

1966

212

All R<s~<lcau ot

Grace Stocum

Grace Slocum

Grace Slocum

RJ"vcrsuSc C.oua1y

(909) 61<11·4402

('!119) hXI>-4402

Exc:cuuve Ou«k'r

Throop Vanou Propams

1Uwnido,CA5376

Noa.Capishspcaklag

lal>ad

Mary Mtllct

Mcrtdtlb Abbon

Mcrcduh ,\hboct

14M E. Holt Ave , Stc 24

People learD.ID£

Empue

1909) 622-2.153

(909) 622·24S3

Exc:culJve Duector

-.CA9J767

JUfVIVaJ

Vllal t:.cllolt

19611

£agJtsh

GcDCtal Publrc-

(9119) h22-24H
Claa.tfey CoUcgc O.stm.-t.

Vugtasa Eaton

Virgtau

R. Cue., Cluao, Ch.tno Hills,

(9119) '141·23>ol

(9119) 941-23>ol

FoaLUI&, Oat, Moat Uplaad

F~too

Vug.miJ l:.at•>n
E:uOJIIVC

Dircc:tur

(90'1) 94l·l.1HHI941·27K3
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PROSPECT
FOR
SUCCESS

Task Force on
California Tax Reform
Calls for Major Tax Cut

I"'' d \lplwbt ttt t~ll\
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esponding
to
Gov
Wilson s directive in his
January 1994 State of the
State address, the Task T~orce on
California Tax Reform and
Reduction released its report
recommend1ng a three-year
phased-In 15 percent reduction in
personal and corporate income
tax rates.
Last January, during h1s State
of the State speech, Gov. Wilson
directed the Governor's Council
of Economic Advisors (GCEA)
to "adv1se how we can reduce
income or other taxes to most
effec11vely spur addit1onal job
creation."
A task force of
committee members and outside
experts was appomted by GCEA
Cha1rman Dr. George P Shultz.
"Building on the recent
business climate Improvements
in workers' compensation and the
regulatory environment, this tax
reform would quicken and
strengthen economic growth,
raise family income levels, and
help the pr1vate sector create
more JObs," said Dr Shultz.
In
issuing 1ts report,
"Build1ng a Better Cal1fornia:
The Tax Reform Component,"
the Task Force reports California
ranks fifth in the nat10n in
corporate income <axes as a
percentage of personal Income50 percent above the national
average for states with such a
tax, and 67 percent above the
average of all states. California's
corporate taxes are the highest of
any Western state
California's highest marginal
individual income tax rate of 11
percent is higher than any state
except Massachusetts and
Montana, and well above that of
any Western state
"We believe California's high
tax rates arc one of the primary
reasons
that
California's
competitive position has been
erod1ng. California'~ high tax
rates arc out of line with those of
neighboring states In order to
finish the JOb of rebuilding
California's business and jobs
climate, we must provide
significant tax rate reductions for
individuals and businesses," said

R

Task Force Chair Dr. Michael J.
Baskin.
The report calls for continued
tough General Fund spending
control
"We believe that
Governor Wilson and the
Legislature have done
a
remarkable job controlling state
spending," said Dr. Baskin . A
major portion of the report
carefully documents Cali forma's
economic turnaround, and like all
private forecasts, prOJects
continued economic growth,
more jobs, and higher family
income.

Inland Empire Business Journal
Book of Lists
on Disk
You can prospect for new business. enhance your existing database
supplement your job search ...w ith Toplist, your prospects for success are
Interminably greater.
That's because Top list takes an exceptional product, the Book of Lists. and
puts 1ts powerful contents to work for you in easy to use software.

California's highest
marginal individual
income tax rate of 11
percent is higher than
any state except
Massachusetts and
Montana.

NETWORK...WITHOUT THE WORK
TopLJst data from the Book of Lists 1ncludes list category, rank, company,
address. phone. a field to add fax numbers. contact person with title and data
by whJch firms are ranked (revenue. number of employees etc) These field
will be included if they appeared in the Book of Lists.
You can view and sort the data 1n alphabetical, zip code or hst order. merge t
with your custom letter, then print the corresponding mailing labels With
Toplist you can also export the data to your favorite software package, pr•nt a
report and update, change, or delete existing records

PLUS

"Even though we project
additional General Fund revenues
of at least an additional $37-$42
billion, it is imperative that we
continue to make tough choices
on spending .
If we don't
continue to control General Fund
spending, spending growth will
engulf all our revenue increases
and more," Dr Baskin said.
The Task Force recommends
a straight-forward, across the
board reduction in personal and
corporate income tax rates. This
action would add disposable
income for all Californians, and
increase after-tax profits for
California firms, improving the
~tate's competitJve pos1tion v.ith
regard to JOb creating busine~s
locatiOn and expansiOn decisions.
The combinataon of tax rate
cuts and continued control of
General Fund spending will send
a strong signal to workers,
businesses and investors that
California is redoubling its
efforts to keep its fiscal house in
order, the Task Force report said.

...

TopL1st Jncludes an unlimited smgle-user
license and free technical support to
reg1stered users. The data is also available 1n
ACT! formats ready for importing into your
ACT! software

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Top List DOS. 2 MB of free hard disk space,
DOS 3 1 or h1gher, 587K RAM
TopList Macintosh: 4 MB of free hard disk
space, 2MB of RAM, System 6.0 or hJgher.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE
Call909-391-1015
or Fax 909-391-3160.
YES, I'd like to gain power from Top list.
Name
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FOR
TWO!

Restaurant

I
bus1ness 1ourna
iNLAND EMPIRE

1994 Best of Las Vegas
Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two times a week on KVCR TV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two Is the only
restaurant review show of its kind
on television. The show airs ...
6:30p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.

E

Best Gourmet Restaurant: Renatas,
445 I E. Sunset Rd.
B""t Family Attraction: MGM Grand
Hotel, Casmc &.c Themr Park, 3799 Las
Vegas Bhd S.
Best Free Entertainment: Buccaneer
Bay at Treasure Island, 3.~(}(1 La' Vegas
Blvd. S.
Best Downtown Hotel:
Nugget, 129 E. Fremont St.

Golden

B""t Strip Hotel: Cac,ar. Palace, 3750

Las Vega.' Blvd S

W

comfortable dtning room, which
seats only 60, combines simple

Best Hotel Attraction: Treasure Island
Buccaneer Bay, 3300 lAs Vegas Blvd. S.
Best Production Show: Myst~re at
Treasure hlan<l, 3300 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Be>t Hotel Shopping: The Forum Shops
at Caesar>, 3570 La' Vegas Blvd. S
Best Slots: Palace Stat10n, 2411 W.
Sahara Ave.

IF FINDING
MISSING
CHllDREN
WERE
TillS EASY,
WE WOUlDN'T

Best Place to Go on a Budget: Red
Rock Canyon Nanonal Conservation

Best Buffet: Golden Nugget, 129

Area.

Fremont St.

Best All-Around
Las Vegas
Performers: Sh1rley MacLaine at
Sheraton Desert Inn, 3145 Las Vegas

Best Museum: Lied DIScovery
Museum. 833 lAs Vegas Blvd. S.
Best Architecture: Luxor, 3900 Las

Blvd. S.

Vegas Blvd. S

Best Lounge Performers: Sam Butera
& Keely Smith, Sheraton Desert Inn,

Best Hotel Theme: MGM Grand Hotel,
Casino & Theme Park, 3799 Las Vegas

3145 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Blvd.S.

Best Lounge: Cleopatra's Barge at
Caesars Palace, 3570 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Best Neon Display: Rio Hotel, 3700 W.
Flamingo Rd.

Mr"mg children don't ad\'t"m-.:
them,el\'l~. In !Jet, 'mce the lllJJOnry
\>f them arc abducted by J pJrent.
thl'y rmght not n·alm: thl'y'rl'
"nu"lll~( Jt .ill. That's what nukes
our JOb'tougher, and why we're
a'kmg for ) our help.
In }Our profC'sronal capJClt'\. you
mrght be Jhic to rdenn~· an Jbductcd
chrld. or a parent who lllJ) have
abducted a chrld. If ,o, p]ca,e contact
Chtld Fmd of Amenca. Or ask the
parent to call us for contldcntul
medrauon. Our toll-tree hothne rs
1-800-A-WAY-OlJf. It could JUSt
be the \\a\ out they' rc lookmg for.

Sai•MI'•!· Cl)r<nnin- 10. S, 15 p.m. - ~~''' ~•1••11 of • G<nl"-'

Sa••...t•!· OV.-r20. s, 15 p.m. -~lUteal
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raoi! fo• prim• sraotns-

connr"l futur"rs lf\r ntosl

~lo"td works of%xlco's frarnd'a'"l co"'fl05"rs .

Mead on Wine
by Jerry D. Mead

Coppola's Greatest
Production
orget "The Godfather,"
"Frankenstein,"
and
"Peggy
Sue
Got
Married," Francis Ford Coppola
is going to be best remembered
by wine lovers for reunittng the
estate of Gustave Niebaum,
founder of Inglenook Vineyards
and Winery at Rutherford, Napa
Valley.
A letter of 111tent to sell the
property to Coppola was
announced by Heublein Corp.
on Dec. 9, 1994, and may be its
first honorable acl toward the
venerable old estate since
acquiring it by purchasing
United Vintners in 1968. UV
had purchased Inglenook in

F

1964.

"It has been my dream
for many years to reunite
all the pieces of the

o.J..

Gut"SI A.,rtlst. _fj)Qtd S~ntrt" ....taffnS. trnor: 11ntl
i/o~ ,S.,n 'fl""odlno Gaspd Cfiol' wltlo ih< Con to ']Jrlfo Cfioro!..

Sa•u•d•t· crdorw>"'[ll, 8,15 p.m. - !X\ul< f•om "''

original property that was
called Inglenook," said
Coppola.

·H···· -
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aCHILDAND
OF AMERICA/~.

desert colors of off-white, charcoal
gray and an evenmg peach with
original art of Peter Falk, Loretta
Swit and Dinah Shore.
In addition to the regular menu,
don't miss the dully specials.
George Du Perroy, manager of
Continental Cafe, presented fresh
Maine mussels prepared in a garlic,
butter and white wine broth, a
fabulous duck and homemade f01e
gras on our visit.
This restaurant is owned by
Eveleen and Ali Baba Farzaneh
who also own Club 74 in Palm
Desert, Eveleen 's in Palm Springs,
the Heartbeat Cafe at the Heart
Institute in Rancho Mirage (can
you believe that?) and Sesame in
La Quinia which will open 111 !he
spring of 1995.
Continental Cafe is locaied at
42-490 Bob Hope Drive at
Hrghway 111 in Rancho Mirage,
and the phone number is (619)
346-7113. Reservations are a must
on Friday and Saturday nights.
The Continental Cafe is open for
lunch and dinner. ..t.

Cfnland •fmpl•• S't'"pfH>n! ()rdl..t...,
6Stf. ,s.....,n - l'l'll-"5 Cal<ndan>f<E...,Is

NEED YOUR

HELP.

The Wine Cellar

Romantic Dining in Rancho Mirage
hen the occaston c~lls
for romantic dtntng
with
pampering,
attentive service, look no further
lhan Continental Cafe. This
Panstan-type btstro pleases lhe
most en tical gourmet ""tth an
extensive menu which features
Osso Buco to lamb stew and
Texas-style ribs-something,
The
indeed, for everyone

3 Concttrt S6ntts
S Concert Sttrrts·
8 Concttrt Sttrrts

s 25
s 75
$125
$175

s 20
s 50
s 75

SIS
$35

$125

S90

sso

$10
S20
S25
SSO

Phone 909-381·5388 10 eh.uge uckets or VISit the box ofhce at
362 W Court Street, San Bem.udono, 92401
Performance1ocauon Cahforrua Theatre. 562 West Fowth Street
San Bernazdtno
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by Ingrid Anthony

ach y.ear, the Las Vegas Review

Journal, a local newspaper,

pubhshes "The Best of Las
Vegas," covering everythmg from the
best Las Vegas performer to the best
neon diSplay. Here are the newspaper's
se!ecuons for the best of 1994.

JANUARY 1995

If it seems you read recently
about another sale of Inglenook
by Heublein, you are not
mistaken. Heublein sold the
Inglenook brand, which it had
turn ed primarily into a Central
Valley jug wine label, Io
Canandaigua Wine Co. of New
York, now the second largest

producer behind E & J. Gallo
But Canandatgua dtd not buy
the historic Inglenook chateau,
the Inglenook library wmes, the
home vineyard, or the rights to
the founder's name, Gustave
Niebaum.
Wine aficionados everywhere agonized at the thought
of the brand and its vineyards
and estate being forever
separated .
Heublein did lots of things
to anger fans of Inglenook over
the years. The first dumb thing
was passing up the opportunity
to buy the Gustave Ntebaum
home and additional vineyard
when owner John Daniel, Jr.
died in 1970, allowing it to be
purchased by the owners of a
now defunct winery.
Then they built this ugly
warehouse structure rtght in
front of one of the most
beautiful winery facades 111
America, on what happened to
be some of the greatest soil for
Cabernet in Napa Valley.
Finally, they placed the
proud Inglenook name on jug
wines formulated in a factory
near Fresno, thereby destroying
the integrity of the brand.
Coppola purchased the
historic Niebaum residence and
surrounding
1,500 acres,
including 125 acres of vineyard,
in 1975. He also butlt a small
winery on the property and
released
his
"Rubtcon"
Meritage-type red wine under
the Niebaum-Coppola label
three years later.
"It has been my dream for
many years to reunite all the
pieces of Ihe original properly
lhat was called Inglenook," said
Coppola, "and Heublein is
giving me this opportunity."
Coppola went on to say that
his purchase of the rights to the
Niebaum name will "assure the
integrity of the Niebaum legacy
and this property's historic
significance to Napa Valley and
Rutherford will be maintained."
Chris Mottern of Heublein
Wines is also pleased . "It is
simply the right thing to do," he
said.

"We are delighted that

Francis Coppola has achieved
his dream. We are also happy to
be demonstrating our commitment to matntatntng the
tnlegrity of Napa Valley."
Better late than never.

Heublein sold the
Inglenook brand, which it
had turned primarily into a
Central Valley jug wine
label, to Canandaigua Wine
Co. of New York.

Explosion? Implosion? Sweaty
men with crowbars? Then you
have another contest to give
away the honor of pushing the
plunger, or swtng1ng the firs!
sledge hammer, whatever.
Then you build temporary
bleachers and sell tickets for
people to watch, sell exclusive
rights to CNN for video
coverage, and sell vtdeos of the
history of Gustave Niebaum,
ending with the destruction of
the warehouse that hid his
beautiful winery from view for
decades.
If all that doesn't make it
financially possible to blow that
bastard building to architectural
hell, let me know and we'll start
a fund . ..t.

Open Letter to Francis
Dear Francis,
I've got thts great idea, see,
that will be great for wine and
for show business. Wrile a
scene into one of your films
where a building just like that
big monstrosity warehouse out
in front of the chateau needs to
be destroyed.
Then you run this contest to
see how people want it done.

Doaald D. Galleaao
President

VIsit 'Our Wine
TutlngRoom
end Picnic Area
4231 Wtoevillc Road
Mira Loau, California 917)2

(71<4)
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Wine Selections and
•
Best Values

...J 1

By Bill Amhony

Geyser Peak
1991 • Alexander Valley Reserve
Cabemet Sauvignon..
..$20

Benziger
1991 • Sonoma County
Cabemet Sauvignon ................... $13

Chateau St. Jean
1991 • Sonoma County
Fume Blanc............. ... .. .. .. .. .$8

Clos DuBois
1992 • Alexander Valley
Chardormay.............................. $12

Wyndham
1992 • South Eastern Australia
Chardonnay.................................. $8

Meridian
1992 • Santa Barbara County
Chardonnay................................ $10

Signorello
1992 • Napa Valley
Chardonnay................................ $20

Chateau St. Jean
1990 • Sonoma County
Merlot.. ....................................... $15

Duckhorn
1992 • Napa Valley
Sauvignon B\anc........................ $15

Dry Creek
1991 • Dry Creek Valley
Merlot.. ....................................... $15
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-Wyoming- .
Take a Mineral Bath

Unique Differences

Thermopolis, in the beautiful
Owl Creek Mountains, is the place
to relax after an exciting day snowmobiling or hot air ballooning
(depending on the season). Named
after the Greek word meaning "hot
city," Thermopolis lies at the mouth
of the spectacular Wind River
Canyon and is the home of the
world's largest hot mineral spring. (I
told you this was a very \ ersatJie
state ) Located 10 Hot Springs State
Park on the north edge of
Thermopolis, steaming hot mineral
water flows from the famous B1g
Spnng to the various public and
commercial fac1lities in the area.

Wild West Carnival on an
Ice-Covered Lake
Riverton holds an annual Wild
West Winter Carnival on an iced
lake at Boysen State Park at the
end of February. They have a
treasure hunt, golf, bowl and play
softball on ice. As a grand finale,
they hold the Wyoming State
Snowmobile Drag Race Championship and the Budweiser
International High Altitude
Snowmobtle Speed Run.

Snowmobiling
Adventure
After a two-hour checkout on a
brand new $50,000 snowmohile,
my handlers thought I was read)
lor the "b1g time" and took us on
an unforgettable snowmobiling
adventure beginning at the Old
Rock Shop about 35 miles south of
Lander:. We had lunch and were
outfllted with helmets, gloves,
parkas and warm padded pants;
then off we went at 50-plus miles
an hour, over well-marked,
sometimes very narrow, trails. It's
noisy, it's exciting, and there is
some of the most beautiful winter
scenery you will see anywhere (if
you dare to look aw<~y from the
road ahead).

Always Celebrating
Something
As soon as the Ice Carnival
packs its tents away for the next
year, inhabitants stan preparing for
the annual Hot Air Balloon Rally
and Rendezvous Celebration in
July. This event attracts hot air
balloons from the world over. The
late industrialist Malcolm Forbes
once participated with his famous
Chateau de Balleroy balloon.
Shaped like the Forbes castle in
France, it remains one of the
largest hot air balloons ever built.
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Desert Business Journal

Where Seldom Is Heard a Discouragmg Word

by Cam11le Bounds

What do Pinedale, Riverton,
Thermopolos, Landers, Shoshoni,
and Jackson Hole, Wyoming have
in common?
They share the
diverse beauty that makes
Wyoming one of the most
entertaining and versatile states in
our country.

JANUARY 1995

Have a Historical Drink
A half hour or so in one of those
steammg haths can create a new
outlook on any s1tuation. Follow
this with a libation from the Hole in
The Wall Saloon (Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid's hangout).
This is where that catchy phrase.
··Belly up to the bar" originated.
(Hold that last fact for your next
Tnnal Pursuit game-it could put
you over the top).

A Place to Lay Back
Pinedale is the place to relax. I
think thb is where they wrote,
"'Home, Home on the Range, ..
because tt is beautiful and
delightfully natural. Don't be
surprised if you fmd a mother
moose and her c,tlf bedded down in
front of your motel

Gourmet Dining
Twelve lakes and hundreds of
miles of streams arc just a short
drive from town for hunting,
fishing, and picnicking. The scenery
is stunning. The best surprise of all
is a place in Pinedale called
McGregor's Pub. The proprietors
could give lessons to the owners of
Tara on genuine hospitality and
well-prepared food with a gourmet
touch, something unexpected in this
rough cowboy country.

Breathless Beauty
One sunrise or sunset and your
heart becomes full. Yellowstone, the
world's first national park, is about
an hour from Jackson. Its grandeur

Desert AIDS Project to
Hold Steve Chase
Humanitarian Awards

P

Lighlcd at night and located m down1own Jackson Hole

and spectacular geothermal features
draw visitors from all over the
world. Spouting geysers, bubbling
mud volcanoes, and steamy terraces
of limestone formed by the
Mammoth Hot Springs take you
into a world of wonder.

Glorious Skiing
Ski resorts are the primary
interest in winter at Jackson Hole.
The Jackson Hole Resort, Snow
Kmg, and Grand Targhce Ski Resort
offer lodging, ski equipment rentals,
and very little waiting for lifts to
great skiing. There are reasonable
packages available that include
lodging, lift tickets, and air fare
from San Jose and San Francisco.
Space is available during winter
season at a wide range of lodging
facilities, from bed and breakfasts to
AAA four-diamond properties in the
Teton Village resort area and the
town of Jackson.
The food at the Goldpiece
Restaurant in the Wort Hotel and
the Granary Restaurant at Spring
Creek Ranch in Jackson Hole are
absolutely five-star gourmet.

They Have a Grand
Summer, Too
One last note about Jackson
Hole : If you come in summer,
camping, fishing and all the summer
good stuff are here, but most
outstanding are the whitewater river
rafting adventures that can be
arranged with reputable operators. It
is a great experience.

IS

the Elk Antler Arch.

diversified as the activities that are
offered. Dress in layers so you can
peel off or add clothing as the
temperature changes. At one point
you may be comfortable with
thermal underwear, a bib, two
sweaters and a down ski jacket, an
hour later you may have peeled
down to one layer of clothing and
still feel too warm Sunglasses and
lip balm are recommended.

Where to Get Information
To book all-inclusive ski
packages, contact Jackson Hole
Central Reservations at (800) 2256451. In addition, the Jackson
Hole Chamber of Commerce can
provide specific information on
lodging facilities, activtties, and
transportation. Call (307) 7333316. For a free Winter Trave l
Planner, contact Jackson Hole
Visitors' Council at (800) 4436931 For more information about
Wyoming,
write
Wyoming
Division of Tourism -I-25 at
College
Drive,
Cheyenne,
Wyoming 82002-0660 or call
(800) 225-5966.

How to Get There
United and Delta can get you to
Jackson Hole without a problem.
You might have to change planes
and take ground transportation to
some of the other places of interest
after your flight. The trip is well
worth your time and effort. A
Camille Bounds is Ihe Travel Editor for

The Inland Empire Business Journal;

Travel Tip

she is also Travel Editor for the Western
Division of Sunrise Publications.

Wyoming's winter weather is as

For information call (408) 779·3963 ·

aim Springs- The late
internationally acclaimed
interior designer Steve
Chase will be honored at a gala
event at the McCall urn Theater
on February 26th. The first
annual
Steve
Chase
Humanitanan Awards will
celebrate the formation of
awards to be bestowed each year
on indivtduals who show unusual
humanitarian efforts toward the
prevention and treatment of the
HIV vtrus and associated AIDS
afflictions.
The awards event will
include an exclusive, preceremony dinner party at Wally's
Desert Turtle with the awards
presentation, speakers, and show
immedtately following at the
McCallum Theater.
'"These awards are in the
spirit of our former board
member, the late Steve Chase,"
sa1d Marc Haupert, executive
director of the Desert AIDS
Project. "The recipients of the
award will be outstanding
individuals who have made
major inroads toward the future
obliteration of this humanity
thr eatening
disease,"
he
continued. The reciptents of the
1st Annual
Steve Chase
Humanitarian Awards will be
announced early in January.

Anyone
Interested
in
attending the event should
contact the Desert AIDS Project
at 619/323-211R

Desert AIDS Walk
to be Held in
Palm Desert
he Desert AIDS Project
announced today that the
7th Annual Desert AIDS
Walk will be held in Palm Desert
on Sunday, April 2, 1995, the
first day of daylight savings
tim e. Previously, the Walk has
been held in Palm Springs
"We decided to hold the 1995
Walk in Palm Desert in an effort
to Increase awareness and
participation from all people
throughout
the
Coachella
Valley," sa1d Kev1n Honeycutt,
director of resource development
for the Desert AIDS Project. "In
the six years past, participation
1n
the
Walk
has
come
predommantly from wonderfully
supportive people living in Palm
Springs and Cathedral City; our
decision to relocate this year's
Walk is indicative of the
project's goal to share the
responsibility for the fight
against HIY Disease and AIDS
with all persons liv1ng in the
valley.
HIV awareness,
education, and prevention is our
only method of stopping the
spread of this devastating
disease By bringing the Walk to

T

the people, we can help to get
thts message out to md1viduah
everywhere "
Future considerations include
relocat1ng the Walk each year to
a different location in the
Coachella Valley In doing so,
the Desert AIDS Project feels it
will maximize the number of
cttizens who participate in the
Walk, making the Walk more
successful in terms of IllY
awareness and financial support.
The Desert AIDS Project
provides various programs that
include the HIV Health Center,
Anonymous HIV testing site, inhome care programs, case
management services, and
counseling programs for HIVinfected individuals and the1r
families. Projections show that
the client list of the Desert AIDS
Project will grow by 130%
within the next five years.
Education and prevention
programs need to be maximized
to keep case numhers from
growing in all populations seeing
an increase, particularly women
and teens
As the Desert AIDS Project's
biggest fundraiser of the year,
the Walk is hoped to raise
$300,000 through walker pledges
and corporate sponsorship
opportunities.
Those
interested ·
in
participating in any of the Walk's
many volunteer committees
should contact the Desert AIDS

Project at 619/323-2118

International Film Festival
Seeks Volunteers
h e sixth annual Palm
Springs International
Film Festival is looking
for volunteers to help in vanous
capacities at this year's fest1val,
announced
Kerrie
Terry,
volunteer coordinator for the
festival.
She is especially looking for
volunteers to help out with the
box office, in the theaters, and
for pickup and delivery. Terry,
who is returning to the festival
this year to once agam head the
festival's volunteer relations,
said the volunteers are one of the
most 1mportant aspects of the
festival's success. Last year
more
than
300
people
volunteered throughout the I 0day festival, as well as
throughout the remainder of the
year.
"Our volunteers are some of
the most dedicated, most
professional workers I have ever
seen," said Terry. "But we could
always use more, and we have a
lot of exciting ways to get
people involved with the festival
this year."
Those
Interested
in
additional information on
volunteering at the festival
should call (619) 322-2930, ext.
236. &

T

Restructuring Business School Programs
Cominued From Page 1I

technology has permitted us to
introduce interactive learning and
instant feedback into our courses.
With the new information
highway, a faculty member or
student from a classroom or office
has many resource databases and
statistical packages available.
With just a few easy computer
commands, our students can
research a topic in most of the
modern libraries in the world. We
have up-to-the-minute access to
databases and other information
which can be used to make
immediate decisions . With the

ability to have computers in the
classroom, our students can
immediately determine the results
of their decisions for simulated
businesses. Also, with the use of
electronic mail, our students are
able to communicate with each
other and with the instructor.
The introduction of computers
and other technology into business
and other c urricula will have a
significant impact on how our
students learn in the future . One
of the biggest problems we face in
this respect is to convince
adminstrators and politicians that

there is, in fact, a new method of
instruction which will require
revisions to historical methods of
allocating resources. This is a
particular problem in the
California State University system
since only lecture or laboratory
formats are recognized. The
electronic classroom which
permits the integration of modern
technology and interaction is not
presently recognized as an
appropriate form of instruction
when allocating space. Once this
problem is overcome, we will
have a tremendous explosion in

the use of technology in our
classes.
Big changes are taking place
within business schools. All of
these changes are intended to
better prepare our students for
positions in a business world that
has gone through tremendous
changes during the past 10 years
and will face even greater change
in the future. A
Eldon C. Lewis is Dean of the School of
Business and Public Administration a1
California Slate University, San
Bernardino
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Milton Maldonado
Named Controller of
PHFE
harles Norris, President/
CEO of Public Health
Foundation Enterprises,
Inc (PHFE) has announced the
appointment
of
Milton
Maldonado as controller and
chief financial officer of the 26year-old organizat1on. PHFE
provides
administrative,
financ1al management, and
technical support services for
public and private entities.
"We are extremely pleased

C

that Milton has agreed to join
us," says Norris. "As a rapidly
growing organization, we are
continually creating new systems
and searching for new and better
ways to serve our clients. The
combination
of
Milton's
extensive
financial
and
managerial backgrounds provide
a perfect fit with PHFE 's vision
of its future."
PHFE administers almost 90
public health programs, \\ ith an
annual revenue of almost $50
million
A direct service
provider, PHFE has experienced
more than 1000% growth in the
past decade.

Kathleen M. Bennett
Elected HSMAI
Chapter President

K

athleen M . Bennett,
CHSE. was recently
elected

as

the

new

president of the California
Desert Chapter of the Hospitably
Sales & Marketing Association
International (HSMAI). Active
in HSMAI for the past I 0 years,
Bennett assumes her new
position after serving as a
chapter vice president.
Bennett, the director of sales
and marketing at The Estrella
Inn in Palm Spnngs, represented
her chapter at the 1994 HSMAI
Convention and Leadership
meetings held March '2-6 in
Denver, Colorado. As a chapter
president, she was also a member
of the HSMAI House of
Delegates which elects all
HSMAI officers and members of

association's

board

of

directors.
for more Information on
HS\11·\1 and its California Desert
Ch 1pter. Bennett can be reached
at The Estrella Inn, 415 S
Belardo Road, Palm Spr1ngs,
California 92262,619120-4117

of arts degree from the
University
of
California,
RJ\·ersJde and master's degree in
public health and bus1ness
admin1stnllion from UCLA
"The board of directors and I
are pleased that Mr. Jakway has
accepted the ch1ef operat1ng
officer position," states Gregory
Adams, administrator and chief

Zamucen & Close
Open Ontario
Office

M

serVICes.
Jakway rece1ved his bachelor

Dan1el Close and
Stephen M. Zamucen
of Zamucen & Close.

CPAs announce the opening of
thelf Ontario office located at
3350 Shelby St (1-10 at !Iaven),
Su1te 200. Ontario 91764.
Zamucen & Close specializes in
forensic accounting. including
business valuations and the
calculation of damages in
llt1gation. Close is a second
generat1on native of Southern
California. and both he and
Zamucen are qualified expert
\\ 1tncsses in Federal Courts,
Super1or Courts, and judicial
arbitration and mediation in
Southern California.

executive officer. "His many
years of operational and
managed care experience are a
great asset for the future growth
of St
Bernardine Medical
Center," \dams concluded.

California State Bank
Names New Executive
Vice President

D

avid T. Blankenhorn \\as
named executive vice
president/branch

administration for California

State Bank. announced Eugene
D Bishop, pres1dent iJnd chief
operating officer
Mr
Blankenhorn is a
professional hanker w1th more
than 30 years of experience in all
phases of banking.
llio;

pleased to have Gulllermo join
us as a part of our aggressive
new lending team," she said
Vineyard added, "Gulllermo
will supervise the underwriting
of all incoming loans from Life
Savings borrowers, hrokers
third party originators an~
corresponding brokers. !lis job
is to determine borrower cred 1t
worthiness and make approval or
denial recommendatiOns to upper
management. If the loans arc
not conforming to the loan
program applied for, Guillermo's
duty is to find a program to fit
the customer's need when
possible "
"Thts is a challenging and
rewarding
position," said
Betancourt. lie added, "Life
Savings Bank 1s poised to
dramatically increa~e 1ts loan
business 1n the next three to six
months What I really like ahnut
Life is that I am part of a team
with the knowledge. experience
and authority to make decisions
and to get thutgs done "
'\ccordiog to Betancourt,
life Sa-~.ings Bank has designed
many new programs to help
minorities purchase or ref1nance
··our new loan
a home .
programs arc targeted toward

St. Bernardine Medical
Center Appoints Chief
Operating Officer

hac kgrou nd includes sen IIH
management posl110ns \\ ith
major Calif(Hilla banks and w1th

lower income borrowers: we also
have programs for buyers \\ho

t. Bernardine Medical
Center
i~
proud
to
announce the appointment
of Dav1d L. Jak\\ay as its chief

independent commun1ty hanks
Most recently, Mr. Blankenhorn
was president and CEO of Bank
of Newport. Newport Beach and
pr10r to that position he was

lim1ted credit. I feel good \\hen
I help a family lower their deht
or purchase their first home." he
said . A hard \\ n r k e r and

president of Commercial Center

Betancourt still takes time to he
a role model to the community.

S

operating officer lie joins the
organization from Northridge
Hospital Medical Center. where
for the past five years he served

have limited time on the jnh and

knn\\ ledgeable

underwriter.

Bank in Santa Ana.
Mr. Blankenhorn is act1ve in
many local civ1c organJi'ations,

"I think that it is impnrt:tnt for

as their chief operating officer.

includ1ng serving on the hoard

can achie\C anything they want

Jab\ a}

for the Orange Count) Council
of the Bo~ Scouts of Amcnca
and director emer1tus of South

with

br1ngs significant
operational and managed care
expenence to St Bernardine,
having also served a.., v1ce
president
of
professional
of

managed

care

contracting at Northr1dge .
During his 12-year tenure, he
spearheaded Northridge's widely
recognized quality initiative,
successfully

reduced

the

institution's operating expenses,
and implemented a number of
new

programs and

clinical

persistence,

including

owning a home or being a loan
underwriter," he said

Coast Repertory Theater

previously
Betancourt
senior
IMO
worked
as
underwriter at Ford Cons um er

Life Savings
Hires New Senior loan
Underwriter

Finance in Laguna Hills
A graduate of San Pedro

services and administrative
director

llispanics to remember that the)

N

ora Ymeyard, pres. ident
of L1fe Savings Bank,

announces th e hinng of
Guillermo Patricio Betancourt as

senior loan underwriter. " We are

lligh School, Betancourt aho
earned a bachelor's degree in
marketing from California State
University a t Long Beach. He

Retail Commercial
Transaction
ichaels of Nevada has
purchased a 15 ,360square-foot commercial
build1ng on 1.2 acres at 13473
Perris Blvd . in Moreno Valley.
Michaels plans to open a fur111ture
store 111 the former Standard
Brands building. The seller
Bankers Trust Company of
California. was represented by
Christine Jacobs and Marianne
Waggoner of CB Commercial Real
Estate Group, Inc. in R1\·ers1de
The buyer was represented by
Rosie Dennis of Exclusive
Realtors.

M

Industrial Investment
Transaction
u~lu~ore Plaza Partners.
L1m1ted Partnership has
purchased an 88,700square-foot warehouse building on
4 04 acres of IP Zoned land at
1901 Cooley Drive in Colton .
Sold by SPY Union l im1ted

R

Partnership, the value of the
transaction was approximately
$1,775.000.
The seller was
represented by Mark O'Connor.
Robert O'Connor and Garv Blum
of CB C ommerc1al Real . Estate
Group, Inc tn R1vers1de The
huyer was represented by Vince
Anthony of Commercial Realty
Ad' 1sors in Carlsbad. Rushmore
Plaza will put the property back on
the market for lease.

Apartment Investment
Transaction

V

Illage Newport Equity
Group has purchased a 46unit apartment building on
I 819 acres at 5165 Walnut Avenue
in Chino
Sold by 1993-N2
Properties l.imlled Partnership, the
value of the transaction was
approximately $1,950.000 . The
seller was represented by Paul
Reim (Rtverside), Perky Apperson
(San Gabriel Valley) and Sean
Deasy (San Gabriel Valley) of CB
Commercial Real Estate Group,
Inc The apartment building ts

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY
NEWS/TALK RADIO

I 00% occupied.

Industrial Leased
Investment Transaction
onarch Investments has
purchased a 51,953square-foot leased Industrial buildmg on 2.97 acres at
2362 Railroad Street in Corona.
Sold by The Terraden Corporation,
the value of the transaction was
approximately $2,200,000 The
seller was represented by Jim
Koenig and Dav1d Consani of CB
Commercial Real I:.state Group,
Inc 111 R1verside The buyer was
represented by Scott Sm1th
(Anaheim), Bob Goodmanson
(Anahe1m) and Dav1d Consani
(Riverside) of CB Commerc1al
Real Estate Group. Inc

M

Southern California Home
Sales Flat in November

T

RW RED! Property Data, a
real estate information
company. reports that in
November, 15,4RO new and

existmg homes closed escrow in
Southern California-almost
unchanged from the 15,550
recorded the same month last
year Still, year to date figures
show that the region's housing
market 1s in a much better shape
than a year ago.
Between
January and November, close to
IR7,000 homes were sold in the
six county region-an increase
of 15 percent from last yearwith Orange County leading the
other areas. TRW RED! also
reports that average selling
prices have stabilized. A typical
home 1n Southern California
sold for shghtly above $209,000
in the first eleven months of the
year
"The
region's
housing
recovery has been led by entry
level buyers who have not been
deterred by rising mterest rates,"
said Nima Nattagh. TRW REDI's
market analyst So far this year,
53 percent of homes sold were
for less than S 175,000 compared
to less than 52 percent last year.

•
~I NEWSAM 1350

~-KCKC

KCKC AM Radio

1350
Inland Empire's CNN Station

CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LOCAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFTEEN MINUTES

DID1

BRUINS

In the Coachella Valley
K-NEWS 1270 AM

"Southern California
Business Focus"
From 7:00pm • 7:30pm
Monday thru Friday
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues
Recent Guests Include ...
: Congres~man Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger •
Mark V1ctor Hansen • Darrell Paulk • Elizabeth Caulder •
• John Thorton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves •
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham •
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala •
• Robert Mondavi • Mary Scarpa•

lives 111 Running Springs with
his wife. Stacie. •

For Information Call (909) 391-1015
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He~pp~

Corporate Video
------

Commercials • Training
Sales Tapes • Point of Purchase
Road Show Support • Videa News Release

1

\v,.:l'

Ad Deadline for
February
is January :!Oth:
For more

TI-lE COST-EFFECTIVE EDGE
FOR TOOAY'S LEAN TIMES
Colt (909) 391·1015
Ask for Art Kemp

Corona Chamber of Commerce
Need A: Business Plan?
Marketing Program?
Starting A Business?
SCORE counseling is available at the
Corona Chamber of Commerce
Call (909) 737-3350 for an appointment

call

WISE ABOUT MAIL
An:. )CAI"ft ago our eagle

We v.rill help yo u 90rt through
the m~ of postal regulation~. to
save you the most money possible .
We scn.·c Uu~lne."tSCS that mall
nC'tllo-slcttc~. magazines.. promos,
sclfm.alle:rs. catalogs. or any other
type of mall. Our customers b<ncOt
from experie-nce we have obtained
from ¥r.'Orki~ "1th the ~t Office.
I.rt our wl~om hdp you work
smarter not harder.

v.-as

born into a o:;.Jow but slmple: postal
~ys!A!m . lie learned ways tD opud
up mall, and tD cut through postAl
n:gulutlons to make an e.fTectJve
mailing.
~!any postAl changes later, our
<Allie Is sUI I growing In wisdom.
Often tJ mcs. •rnllrt£r than the Post

Office.
If vou need help with a mall·

lnl! from .5.000 tD 5 mUllon pieces,

Coming Soon
1996 Book of Lists

(909) 319 ...1015

ext. :!1

Southern California
Bindery & Mailing, Inc.

Crest Lodge

LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

g

Iron Eyes Cody Day· Parade and Pow-Wow
Meet the famous "Keep Amenca Beautiful' star
plus other Native American and Western film
celebrities in this free event that your entire family
will enjoy1 Call our Chamber of Commerce for
complete mformation on this and our other
activities and accommodations. 1 800 346 3347

Desert Hot Springs, CA
!The fnendly tow' w•ll ho•

rt 1uveroat•ng hea ~

.pas

Take Palm Dnve North from the I 10 Fwy

~:~nluin Dc~orL

Montclair Chamber of Commerce

The Total Community Chamber
Make 1995 the year YOU become a part of it.
• Weekly Breakfast Club Meetings
• Monthly Mixers
• Luncheon Seminars
• Legislative Updates
• Advertising and Promotional Opportunities
• Business Retention Assistance

Reserve your advertising
space NOW!

~ 13626-F Monte Vist• Ave , Chino, CA 91710
(714) 6'1&-90l7 • FAX (714) 6'18--3987

,..,

Roger Harvey

(909) 391·1015 ext. 16

,.-e can fiCl'\.'e you .

-

Sunday, February 5, 1995

information on
advertising

I

We Work For You!
For membership Information, call (909)799-2828

Golfers...

Venders ...

Join us in
March for the
1995 Golf Tournament.

"The MARKETPLACE"
June 24 & 25, 1995
at the Montclair Plaza

Call the Chamber for information at (909) 624-4569

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,

--------------------------------------,
r
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
FAX 909-391-3160
FAX or MAIL

nestled among tall trees.

Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce

Kitchens • Fireplaces

The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Miss ion is 10
Promote, Support, and Educate our Bustness Community.

"Good Business Builds a Better Commumty"

Cable TV • Heated Pool

DISPLAY RATES : $70/lnch; 1" mtn. LINE RATES : $11 65/line ;
6 ltnes mtn . Avg 30 characters/line. Frequency dtscounts
avatlable for BOTH dtsplay & ltne .
CONFIDENTIAL BOX
CHARGE. $25/lnsertton
Box II will be asstgned by tha
publisher. Ftll out form below . in full . Use addittonal sheet of
paper for ad copy Type or wnte clearly. All ads must be prapatd _ no excepttons . Send check, M .O., Vtsa . M/C, AmEx .
Deadltnes: 20th of tha preceeding month for the followtng
month

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates
Call for Reservations and Information ...

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418

Category; - Ad Copy

Committees:
Ambassadors
Legislative Action
Business tn Acllon
Education
Mtlltary Affairs
Hispanic Business Council
Finance
Publtctly
Economic Development
Products & Services:
Membersh1p Refferals
Monthly " Outlook" Newslener Bustness Expo
Community Maps
Educaltonal Seminars
Heallh Insurance
New Business Direclory
Chamber Office:
Networking & Markellng Opportunities 22620 Golden Cresl Dr., SuilllO
S.C.O.R.E. Counseling
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
MFCU Membership
(909) 697-4404 Fax (909) 697-0995

Join the Palm Desert Chamber for the
MAYOR'S BREAKFAST

January 17, 1995

Keep Business from Leaving Area
Embassy Suites
74-700 Hwy.lll, Palm Desert
7:30 - 9:00 a.m.
$12 includes Program & Buffet Breakfast
Call the Chamber at (619) 346-6111
to reserve space.

23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

Redlands Chamber of Commerce

-- ---- - -- -------~

lrn itn ~·ou to 'tcp b.i<k in time
\ 'i,it lli,toril Rcdl.inlb

Date(s) of Insertion;-~-
Amount Enclosed

Stop by the Chamber Office and pick up a

Name:-·-

Historic Driving Tour

Company:
Address: . - - - - - - - -

$13.00

-------- ---

City, State:

Credit Card II: -

an Audio Tour by Dr. Larry Burgess

_ _ -Phone:

Exp Date·
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(800) 214-0399

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Essential Tool For A Successful Business
The Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce ts dedicated to scrvtng, promoltng and
supponing I he local bus me's envtormenl Wtlh 5 (five) s1andmg commttle"":
Governmental Affatrs, Educalton. Local Business Promoltons, Membership Servtcc.,,
and Ways and Means.

Get involved with the Largest Business
Networking Temecula Valley!

The chamber office is located at
I Ease Redlands Blvd.
rhe earner of Redlands Blvd. & Orange Sr.

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce

(909) 793-2546

(714) 676-5090

27450 Ynez Road • Suit 104 • Temecula, CA 92591
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Mitchell S. Avol, Cynthia L .
Avol, fdba Shirley's Shoes,
74254 Velardo Drive, Palm
Desert; debts: $30,968, assets:
$26.325; Chapter 7.
jolly R. Blackburn, fdba
Alderac Group Type Foundr} ,
1850 West Eighth St, Apt 1,
Corona; debts: $14,731, assets.
$410; Chapter 7.
Philip Carl Broesamle , Pamala
Lynn Broesamle, fdba Hawkeye
Masonry, 2051 Lagoon Court,
Hemet; debts: $147,321, assets:
$13,300; Chapter 7.
Michael Allen Brown, fdba M.
B . Plastering, R & R Lathing,
889 Via Sierra Nevada Ave .•
Riverside; debts: $221,564,
assets: $141.819; Chapter 7.

Carl Anderson Campbell III, Lisa
Louise Campbell, dba Harvey
Hooks, 17025 SingmgbJTd Lane,
Mockingbird Canyon, debts:
$280,917, assets $234,800; Chapter

Steven Ray Carter, Gloria Beatrice
Carter, aka Gloria Beatrice
Gonzales, dba Iron Benders
Company, 5912 Meadowbrook
Lane, Rtverside; debts: $154,292,
assets: $113,795; Chapter 7.
Eldon De Moe C hrest, aka AI
Chrest, Donya Marie Chrest, faw
AI Chrest Motors Inc., dba AI
Chrest Motors, 1178 East 27th St..
San Bernardino; debts: $235,215,
asseL~: $127,300; Chapter 7
David Ciminesi, fdba Corona
Cabinet, 3280 Rocking R. M. Lane,
Norco; debts: $356,528. assets:
$245,900; Chapter 7.

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
$1,260,210
49

12 SFR 'S FROM S84.6M TO S113.9M
Owner: Jackson Land Co., 4300 Campus #100, Newport Beach,
CA 92660 852-I426 ProjecL Green Pasture Rd., Rtverbend Ln.

NEW

12 SFR'S FROM S94.6M TO SI21.2M
Owner: Jenna Partners, CA. Contractor: Newcomb Development,
2025 W. Balboa Blvd., Newport Beach, CA 92663 675-9844.
Project: 17215-17274 Rosy Sky Cr

$1,354,532
50

NEW
$1,011,045
7

10 SFR"S FROM S62.5 TO SI25.2M
Owner: Del Webb Co., 39755 Washington, Bermuda Dunes, CA
9220I (619) 772-5345. Contractor: Donald V. Mickus, P.O. Box
29040, Phoenix, AZ 85038 (619) 772-5300. Project: Bonanza,
Champagne, Edgebrook, Foxbrook, Orand Oaks, Hunter Point,
Putting Green, Waterfall.

COIIII'L
$1,151,111
5I

NEW
$115,575
73

Robert
Crawford,
Sharon
Crawford, dba B & B Gospel (a
Sole Proprietorship), 11955 Napoli
Circle, Fontana; debts: $213,710,
asseL~: $191,725; Chapter 13.

7
Timothy Cann, Beth Lynn Cann,
fdba Timothy Cann Associates, aw
Computer Effects Engineering,
Inc., 37345 Avenida Bravura,
Temecula; debts: $643,248, assets:
$540.181; Chapter 7

GRINDING AID TANK REPL. BLOCK LOAD OUT SILOS,
TIRE STORF)HNDLJCONVEYORS
Owner: Mitsubishi Cement Corp., 5808 Hwy. I8, Lucerne Valley,
CA 92356 (619) 248-7373. Project: 5808 Hwy. 18.
9 SFR'S@ $87.8M TO SI12.9M
Owner: Westwiod Communities, CA. Contractor: Davis F.
Singerman, 3760 Convoy St. N33, San Diego, CA 92111 (6I9)
560-4629. Project: Sunny Canyon, Vanderhill, Vista Del Lago,
Walnut.

Source: One Step Ahead
phone: <••> 429-2220 or <" 4>725-0711
Fax: <714> 642-7610
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Edward Antonio Arreola, aka
Eduardo Arreola, Virginia
Elain Arreola, faw A & A
Ceramic
Tile,
Inc .,
aw
Mancinelli,
Marciano
&
Arreola, 9040 Sixth St.,
Hesperia, debts · $1,638,379,
assets: $831.953; Chapter 7.

JANUARY 1995

Ruth Elaine Crawford, fdba
Crown and Glory Beauty Supply
and Salon, 22834 Wild Geranium
Lane, Moreno Valley; debts:
$67,230, a~ets: $5,150; Chapter 7.
Jesus Antonio Enciso, 740 Lincoln
Ave , Walnut; Maria Dolores
Enciso, 7451 Arroyo Vista, Rancho
Cucamonga;
fdba
Rishel's
Maintenance Coverall, Inc. (a
Franchise); debts: $178,527, a~ets:
$140,785; Chapter 7.
Rudy Ballesteros, aw Rachel
Ballesteros
dba
Rachel's
Draperies, a sole proprietorship,
2380 Bellamy Road, Palm Springs;
debts: $24,326, assets: $12,495;
Chapter 7.
Donald Wayne Beckhart, Jerra
Lynne Beckhart, aka Jerra Lynne
'I)'Ier, faw B.Y. Products, Inc., dba
Pip Printing, stores #314 and #420,
faw B.Y. Products & Mizar, a
Partnership, dba Pip Printing, store
#846, fdba Pip Printing, stores
#510, #100 & #86, 1529 La Quinta
Circle, Upland; debts: $850,346,
assets: $279,191; Chapter 7.
Mike Brito Jr., fdba Mike's Floor
Care Janitorial Service, 15749
Mallory Drive, Fontana; debts:
$199,596, assets: $192,625; Chapter 7.
Robert Louis Chapman, Brigitte
Chapman,
faw
Rendevous
Corporation, 761 West Randall
Ave., Rialto; debts, assets schedules
not available; Chapter 13.
Roger Carlyle Condon, Leana Mae
Condon, dba RC Trucking, 23551
Cle ment e St., Homeland; debts:
$16,793, assets: $6,804; Chapter 7.
Roger Cooper, Ronda Cooper dba
Ultimate Floor Covering, 12771
Ardos St., Moreno Valley; debts:
$216,118, assets: $146,540; Chapter
7.
Herman Joseph Geerling, aka
Herman J. Geerling, Diana Gaye
Geerling, aka Diana Geerling,
fdba Blue J Kennels, dba Lazy G
Pugs, 32015 Contour, Nuevo; debts:
$289,781, assets: $179,378; Chapter

7.

Terry O'Neil Gilligan, aka Terry
Gilligan, 7600 Joshua View St
Yucca Valley; Judith Ann Gilligan:
aka Judith A. Gilligan, Judi
Gilligan, 5398 Nottingham Drive
Cambria; dba Gilligan Real Estate'
debts: $426,513, assets: $314,557;
Chapter?.
jay Micheal Hammond, fdba Nu
Concepts, 15685 Via Cartagena,
Hesperia; debts: $135,967, assets:
$133,640; Chapter 7.
Darlene Hanich, Hanich Music,
Hanich Quarter Horses, Razzle
Raggz, 25275 Hyatt Ave., Hemet;
debts, assets schedules not
available; Chapter 7.
James K. Hillburn, Karen A.
Hillburn, aka Karen A. Carrier,
fdba Hillburn's Landscaping, 106
Peppertree Drive, Perris; debts:
$185,695, assets: $94,460; Chapter 7.
Huggins Underground, Inc., 9757
Redwood Ave., Fontana; debts:
$76,618, assets: $61,180; Chapter

7.
Inland Truck Electric, Inc., 9980
Cherry Ave., Fontana; debts:
$414,803, asseL~: $51,857; Chapter 7.
Lyle E. Johanknecht, Evelyn F.
Johanknecht, dba E & L
Enterprises, E & L Concrete
Express, 21576 Waalew Road,
Apple Valley; debts : $303,350,
assets: $438,000; Chapter 11.
Patricia A. King, dba Smoke Tree
Villa Hotel , 1586 East Palm
Canyon Drive, Palm Springs; debts,
assets schedules not available;
Chapter 7.
Cheol Jin Lee, Kum Sook Lee,
dba Pro Video & Audio, 5880
Villa Drive, Alta Lorna; debts:
$372,751, assets: $259,500; Chapter

7.
Luis Alejandro Duarte, aka
Alejandro Duarte, Leticia Duarte,
aka Leticia Jimenez, dba
Professional Auto Body, 29455
Rancho California Road #447,
Temecula; debts: $44,191, assets:
$3,300; Chapter 7.
Stephen P. Feeney, Nancy R .
Feeney, fdba S.C. Financial, 25805
Via Jacara Court, Moreno Valley;
debts: $102,481, assets: $146,260;
Chapter 13. •

Home Concept Interior 14360 St.
Andrews Drive #7, Victorville, CA
92392 Edith Azul

Austin's Amusements 11112
Cherrycroft Drive, Yucaipa, CA
92399 Dana Austin

Turley and Associates 12880
Medlar, Yucatpa, CA 92399 Craig
Turley

Valley Vacuum 56471 29 Palm
Hwy. , Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Dennis Whtte

Joe's Home Appliance Service
14678 Mesa Dr. #2, Victorville, CA
92392 Joseph Campbell

Calimesa Towing 13500 Cahmesa
Blvd ., Yucatpa, CA 92399 Rose
Hopkins

Yarbrough
Towing
13500
Calimesa Blvd., Yucatpa, CA 92399
Harold Harmon

Yucca Valley Liquor Store 55958
29 Palms Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA
92284 Chang Choi

Lance Lane 15396 Seventh St.,
Victorville, CA 92392 Lance
Lane

Cozy Creations 34370 Pecan
Ave., Yucaipa, CA. 92399 Shelly
Lewis

Yucaipa Valley Business Services
34948 Yucatpa Blvd., Yucatpa, CA
92394 Donald Cannon

Carol's Specialtz 73768 Gorgonio
St. #5, 29 Palms, CA 92277 Carol
Jaep

Las Vegas Pawn Shop 15464 7th
St., Victorville, CA 92392 Antonio
Palazzola

Crafters Etc. 32999 Yucatpa Blvd.
#110, Yucaipa, CA 92399 Beverly
Stark

Yucaipa Valley Spilt's Tattoo
32829 Yucatpa Blvd., Yucaipa, CA.
92399 Gregory Potter

Home Plumbing Services 75848
Baseline Road, 29 Palms, CA 92277
William Garvin

Lizzies 13295 Spnng Valley Pkwy.,
Victorville, CA 92392 Elizabeth
Hutchinson

Dan's Mobil Auto Repair 12336
3rd. St., Yucatpa, CA 92399 Daniel
Leedham

Bogart Masonry 7394 Condalia,
Yucca Valley, CA. 92284 Jeremy
Bogart

Davis Mobile Home 18247
Delicious St., Adelanto, CA 92301
Davis Living Trust

Lucky Cleaners 13622 Bear Valley
Road, Victorville, CA 92392 Joseph
Chu

Drive By Broadcasting 13530 Oak
Mesa Drive, Yucaipa, CA 92399
Vernon Fowler

Chuck's Home Repair 58267
Delano Trail, Yucca Valley, CA
92284 Mary Lewis

Arrow Turner Co. 9600 19th St.
#37, Alta Lorna, CA 91701 LUis
Zuniga

M C Plumbing 13390 Dean Ave.,
Victorville, CA 92392 Michael
Charlebois

Harry's Portable Welding 12238
15th St., Yucaipa, CA 92399 Harry
Oosterbroek

Desert Counseling Center 7293
Dumosa #2, Yucca Valley, CA
92284 Barbara Schweitzer

Betterway Carpet Care 6402
Elmhurst Ave., Alta Lorna, CA
91737 June Smelxer

Mattress Warehouse 15208 Bear
Valley Rd., VictofVIlle, CA 92392
Mary Martens

Intelliconnect Products 13121 7th
Place, Yucatpa, CA 92399 Richard
Fries

Diving Instructions Ltd. 7823
Bannock Trail, Yucca Valley, CA
92284 James Nosek

Bug Blasters 7149 Lion St, Alta
Lorna, CA 91701 Baltazar
Hallberg

Medical X-Press Claim Management
14592 Palmdale Road #D6, #114,
Victorville, CA 92392 Shaakirra Morris

Jeff Ranney 12786 14th St.,
Yucaipa, CA 92399 Jeff
Ranney

Dynamic Hair Pieces 7623 Alaba,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 George
Howard

Forever Co mmunication 8780
19th #294, Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Lisa Ford

Murillo 's Gardening Service
14358 Woodland Drive, Victorville,
CA 92392 Daria Romero

Mystic Mirror & Glass 35295
Yucaipa Blvd., Yucaipa, CA 92399
Clement Grieco

EI Mano d e Oro Ran ch 374 N.
Delgada Ave., Yucca Valley, CA
92284 Linda Blissmer

Genesis Management Systems
11845 Antler Peak Court, Alta Lorna,
CA 91737 Genesis Global Enterprise

Richie 's Real American Diner
16170 Bear Valley Rd, Victorville,
CA 92392 Rogelio de La Paz

Network Advantage 13561
Chaparral Trail, Yucaipa, CA 92399
Linda Diiorio

Formula 39 Co. 1778 Avalona
Ave., Yucca Valley, CA 92284 C. E.
Dilley

Kelley's Express 10431 Lemon
Ave. #H, Alta Lorna, CA 91734
Sherrie Houng

Sisters Custom Tailors 15578 7th
St., Victorville, CA 92392 Kum
Kim

Nova Albion Trading Co. Ltd.
32147 Dunlap Blvd., Yucaipa, CA
92393 Mark Harrison

Home Service Co. 54999 Martinez
Trail #63, Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Marlene Miller

Newport Leisure 5210 Sapphire
St., Alta Lorna, CA 91701 George
Lindbeck

T's Me Silkscreening 13650
Coyote, Victorville, CA 92392
Linda Pallares

P R Jimenez Construction 33418
Avenue "F," Yucaipa, CA 92399
Peter Jimenez

Lee's Health Studio 56460 29
Palms Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA
92284 Allan Marcus

P & R Italian Food Brokerage
10431 Lemon Ave. #N, Alta Lorna,
CA 91701 Anthony Pomponio

Tabaco & Candy Cart 14400 Bear
Valley Rd. #735, Victorville, CA
92392 lssam Farhat

Pop's Bar-B-Q 31629 Outer Hwy.
#10, Yucaipa, CA 92399 Gene
Wallace

Metcalf Entrp. 6931 Prescott Ave.,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 David
Metcalf

Xymox Percussion 8662 Buggy
Whip Rd., Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Kevin Heuerman

Bull Feathers 12424 Hesperia Rd.
#6, Victorvillew, CA 92392 Jimmie
Wolfenbarger

Priddy Rose Computer Services
11397 1/2 Oearwater Road, Yucaipa,
CA 92399 Victoria Martinez

Mr. Hobby 58313 Lisbon Dr.,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 Robert
Vershay

Dj Dogs 16515 Quinnault Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 92307 Denise
Buckner

A D E Consulting 12545 15th St.,
Yucaipa, CA 92399 Vincent
Miranda

Rick's Barber Shop 35009 Yucaipa
Blvd., Yucaipa, CA 92399
Guillermo Prieto

Pope's Auctions & Antiques 55820
Santa Fe Trail, Yucca Valley, CA
92284 Pope's Auctions & Antiques

Mohave Apartment Services
18061 Ohna Road, Apple Valley,
CA 92307 Paul Sheriff

Ace of Trades 35224 Avenue
"E," Yucaipa, CA 92399 David
Copher

S & H Towing 13130 Nebraska
Way, Yucaipa, CA 92399 Ralph
Hart

Ted's Cleaning Service & Supply
55745 29 Palms Hwy., Yucca
Valley, CA 92284 Charissa Levin

Noram Ind. Inc. 20785 Rancherias
Rd ., Apple Valley, CA 92307
Noram Ind. Inc.
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Martin Jeffrey Kearns 30-867
Bloomsbury Lane, Cathedral City,
CA 92234 Martin Keams

Neubau e r Enterpri ses 5258
Rtverstde Drive, Chtno, CA 91710
Jason Neubauer

Pan Internal Trading C o. 3094
Buckhaven Road, Chtno Hilb, CA
91709 Xin Pan

A Lil Bit of You 825 Valley Blvd.,
Colton, CA 92324 Chaun
Patterson

M C S/Miller Cook & Scott 1220
E Was hington # 24, Colton, CA
92324 Mitchell Davis

R & M Concessions 12366
Snapping Turtle Rd., Apple Valley,
CA 92308 Patricia McCabe

T. E. Deloss Construction Inc. 16~1
W. Mam St., Barstow, CA 92312 T.
E. Delos.-; Con.-;truction Inc.

Real Deal 312 San Anselmo Dr.,
Btg Bear City, CA 92314 Richard
Muro

Renet Financial-Silvertree Mortgage
20084 Red Feather Road, Apple
Valley, CA 92307 Steve Anderson

Bent Willow Entp. 1263 Wellwood
Ave., Beaumont, CA 92223 William
Haupm

Stat Medical Transcription 738
Kiener, Btg Bear City, CA 92314
Myra Styles

Peyton Inti. 68-095 Hermosillo,
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Maury
Williams

P ro - Wat e r 5002 Adams,
Chtno,
CA 91710 Jose
Mo ntalvo

Rags To Riches 16224 Cordovan
Court, Chtno Hills, CA 91709
Deborah Walker

Gibcom Communications 1705 E.
Washington St., Colton, CA 92324
William Dart

Midnight Enterprise 1316 S
Meadow Lane #198, Colton, CA
92324 Vincent Harrison

T L C Travel 18595 Seneca Court,
Apple Valley, CA 92307 Tommy
Collinson

Chatter Box Antique Mall 350 E.
6th St., Beaumont , CA 92223
Marsha Lindborg

Pinnacle Home Loans 579 Paine
Road/PO. Box 28~1 . Big Bear Lake,
CA 92315 Home Team Real E.<;tate Inc.

Unlimited X Change 68720 Hwy.
111, Cathedral City, CA 92234 Jeff
Litton

R & M Full Stop 4122 Philadelphia
Ave, Chtno, CA 91710 Ervand
Aynaszyan

Seraphim Enterprises 3447 Royal
R idge Drive, Ch tno Hills, CA
91709 Emil Macaspac

Lakeview Entp. 410 W. 'H' St.,
Colton, CA 92324 Marcellus
Fain

Steda Labs 24434 Scotch Lane,
Colton, C A 9232 4 Steve n
Hughes

C & S Tool 1101 Lovell,
Banntng, CA 92220 Charles
Hazeltine

Doma Partners 795 E. 6th St #M,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Donald
Christante

Switzerland Haus Bed 41829
Switzerland Dr., Btg Bear Lake, CA
92315 Donald Watstein

Alpine Real Estate & Property
Mgt. 5521 Rtverstde Dnve, Chtno,
CA 91710 Mano Saravta

Reef Life Inte rnatio nal 12375
Mtlls Ave . #3, Chtno, CA 91710
Ltlta Lacson

World Capital C o.
2146
Wildflower Lane, Chino Hills, CA
91709 Anthony Rodriguez

Lucky Plaza 2100 N . Rancho
Ave , Colton, CA 92324 Joseph
Chu

V I P Enterprises 1333 Reche
Canyon Road #1205, Colton, CA
92324 Valene Parmenter "'

Ken Crosby Consulting 1126
Cypress Point Drive, Banning. CA
92220 Kendall Crosby

Laughlin Tooling & Design 909 E.
6th St , Beaumont, CA 92223
Patnck Laughlin

Wendy Vaughn 966 Cameron Dr..
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 Wendy
Vaughn

Assets On Tape 13024 Raintree
Place , Chin o, CA 9 17 10 Janice
Mohlman

Retail Inno vation Inc. 5690
Schaefer Ave. #A, Chmo, CA 91710
Retatl lnnovatton Inc.

New Computer Concepts 543 S.
Cherokee Cir., Banning, CA 92220
Pao Ku

Lockerbie Mfg. Co. 2~9 E. 3rd St.,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Robert
Poland

Aguilar Pallets 17783 Santa Ana
Ave , Bloomington, CA 92316
Manuel Aguilar

Bear State Container & Packaging
13546 Central Ave. #D, Chmo, CA
91710 Christopher Peterson

S E A Property Management 5521
Riverstde Dnve, Chino, CA 91710
Central Valley Real Estate

Bits & Pieces Gift Shop 1600
Tulagi #A, Barstow, CA 92311
Rebecca Getty

Patricia Johnson 350 E. 6th St.,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Patricia
Johnson

Odds For Ends 10132 Alder Ave.,
Bloomington, CA 92316 Rtchard
Sanchez

Brady Electric 6713 Me dford
Court, Chino, CA 91 710 Michael
Brady

Spectrum Equipment Co. 4790
Chtno Ave. #B, Chtno, CA 91710
Spectrum Ltfts & Loaders

P G M C Partnership 2344 W.
Ma in St., Barstow, CA 92311
Joseph Gee

Independent Dam Services 501 W.
Valley Blvd. #6B, Btg Bear City,
CA 92314 Valerie Hood

Dekens Implement Co. 135 N.
Commercial, Blythe, CA 92225
Waymen Dekens

Cornerstone Products 12425 Mills
Ave. #A7, Chino, CA 91710 Donald
Gonzalez

Trust Capital 13064 Harrisburg
Court, Chmo, CA 91710 Bobbie L.
Earle

W. B. Heflin Pumping Service
13501 W. Hobson Way, Blythe, CA
92226 William Heflin

Fortune Silks Inc. 13802 Magnolia
Ave. , Chino, CA 91 7 10 Fortune
Silks Inc.

Western Group American Dream
Proper. 12490 Central Ave #225,
Chmo, CA 9 1710 Amdrpro Inc.

D & D Concepts 51655 Riza Ave.,
Cabazon, CA 92230 Dwayne
Jackson

H & B Service Co. 13575 Barkley
PL, Chmo, CA 91710 Control Panel
Corp. Inc.

A B C Maintenance 4337
Ironwood Drive, Chino Hills, CA
91 709 Maxa Bernal

Handi Storage 540 W Ave!,
Calimesa, CA 92320 Adolf
Meven

lntelgem 5389 Riverside Dr,
Chino , CA 91710 George
Schuchard

Applied Engineering Products
14325 Monte Vtsta, Chtno Hills,
CA 91708 Applied Eng. Products

Arthur Hall 68487 E. Palm Canyon
Dr., Ca thedral City, CA 92234
Arthur Hall

Jbk. Mfg. Co. 12480 N Park
Ave., Chino, CA 91710 Jeffrey
Brown

Deluca & Assoc. 14342 Cottage
Ln., Chtno Htlls, CA 91 765 John
Deluca

California Laminates 68-605
Jarana Rd., Cathedral City, CA
92234

Karen Ickes 4689 Chino
Ave., Chino, CA 91710 Karen
Ickes

Chaney Entrp. 38 825 Elna Way,
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Chaney
Entrp. Inc.

Kelory Co., The 15749 Country
Club Drive, Chino, CA 91710 Ervin
Wilroy

Creative Ind. 68645 Risueno,
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Susan
Eaglin

Louis Arriola 6264 Hamtlton,
Chino, CA 91710 Louis
Arriola

Dollar Signs 30620 Avenue del
Yermo, Cathedral City, CA 92234
Jesse Cross

Metro Communications 12140
Central Ave. # 144, Chi no, CA
91710 Haroon Karim

Furniture Recycling 68-929 Perez
Rd. #N, Cathedral City, CA 92234
Nancy Thoma<;

Most Versatile Products 12425
Mills Ave. #A7, Chino, CA 91710
Richard Weiland

J M Professional Services 3111
Oakvtew Lane, Chtno Hills, CA
91709 Joyce McGien
Joel Cahn and Assoc. 2911 Chino
Ave., Chino lltlls, CA 9 1709 Joel
Cahn
Keep The B eat C P R 2453
Pheasant Run Dnve, Chtno Htlls,
CA 91709 Frank de Santago
Laminas Zarco 4342 Ironwood Dr.,
Chino Hills, CA 91709 Fernando
Zarco
M F V Services 17956 Via La
Cresta, Chin o Hills, CA 91709
Frank Vonranzow
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Inland Valley
political representatives were
the center of a political
storm after Paul Horcher
switched his party affiliation from Republican to
Independent and voted for
Willie Brown for Speaker
of the Assembly rather
than support Republican
leader
J1m
Brulte.
Richard Mountjoy, who
won election to both the
Assembly and the Senate,
has vowed to stay m the
Assembly until he can
help vote Brulte in as
Speaker, up to and
including renouncing the
Senate seat if necessary.
Los
Angeles
Superior
Count
Judge
Diane
Wayne used a temporary
restraining order to ban
the Pomona City Council
from signing any agreements with card-club
developers. She issued
the restraining order after
ruling on a request by a
citizens' group opposed
to legalized gambling.

7

the bankrupt Claremont
Auto Center and another
$1.1 million loss 1n
investment funds 1n the
Orange County investment debacle.
A new
s I u d y
ranked
Rancho Cucamonga 9th in
growth of the state's retail
markets over the past five
years. The city had an
average annual retail
growth of 14.6 percent.
Fontana ranked 82nd
among the 358 cities
studied

19

-

The
Pomona

C

I

I

y

Council approved the
environmental impact
report on two proposed
card clubs and then went
on to approve a licensing
agreement for the Champs
Card Club. They delayed
a decision on the licensing agreement for the
Tradewmds Entertainment
Center until a future
session because of recent
changes in Tradewinds
management and investors.

Claremont
may have

to slash services and hike
taxes in 1995 in the face
of a $1.1 million loss in
redevelopment funds to

2

The
SCAQMD

h

a

s

decided to close on
Mondays in an attempt to

save operational costs.
The 1dea came up 18
months ago when the
AQMD board of directors
was examing a new
annual budget.
The
closure schedule will
affect
the
31,000
businesses and organizatiOns regulated by the
AQMD in the four county
d1stnct.

2 7 ~s~dn~::~

and businesses have already met a
1995
state
mandate
requiring cities to d1vert
25 percent of their waste
from landfills, avoiding a
fine of $10,000 a day.
Through recycling, the
two groups saved 27.3
percent of their waste
from
going to the
Milliken Landfill.

ceremony marking the activation
of the Hi-Desert
ExtensiOn and Recharge
Site will take place on
Jan. 12 to mark the
importation of supplemental water to the
Morongo Basin. The
importation
of this

A

supplemental water is a
historical event concluding a 20-year effort
by the citizens and a $65
million investment in the
community.

Ice Skating / Roller
Rink Planned for
Riverside County

A

new
55,000square-foot dual
surface ice/roller
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October data mdicates a drop-back of some 2,500 jobs
in the first full month of fall, erasing about 40% of the
third quarter gams. About 200 of the losses occurred in
manufacturing and 500 in construction, wllh the rest
scattered throughout the various service sectors.
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October declines in adjusted payrolls were most
noticeable in sectors seeing the sharpest seasonal
fluctuations around late summer and fall, such as
construction, general merchandise stores, and other
retailers. In Chart 2, one can see the power of seasonal
swings that occur for department stores and other
general merchandisers around Yuletide and how they
can distort payroll trem.ls.
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CAR DEALERS, GROCERY STORES,
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ABM also has:
•Copiers at Wholesale Prices/
Sales & Leasing
• Re-Manufactured Copiers
•Copier Rental Programs
• Low Cost Service &Supply Programs
• Discount Copier and Fax Supplies
• Plain Paper Fax Machines

,--L------------~

24000

Before you buy or lease another
copier Call ABM, "The Can't be
Copied Copier Company."

22000

20000

rink will be just minutes
away from UC Riverside
and Canyon Crest when
it is completed in late
summer 1995.
The
Magnon
Companies
announced the signing of
a long-term lease with a
local private investor to
build the rink at the
southwest corner of
Central Avenue and the
60 Fwy in Riverside. A

AND SUPPLIES ARE

78000
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Supplemental
Water Coming to
Morongo Basin

80000

16000

Montclair
C i I y
Council members with 15
years service may receive
100% med1cal coverage
when they retire if a plan
created by City Administrator Lee McDougal is
passed. It faces some
opposition from residents
and a few council
members who don't feel
that the extra financial
burden should be placed
on taxpayers. A

EQUIPMENT, SERVICE,
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Some improving sectors are shown in Chart 3, which
makes use of specific industry data which has just
become available from the state. The car dealer and
personal serv1ce sectors have started to improve at
different times, but all have registered nice growth in
1994, and only a couple reflected the declines of
October.
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ADVANCED
BUSINESS
MACHINES
A factory authorized distributor

Serving all of Orange County,
The Inland Empire and San Diego County

Call Today 800/576-FREE
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Canon
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Panasonic
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Sallln

SHARP

TOSHIBA

XEROX

Your mommy wouldn't make you
walkaroundin~·o urdaddy's
shoes, would she? ,\nd she
wou ldn 't dress ~·ou in
his ba?,~)' old jacket. ~o
why would she take
you to a hospital for hi!!, people when she could wke you to a hospital just for kids ':'
~la~·hc ~·ou

should ask her. ,\nd while ~·ou'rc at it, remind her that
Loma Linda L nivcrsity Children's llospital is the place for kids
to go-whether they need a band-aid hr a new heart.
~o.

if ~·ou ever get sick, tell your mom ~·o u
want to come to the new Loma Linda
University Children's I [ospital.
\\'c're just your size.

LoMA L IN D A l lNt VR R S I7T C IIII,nJu.;;N,s H osPI TA l ,
1123-! .\ndcrson Street • Loma Linda. C.\ 92.154
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